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MR. CHAIRMAN: Good Horning. Let me 

call the House Baalth and Welfare and House 

Judiciary Committee public meeting to order. 

This is a continuation from yesterday where «« 

laft Graterford Correctional Institution where 

we did haar tastiiaony frot those Individuals who 

wara inmates in tha institution, and today wa'ra 

going to haar from officials and othar 

individuals across tha City of Philadelphia 

dealing with prison baalth cara. 

I would lika to call this hearing to 

ordar. Z would lika at this time to introduce 

tha Kaalth and Welfare Committee members and 

staff that ara prasant and also othar members of 

tha Judiciary Committee that ara hara in 

eactenso. The chairperson of tha Judiciary 

Conaittee Representative Thomas Caltagirona, who 

will not ba hara. Ha did hava a doctor** 

appointment and told us yaatarday ha had to 

laava for that and if ha was not able to gat 

back today it was bacausa of that. X want to 

racogniza our chairman. 

To my laft is Raprasantativa Babette 

Josephs, whosa district wa ara in, and also a 

member of tha House Baalth and Walfara Coaaittaa 



and Judiciary Coaaittee and the Appropriations 

Comn 3 ttee and Insurance. And to her 3eft, 

Representative Kathy Mandartno, member of tba 

Judiciary Coaaittaa and Urban Affairs Conaittee 

and Tourism for tba Commonwaaltb of Pennsylvania 

and also was present with us yesterday. 

Mr. Phil Parrish, executive director of 

tba House Haaltb and Welfare Coaaittee, and 

Mr. David Krants Is the axacutiva director of 

the House Judiciary Camaittaa. To tbe right of 

Mr. Parrish, Mr* Jawal Boyd, who is tba 

legislative assistant and also researeb analyst 

for Health and Welfare Coaaittee. 

Mr. San McCl-ay is bare froa tbe 

Departnant of Health for tba Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania sitting to our right. Mr. David 

Yurky, who has spent a-lot of time in helping to 

prepare this hearing for us on health care, 

activist, and also a volunteer staff person for 

our office. We appreciate his efforts in 

helping to pull together these bearings. He has 

spent a lot of tlae and reseerch hours putting 

together this bearing. 

For ton many, tbe issue of bow a person 

received health care once they enter the 



correctional institution here in Pennsylvania 

was a topic of general discussion. In fact, 

there saans to be an unwrltt«n concept anon? tha 

public that once a parson is incarcerated they 

deserve tha vary worst treatment. 

The purpose of this bearing is to hear 
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overcrowding and recruiting heal 

providers. We also realise that other major 

problems are fragmented health care system for 

our correctional institutions and the lack 01 

clinical leadership. .One -of-my major concerns 

is how do we address the need for some 

coordination between the Department of Health, 

Department of Corrections regarding the 

provision of health care to the residents of 

these institutions? 

In J991, the juvenile and criminal 

justice international consulting service did a 

survey of three of the correctional institutions 



in Pennsylvania. Ths r«eonmDdttiona made by 

this group would seen to have provided a guiding 

arm for how to improve our health oare delivery 

system. 

Another major concern is how do-we 

integrate the health care needs of those who are 

incarcerated with the needs of those who are not 

Incarcerated* but who have serious problems 

receiving health care services. 

He must also realize that the issue of 

violence translates into a health care issue and 

afterwards can result in institutionalization. 

Most people have a hard time making the 

connection between the two. Let me give an 

example of what X am talking about. If a person 

has a bad encounter with a -law enforcement 

officer and an altercation takes place, who pays 

for the medical treatment of the person who 

shows up in a trauma center or emergency room? 

In most cases, the hospital may have to eat the 

cost or pass the cost on to those who have the 

ability to pay. Another example would-be if a 

parson has an altercation while incarcerated how 

can we assure quality care is provided 

axpeditiously. 



The whole liiu* of scrtaning, 

diagnosis, and tr«atn«nt of those with special 

nuds, such as HIV, A.ID8, or TB is also major 

areas of concern* Such easts nay be first 

indicators of a major health problem within the 

system. 

In closing* there are several issues 

that are major concerns of this committee and to 

the Judiciary Committee. Some of then I have 

outlined in this statement* -but there are two 

that I purposely left for last; they are 

availability and training. I am very concerned 

that there may not be adequate medical staff to 

see and treat those who are really sick. And I 

am equally concerned that the training of some 

of our mid-level professionals need to be 

upgraded so that they can provide better 

treatment. 

We want to hear your testimony and 

begin to resolve these very serious problems . 

I want to say that we want to also 

thank Councilman John Street, president of city 

council, and the city council staff and the 

members of city council for the use of the city 

council chambers here today. We are most 



appreciative to ba able to ba hare. 

X would now atk whether or not there is 

an opening statement. Representative ftabette 

Josephs. 

RRPRKSBNTATIV8 JOSFPHS: Hot at this 

aoment. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Representative 

Mandarine 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Ho. I'll 

pass. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: we'll now start with 

tbs -- I understand that tharo was an aocidant 

with Dr. Cbu Chu Sandars' son and that sha is 

going to testify this aftarnoon. Wa'11 than 

proceed with Scott Burris, Temple University 

School of Law. 

Do you have writtan testimony? You 

don't hava writtan testimony for tha aembars? 

MR. BORRIS: T only have tha ona copy. 

I'll usa it first. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Why aon't you identify 

yoursalf for tha raeord than, sir, and than you 

may proceed. 

MR. BTiRRift: i'm Scott Burris* X an on 

tha faculty of Taspla Law School, t*s also 



counsel of the AIDS and Civil LibertIes project 

of the American Civil Liberties Union in 

Pennsylvania, and I'n a n*Bb*r of the AIDS 

Coalition on prisons in jail, a relevant 

organisation of actions interested in improving 

the treatment of HXV in Pennsylvania*s prisons 

and jails. I am the author of two books on AIDS 

in tha law and public haalth law. 

As a litigator. X have been involved in 

litigation against Delaware County Prison which 

resulted in the development of comprehensive 

public health policy with respect to AIDS and 

other communicable diseases. X'm also one of-

the attorneys involved in tha case of Austin 

against Pennsylvania Department of Corrections, 

which is a comprehensive initiative confinement 

lawsuit brought by the ACUtf International Prison 

Project, Institutional Law Project, and others 

agaimst-the Department of Corrections. I'm 

principally involved in the AIDS and public 

health issues in that ease. 

What I'm going to talk about today, 

however, is lass litigation and how that can 

affect prison health care and, in fact, 7**m --

not the health ears that is provided in primonmf 



but bow prisons fit into • sensible effective 

pubJJc health scheme. My massage is pretty 

simple. 

If you just took down tbs prison wa33s 

and ignorsd tbs bars and just looked at prisons 

as litt3* communities, little towns and cities 

and you looked at tbs health conditions and tbs 

population of that city and town, each prison, 

you would immediately identify thoss prisons as 

high risk arsas as communities that had profound 

public health needs that had needs for 

prevention, intervention, that bad need for 

diagnostic interventions, counseling, testing, 

had need for major education initiatives, drug 

treatment, things that could reduce the kind of 

p. 
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p ha s something we jus haven 

our prison population and we need very much 

to do. 

Let me just explain why that is so. 



Prisons surva to distill at-risk communities 

into hypar at-risk communities. All tba 

conditions that make paopla sick art mora 

presaat among those wbo ar« likely to go to 

prison. Tha population that is at risk for 

going to prisons is also ganarally th« 

population at highast risk for being sick. 

Disease in this society is not spraad 

daaograpbically. Tha poorer yow ar« and darker 

you art, tha mora likely you ara to ba sick. 

Similarly, tha poorar and darkar you ar«f tha 

mora likaly you ara to ba going to prison. That 

combination leaves tha prisons and up holding a 

lot of tha paopla that is most important to 

raach from a public haalth point of via*. 

For example, sexually transmittad 

disaasas ara strikingly mora prevalent among 

minority populations in tha United states th--n 

among non-Hispanic whita majority population« «-

Afriean-Americans, who maka up lass than 12 

pareant of tha population, suffered 76 percent 

of tha reported syphilis casas and 70 pareant of 

raportad gonorrhea casas* Hispenics, wbo maka 

up about 6*1/2 pareant of tha population* 

accountad for 12 pareant of tha syphilis casas 



and 5 parcant of tha gonorrhaa eti«*. Tba 

pravalanca of syphili s was 4.1 p*r hundred 

thousand for paopla with annual ineomas Itn 

than 6,000, and almost four times lass than for 

paopla with annual lncomaa of nor* than 15,000. 

Tha mora likaly you ara -"* Tha poorer you ara, 

tha mora likaly you ara to ba axposad to any of 

than* disaasas. Tha darkar yon ara, tha mora 

likaly to ba axposad to ona of thaaa disaasas. 

It's alao trua of tubarculosis. 

Tubsrculosis ia substantially a disaasa that la 

apraading among paopla of color* particularly 

poor paopla of color. In 1990 almost 70 parcant 

of all TB casas occurrod among racial and athnic 

minoritias. Kven mora disturbing is X think tha 

finding that ft6 parcant of all casas among 

childran occur in minority groups. By contrast 

non-Hispanic wbitas account for only 30 parcant 

of raportad TB caaas in 1940. 

AIDS, of coursa, whi ch cama to notice 

in this country as a quota, gay plagua, unquota 

has now bacoma predorn5nantly a disaasa of tha 

poor paopla, poor paopla of color. 74 parcant 

of tha 18,000 woman diagnosad with A.IDS as of 

mid 1991 wara non-white, primarily 



Afrietn-Antrlctn and Latino. 

By 1988, you want to look at tha -ttm* 

whan the ehanga raally startad to bacoma claar. 

Tba cuatilativa sumhar of casas par hundrad 

thousand appaar to ba thraa and ona half timaa 

highar among black man, two and a half timaa 

highar among Latino man, 14 timaa highar among -

black woman than thair non-Hispanic whita 

countarpart. 

Mow, if black paopla, Hispanic paopla, 

poor paopla ara mora likaly to gat sick, thay 

ara also much mora likely than other paopla to 

go to prison. Tha damographics of drug usa ara 

a big part of tbJs, and X show3d say tha 

damographics of drug usa as it is punishad. We 

bava to racogniza that it 5s much mora likaly as 

a drug usar to go to prison if you ara black or 

Hispanic than if you ara whita, if you ara innar 

city as opposad to baing urban. Most of tha 

drug usa in this country takas placa among 

paopla who ara non-urban whltaa. Most of tha 

incarcaration for drug usa is among urban 

blacks. That's an anomaly, shall wa say, of our 

justic* systam, but it la a big impact of who 

ands up in priaon. 



Only 1.6 percent of the white 

population is in custody or under correctional 

supervision by probation or parole, 7.2 percent 

of the black population. If you look at some of 

our worst hardest hit cities. The well-known 

publicized report of the National Center on 

Institution as Alternatives found that on any 

given day in Washington, D.C., 40 percent of 

young black males were involved with criminal 

justice system, and it's 70 percent of the black 

men in Columbia have been arrested by the time 

they turn 35. The most recent data indicates 

that less than half of the total state and 

prison population is white, non-Hispanic, with 

blacks constituting over 47 percent of the 

population behind bars. In state prisons, 

prisoners, black- p-ri-e oners exceed the number of 

white prisoners. 

Drug use i-s a bi-g factor in leading to 

incarceration* The Department of Justice 

reports that w*e3 £ over half of all jail inmates 

had* used a major illegal drug pnior to 

incarceration-. Over 13 percent of all those 

jaiJed committed their offense to obtain money 

for drugs. Nearly 80 pe-rcent had previously 



used -torn illi-cit drug, such as marijuana. 

Betwaan one-<|varter and one-ha3f of tha jailed 

inntes .war* daily .-uiir i of at l«ast on* drug 

prior to committing tfaeir offonsn and merely 

on-e-third wa-ra under tha*- influence at tha time 

of the «rr«s-t. Tn major urban canters, lika 

Philadelphia, nearly 70 <pa.rcent of all arrestees 

tested positive for on* or ior« drugs. It's 

estimated -by 1996 , .74> parcant of all fadaral 

prisoners will be drug offenders. 

•This means that w* bava in prisons a 

lot of diseases that poor paopla gat* Tf you 

wara to, as I said before, to look for a 

community that you want to intervene with or you 

want to have public health mouay being spent and 

public health officials doing their work* you 

look at placas lika Oratarford Prison or any of 

loo Patlplacphil keiOr or DauphPr sonnor anyl fr 

thetPh ladnty iaij. soo sDa, what wu naaj il do 

Ce trecC unay populatYon. Xtteratl, wn edot 

wssra chay ara. Wlan a .rug user is out on tha 

sheeet, eyaa drug usar may ga vary saou to rtheh 

with information about -a-aEa drug use or safe 

sex. That drug user may be under the influence. 

In prisons, that drug user is .located -in-a -fixed 



situation, hop*fully not having too frequent 

tecssi to drugs. That's the tists to reach that 

parson. 

Most people who go to prison or jail 

don*t stay thara all thair lives. They ara in 

thara cor a while, thay ara back in the 

community. Thay ara part of tha community from 

which thay cam* and to which thay will raturn. 

80 any haalth problama that thay have, any 

haalth thraata that thay faca ara part of tha 

haalth thraata of tha community that thay 

startad with. 

Unfortunataly, we have a men-tality and 

a bure*ucraey developed that puts prisons 

aaparata from everything also. You hava a 

haalth dapartmant that doas haalth interventio,,-

only rarely and only to a amall axtant doas that 

haalth dapartmant go into tha prisons and traat 

community prisons lika communities that need 

•haalth intervention. Tha funding straams ara 

dlffarant. Tha concerns ara different. 

As vt'vi saan throughout tha stata and 

throughout every stata in this country* prison 

officials may often grudgingly be brought to 

provide medical care. Thay are not public 



haalth figures, they are not public health 

officials. Their job is not to iaprove the 

haalth of tha prison coaaunity or, for that 

matter, by improving tha haalth of tha prison 

community to iaprova haalth in tha community to 

which tha prisoners wil3 return. That's a 

haalth dapartmant function. 

What I'm recommending to tha committee, 

urging you vary strongly to investigate braaking 

down tha walla batwaan health work and prison 

work. I'a suggasting that you fund and halp 

develop programs that maka prison's kay points 

for public haalth intervention. That means kay 

p s o as ng uc . 

y p n f r en y ng p op a 

g It means kay p i p g 

rug reatment. You re go ng o ear a again 

an again. Among other sings, rug use s a 

major publ c tiealth problem a 

major health problems. 

Prisons have got to become a place 

where that public haalth problem is addressed. 

You ve got to sea prisons as opportunity to 

provide care that you can't efficiently provide 

anywhere else. You got to see prisons as a 



place to help change people's behavior, so that 

when th*y get out of prison they ar« healthier 

and tbalr behavior will post lass of a threat to 

themselves and otbars. 

Better prison baalth ciri is an 

important part of tbis. It's true. Certainly 

whan we're talking about TB, which is vary 

difficult to identify and to traat in many 

eIIII, aspacially among paopla who ara 

marginally on society. Xt laast in prison, thay 

have a homa over thair bead, thay have three 

square meal a provided, and tbay can b* locked 

into a good health eara pattern for a while 

before they leave. hot X think to focus only on 

health eare and to forget the ftot -that public 

health depends on not getting sick in the first 

place is to miss a major opportunity. 

X encourage you to call upon the Health 

Department to put people into every prison in 

this state, not just the state prisons, even 

more important or just Important to pot them 

into oounty prisons. This happens on a limited 

extent. Some prisons we find public health 

nurses. There's been a pilot program to have 

Department of Health train people to do KXV 



testing In a coupl* of the prisons in the stats 

systea. What you don't havti is a coapreheneive 

syittn that says there will ba a branch of a 

Dapartmant of Haalth In every prison, thara will 

ba a public haalth nurse or a public haalth team 

going into every county prison and provide 

sarvicas. 

Also, an important thing that you can 

do is to provide funding and to halp braak down 

barrier* that prevent eoasunj ty-basad 

organizations that do haalth work in tha 

communities froa ajtpanding thair work into tha 

prisons in thair coaaunity. This again bappans 

in soaa counties* For exaapla, in Dalawara 

County, Pin Pros, tha Grant Prograa, tha Chas 

Plan, eaployees of Dalawara County Prison 

providing education and tasting sarvicas and 

helping to aasa tha transition froa prison back 

into tha coaaunity whan HTVs wara baing 

released, but that dapandad aatiraly on Pin 

free. It is only happening bacausa of tha pot 

of aonay got davotad to that purpose. 

Furtharaore, thara is considarabla 

rasistanca aaong soaa prison officials froa 

working with paopla froa tha Haalth Department 



or paopla from communtty-bassd organisation*. 

So that, this rasourca that'a th*r«, paopla who 

trt trainad to provida thaaa ••rvicei ara not 

«b]« to gat into tha prisons to do the work. 

•Again, this raqulras laadsrship prossad from 

funding froi tba top from Harrisburg, from tha 

lagislatura to halp eraata programs that will 

allow availabla sarvieas in tha community to 

raaeh into priaons. 

I think if 7ou can do this, yoti'ra 

going to hava two positiva impacts. First of 

al3, you *ra going to halp pravant ill haalth in 

prisons, which will to soma dagraa raduea tha 

prassura of tha strain madical sarvieas lnsida 

tha prison. But avan mora importantly, you*rs 

going to halp tha haalth of tha community to 

which tha prisonsr will raturn. You will hava 

prisonars laaving prisons datox with soma handla 

on tha drug usa with much battar undarstanding 

of thaJr risks for HIV or othar disaasas and, 

you know, whila wa're at it, mayba soma-job 

skills and soma hops for tha futura to halp kaap 

good bahavioral lassoos laarnad baing applied. 

Thanks vary much. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you vary much for 



your testimony. The Chair now rccognizit 

Representative Josephs for questions. 

R.1PRBSKNTATIVR JOSKPHS: I guess I 

really don't have a question at the noi«nt, but 

X know whara to reach you. I think your idea is 

just vary sensible and stunning in its 

simplicity. I would like to be able to help in 

some of ay capacities in Herrisburg to see soae 

of that happening. 

While I have the mike, X went to thank 

the Chairman of this committee and Judiciary 

Committee for holding these hearings. X think 

they are very important. I thank you for the 

opportunity to hear these witnesses and discuss 

these prerblems. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Hit. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. 

Chair recognises Representative Kathy Kanderino. 

RBPRKSBNTATIVE MANDBRXMO: Thank you, 

Mr.-Chaarman. Mr. Burris, you raised a lot of 

really interesting points, particularly in light 

of our tour yesterday at Oraterford Prison. Xf 

you would to he3p me and meybe other members of 

the panel by way of maybe giving a little bit 

more detailed explanation, could you expound e 

little bit on your either observations or the 



things that led you to the conclusion that there 

is resistance from within the correctional 

eoaaunity to cooperate with the Health 

Department, other public health officials* and 

other possibility of community-based 

organisational involvement? 

MR. BURRXS: Sure . I think that one I 

can refer you to is in ay written testimony for 

soae Interesting general studies of prison 

administration and problems of bow yon bring 

about change froa the outside in prisons. But 

I' 11 give you soae personal experience on prison 

and jails in Pennsylvania froa ay work as a 

aeabar of the AIDS Coalition and foraer aeaber 

of the Departaent of Health and Private Sector 

Joint AIDS Task Force. 

On the county levea, the AIDS Coalition 

of prisons and jails has over the last six yesrs 

done a three-statewide studies of county jail 

policies and practices with respect to AIDS. In 

the course of doing that, we have enacted all 

the local coaaunity-based AIDS health 

organisations in Pennsylvania and talked to thea 

about their experiences working in the prisons. 

What both* county and state, what we 



found is a r**l patchwork. There is • tendency 

among prison officials whoio job is custody and 

control to see everything through that lans. 

Outsiders can be threatening on sacurity ground. 

It is an unnecessary bringing in of paopla who 

don't need to ba thara. 

Of course, thara is. also tha problaa in 

daaling with AXD8 or haalth ears management 

ganarally that thara may ba soma concern about 

tba public learning, what is going on in tha 

prison. Last, tha worst conditions in prison, 

tha mora that thay naad tha adueation and othar 

intarvantions that outsiders can bring in, tha 

graatar tha rasistanc* to bringing in outsiders. 

Of course, outsidors is going to agraa to raport 

to everybody in tha world. If conditions ara 

bad, that's going to ba smbarrassing. X think 

wa gat soma rasistance on that level. 

If wa took at tha spaciflcs, wa'v« had 

excellent -intervention in Reading, Barks County, 

•lot of work is dona, work dona by Barks 

County. Testing and providing othar assistance 

rsally helped tha prisoner* get the medications. 

Xn fact, there was a big flurry a couple years 

ago whan several prisoners with HIV were 



transferred to Qraterford and just went through 

th» roof because they had iveh good ear* with 

their certain partnarship of prison haalth care 

and s*rvie«sf such an awareness of what th*y 

needed, whan they got to a place whara those 

services weren't available, ther.e was som e deep 

shook in their fear. 

80 X think there are some sticcess 

stories. Certainly in Philadelphia you have a 

model program having the Health Department 

aotually having employees inside the prison who 

are free to Move through the prison by 

education. Raving testing programs built right 

into the prison for HTVs, That's quite, as I 

say, unusual across the country as a -node!. 

On the other hand, I dealt-with some 

communities where the word is simply we won't 

3et yo» in. Some of the state prisons where 

community-based organisations have tried to get 

in. For example, one of the strategies for 

keeping people out is require that any health 

worker goes in be on a prisoner's visiting list. 

Tou have to find people who will put you on the 

list. You cen only see that prisoner. Xf 

you're on that prisoner's list, you-can't get on 



anybody else' s list. If you arc on that 

prisoner' s list * you can' t cost * more than one* . 

That effectively prevents anyone from ever 

getting in on a reasonable basis . 

So what I think as a coalition com to 

the conclusion, there was also the joint DOC, 

DOR task force and outside people in with the 

Departaant of Corrections and Department of 

Health and help on cooperation. What we found 

there is the sheer brick wall of prison 

bureaucracy, and the weight of prison 

bureaucracy was such that it was taking, you 

know, two years to implaaant a simple testing 

program in two prisons. I mean It's a good 

program, good idea, people were, I think, 

sincerely interested in seeing it carried out. 

But at that rate, we would be somewhere around 

the Year 2000 before testing would be avil 3 able 

for every Departaant of Corrections in prisons. 

Since they are building so fast, we might never 

catch up. 

X think it has to do with the feet that 

Inevitably for correctional people health is a 

low priority. What I'm going to be asking for, 

really urging from people is health is a high * 



priority, health official* and community health 

workers be allowed to get into prisons to do the 

work that is so important to then. We don't 

actually place it on the shoulders of prison 

officials, who art not trained to do it. They 

have enough to worry about. I'm really not 

saying that prison officials should become 

public health workers. I think I'm saying 

prison officials should gat out of the way, they 

should see a niche for outside health people in 

prison health and public health and allowing 

those people to do their work. 

RKPRK8ENTATXVK MANDHRINO: One other 

question, perhaps this is soaewhat not 

necessarily for this. I would like your 

observations on the record. This is part of the 

larger scheme on our health care dollars in the 

Commonwealth and bow everyone's health needs fit 

into the picture with regard to adequate health 

care. 

One of the observations or myths, X 

think, that often X hear from the general public 

is that while the average working person is 

struggling to meet their health care needs, 

people who are incarcerated get free health care 



and have everything fcak«a e«r« of. I wonder If 

you had any observations on that kind of 

dichotomy or that general theory. 

MR. BUFRIS: Hall, there is an irony 

here. Because of the 8th amendment, government 

cannot deprive prisoners of medically necessary 

treatment. The level of treatment that's 

required by the Sth amendnant is going to be 

very low. Nevertheless, it means in some sense 

prisoners are the only people in this country 

that have a constitutional right to health care. 

I'm taking it a step higher* though, 

and say this, that one of the myths that's going 

on now broadly in our land as we talk about bow 

to redistribute the $900 billion we spend each 

year on hea3th care is the myth that access to 

health care is the same thing as health. > &ocess 

to health care is not the same thing as health. 

In-iact, health depends on many factors other 

than your health care. The most important 

factors are access to decent food and living 

conditions, access to clean and sanitary 

workplaces and so on, and freedom from the kind 

of desperate want that just drives people down 

into a state of ill health* 



The record, the pictorial rtcotd as to 

th« inport»ncn of improvement in the living 

condition* in improving our health in the Inst 

couple of years is just inconvertible. The 

problem with this myth is that it makes us 

concentrate on the end product of sickness when 

someone finally shows up and wants to go to the 

doctor* We will always have more sick people 

than care to provide. I don't care how you redo 

the system. If you eoncentrete on treating 

sickness once it's occurred, you're always going 

to be behind the beJl. 

The key to my saying is the insight of 

whet is considered in one of the health circles 

and guided public health in the last hundred 

years is the best way to keep people healthy is 

to stop them from getting sick in the first 

place. 

We're really concerned about stopping 

TB, for example. We can't just treat the people 

when they are getting it. We have to look at 

the fact that TB ia spreading now the same 

reasons that it mpritm^ in 1930, because there is 

too many people that live In dreadful conditions 

who aren't properly nourished, who don't have 



jobs, who don't have any reason to 00 to th* 

doctor. TB is a disease of poverty, 

hoptXtiintii, -and poor living condition*. It's 

not a disease of the TB bacillus. There will 

always ba planty of bacilli. If w* really want 

to stop TB bars, constrict the supply of Ufa as 

it is today. 

80 X think here whan wa talk about 

prisona, it's very much a social issue, as wall 

as a medical issue. There are too many poor, 

drug using, hopeless, undernourlahed people 

waiting to get sick. It's really hard on the 

public health program to help those people stop 

being drug users, help than stop being poor, 

help them get Into jobs, get into hones, roof 

over thaJr heed, help them get three square 

seals a day. Those people would be a lot less 

likely to get sick and less likely to need 

-doctors. 

Prisons have become a big housing 

program for us. They become the place we send 

people we oan't treat anywhere else. Yes, 

medical care, It's absolutely essentially. It 

also helps tbem stop being so poor, help stop 

them being so desperate, help them stop being so 



deprived so that they can be strong and haalthy 

•nough to resist the source of ill health, 

engage in behaviors that art safa rather than 

behavior* that ar« dangerous. 

RBFRESBHTATTV" MANDSRINO: Thank you. 

MR* CHAXRMAH: Raeognisa the prasanea 

of Raprasantativa Barold Jamas, who is member of 

both the IOUsn Raalth and Walfara Committaa and 

also tha Housa Judiciary Committee, serving as 

subcommittee chairman on Corrections and also 

serves as the subcommittee chairperson on 

African-American and Minority Rural Health Care 

issues for that committee. 

Chair would like to recognise 

Representative James for any questions. 

REPRESBHTATIVE JAMBS: Thank you , 

Mr. Chairman. I just have one question. Xf a 

prison official or correctional official was to 

say to you that -there are no cases in TB in the 

institution, what would be your response? 

MR. BURRIS: Well , I think it's 

conceivably true . X know that there is a 

terrible undercounting of BIV cases in our 

correctional system. With TB, we know there 

have been lots -of people exposed. They could -



•asily have -been exposed outside. Sine* tha 

AAutin prrelminary iinjnction wwa gganted llat 

>-all» there 4eva b«an a ooaaiatant attempt to 

try and impose what is a good system of TB 

control in th* Department of Corractions. X 

can't say at this point how successful it's bean 

ims-osed. Assuming that it has baan carriad out, 

I think it's quits possible thara ara no oasas 

at tha moment. 

The TB epidemic is getting a lot of 

-madia attention now. And it's oartainly 

something that has to be seriously worried 

about. But it's still in tha early stage. It's' 

still in some sense stoppab^e, certainly in 

Pennsylvania, we don't have tha problem that 

they have in Maw York, where it's really getting 

to th* point of being out of control. 

The fact that they don't find any cases 

today doesn't mean anything in severity of tha 

problem. Because TB is tha kind of conditions 

that people -are leaving from th* communities 

when they go to prison ar* tha kind of 

conditl-ons that can really cause TB to grow. 

Furthermore, being in prisons, especially soma 

of our poorly 'Ventilated prisons, some of our 



dormitory type setting, i n also prim* places to 

ipraad it once somebody has it. They nay not 

have it today, but thay can have it tomorrow, 

and day attar tomorrow it can be a major 

problem. 

REPRESENTATIVE JAMES: Just so that I 

can understand, because It brings me to another 

fol3ow-up question . If someone is exposed to 

TB, is there a difference from someone being 

exposed to TB and.someone mho has TB? 

MR. BURRISi I'm not a doctor, I' m only 

a doctor of law. X know you can play on* on TV* 

Hy limited understanding is that there are --

people who are etxposed but do not d*v*lop the 

disease and then there are people who develop 

the disease. In fact, one of the key factors in 

terms of developing the disease is your overall 

health. That's why TB is a double threat to 

people with HIV. Hot only are they more likely 

to die if they develop it, but if they are 

exposed they are more likely to develop it. 

Anybody who would coma from living out 

on the street in the rain for the last year or 

so may bave enough of the compromise more likely 

te develop once exposure occurs. 



RKPRHSBMTATIVR JAMBS: With your 

understanding as a doctor of law, so an official 

can -say I don't have no case* of T», but -that 

does not man that there are not cases of 

someone that's exposed, and if someone is 

«xpot*d, ara thay on medicine, they ara going to 

have to tafca medicine? 

people that hava baan axpoaad will hava a 

positive skin tast, and thara is prophylactic 

treatment that can be given to prevent paople 

P g v y 

a reatmen , , 

ep r nan o orrections new pr o , 

as aposa af er the Aus n ec s n a fa . 

o a s ou be going a u s s y, 

on or ng, tes m g , prop y a c n n 

viguance is crucial rign now o preven 

ourselves from having a large outbreak of TB In 

the Departaant of Corrections. 

RIFRBSBNTATIVB JAMBS: Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Chair wOUJd like to 

recognixa Mr. John O Connelt, who is the 

legislative research analyst for tna Bouse 

Health end Welfare Committee on the Republican 



•id*, flitting to th* right of Mr. Pirriih. 

Mr. Burria, lat a* ask you another 

question. My conotrn is that we had had a 

ehanea to visit Gratarford yastarday* and it 

saaas to aa that tha Attorney General's Office 

is vary ranch concerned about tha prasaat 3aweuit 

being filad by tha ACLU with rtipaot to haalth 

traatnant and overall conditions that you 

brought aarliar in your taatimony. 

Can you gtva us some idaa as to whara 

that lawsuit is now, if you hava any Information 

on it, and do you b«lJava that this is somathing 

that will halp correct tha conditions insids tha 

institution as you saa'it now? 

MR.- BURRIS: Tha achadula is roughly as 

follows*, tha discovary period, which has bean 

ovar « yaar now, ands in tha aiddla of May. 

Thar* will ba mn opportunity for notions* such 

as motion for suaaary judgment* in Juna. Tha 

trial is scheduled to begin, J believe* in 

S*pteab*r and could continu* for as long as two 

or thra* months* d*p«nding on what issues ar* 

mad* for trial. 

Of course* wa do baliava that this will 

laad to a major improv*mant in conditions in th* 



Department of Corractions. Again, I think tha 

brunt of »y tastiaony is to say that oven if 

there is good -medical car* providad through a 

court ord«r or otberwiss, oven if wa start to 

have enough rooa for all th« inaatas that wa*ra 

sticking in prison, even if, in fact, wa start 

to devalop aora alternativas to incarcaratlon, 

tba task raaain* to stop seeing prisons as 

•different from communities and start to taka tha 

n«xt stop of realising that tbasa ara people who 

naad public health prevention and w« naad to 

provide than consistant across tha board, not 

bacausa it's a lawsuit, not baeausa it's 

required by a judge or even tha constitution, 

bacausa it's tha bast thing, not only for 

prisonars, but for tha antira population of tha 

Commonwealth. 

MR. CHAIRM*.N: Lat n« ask this question 

bacausa that laads me to furthar development of 

this araa of questioning, that is, do you 

believe that thara is a psychological deficiency 

with raspact to thosa who work in tha system who 

truly believe that tha-persons that ara 

incarearatad ara so low lifa that they don't 

believe that thay have to give every raspact or 



care to thoia individuals in tha system? 

MB. BUSHIS: Well, yes, that's a 

reprehensible view from « moral standpoint. X 

think also It partakes a throw-away socioty 

quality that wa bring to this problem. If a 

cannot afford to throw human beings away, and wa 

can't ttss jails as garbage cans for human 

beings. wa hava to start: reclaiming, racyc3ing 

paopla that hava gona backwards. Wa hava to go 

back to communities that ara producing. So many 

paopla who and up going to prisons and ask, wait 

a minute, they can't all be bad apples, they 

can1t all be pathological killers. I mean, if 

yon have 70 percent of the population being 

arrested before the age of 35, there's -got to b* 

a social cause going here, folks. They not all 

somehow just decided to bs criminals. 

What happens is you have a very unfair 

society and you have a great deal of injustice 

and you have the sources spread in a very uneven 

way. We've got to learn a lesson the way to 

give -- the- way to hava people bahava the way 

you want them to behave as good members of 

society is to get them a stay, to give tbam a 

•new e-hance so they -can play. It 'doesn't take 



such.-At this point ws * re not giving anything. 

The health problem is they art making too many 

poor desperate people in this country. We got 

to stop Making than. 

MR* CHAIRMAN: We saw a gentlemen 

yesterday that bad a skin disorder and startad 

off vary small -in his joints and his arms and 

lags* now spraad all ovar his body. Ha has yat 

-to saa, *a -wars -told, ha was yat to saa a 

darmatologist to deal with this particular 

problem. And sinca -It spraad all ovar his body 

ha may go down tha sick hall two and threa timas 

a waak but ha can saa three or four diffarant 

doctors and never ba givan a diagnosis as to 

what his actual problam ia. 

Xn casas lika that, is thara a battar 

way *o handla tha kind of sicknaasas -that do 

axlst whara thara is ovart action that has not 

been taken to giva in thasa tines of s*v«r« 

haalth cara problams that ara pointad out that 

wa know that thara is a griavanca procedure, it 

gats so comminuted with tha long-needed procass 

that tha inmata could continua to suffer 

irraparabla damaga to thair haalth unless they 

fall down and hava to ba takan out on a 



stretcher? What do you see ma * kind of 

Holding, that typ« of health cara that we 

believe naada to be addad to tfaa health ear* 

package that wa're trying to put together for 

tha Coaaonwealth of Pennsylvania? 

MR. BURRIS: Short-tera things lika 

lawsuits can regress thoaa probleas to tha 

extant that they ariaa fron chronic shortages of 

qquaified ppersonnel 

MR. CHAIRMAN: - Why do we always have to 

go to lawsuits? T*a hare to inform you that if 

you look at as, you see t*» sick, and you 

reeognJx« that there is a problem, why do X have 

to forea a lawsuit to correct the inevitable? I 

mean, it saaas to ae we go beyond the scope of 

reasonableness, that we have to be forced by a 

court of 3aw to do what we should ba doing in 

tha first place. That comes from the top. 

MR. BttRRIS: X agree with yon. That's 

why X said short-term. A word of caution hare, 

perhaps it's an analogy, you know, we haven't 

really succeeded in finding a way through law to 

eliminate medical malpractice. Only one In 

eight who are actually tha victim of medical 

malpractice evar avan sua. Sow do you have good 



doctors on the outside? You have good doctors 

on the outside in hospitals and in practices 

where thsrs is a culture of respect and concern 

for the patient and ethic and professional 

limits . 

That's what we need in prisons* That's 

- all. .hat would work. He have to have medical-

providers and a system of health care and in 

hospitals and prisons that throws away that idea 

that yon mentioned before* the prisoners aren't 

-worth anything. These prisonsrs who are 

important, worthwhile people are as entitled as 

any other- patient to good care. 

Bow did you get that, sir?- Challenging 

cultures rsquires about SO things. It rsquires 

prison administration Department of Corrections 

that sets forth that as its ethic that embraces 

and encourages and requires that kind of 

behavior. -It requires enough spending in 

obtaining and training of personnel that you 

have practitioners who are out of the caliber 

and are being taken to handle those attitudes. 

It requires an atmosphere in the practice in 

which you're not expecting one doctor to look at 

500 people trampling by the sick hall and make 



an instant diagnosis. And as an attitude we 

can't, do everything, Jet's try and find the 

worst* 

Certainly you can't have tha kinds of 

limitations that oftan appaar in prisons. Ha 

can't sand everybody to a specialist or even 

sand thraa paopla to a specialist a week or also 

X think a Unit of it. overall, I think, wt can 

gat a different sat of doctors but it's not 

going to change unlass tha axpactations change 

in every level. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: One final question, 

Mr. Burria, that ia, that «• were told yastarday 

that thara is a ni« concept coning fros tha 

Department of Corrections daaling with 

regionalism for lattlng RFPs for tha purpose of 

baing abla to daal with tha haalth cars delivery 

systaa to tha prisoners, it's going to ba broken 

down into central region, eastern region. 

wastarn ragion. 67 institutions each one of 

thosa will probably allow tha haalth eara 

provider or vendor to ba abla to daal with six 

or savaa prisoners as -opposed to Individualised 

contracts for individual prisons mm thay era 

dona now. 



What is your failing on the 

ragionalization of the concept and you beliava 

that that ta aomething that will work without 

placing cartain paranatars at the lavol of at 

laaat tha RFPa bafore thay ara mat? 

MK. BUXJtTS: Jegionalisation in thaory, 

trying to at laaat reduce tha nunbar of 

different contractora and concentrate their 

territory-nakes some administrative sansa. I 

think tha larger problem la whathar or not 

contract nodical cara is tha way to go. What wa 

ara talking afeout hara is HMO, we're talking 

about -managed cara. Wa ara going to have, and 

wa know froi tha ontsida that aome HMOs can b* 

raally good. -Wa alao know that soma HKOs can ba 

draadful. 

I think that if -wa ara going to have 

nanagad cara in our prisons, wa got to have aome 

aanaa that tha HMOs wa*ra contracting with ara 

raally abla to provide tha cara in a good way. 

Track racord is ona thing. Wa don't hava too 

many KMOa of track racord in tha prison. 

Ara wa going to lat tha name old people 

continue to fora their little conpanias and 

contracts under another name or kay playar-a, 



political connection* that tr« sometinas 

involved in thesa contracs'? All thosa have to 

give us causa as to whatbar or not tha contract 

procass is looking at the right thing. I'm 

doubtful, quite frankly, that the new aystea 

will get us better HMO*. So I'm not sure the 

regionaliiation will Make any great difference. 

Tha problem will be easier to identify. 

MR. CRAIRAAVi Thank you very much. We 

appreciate your testimony today, very valuable. 

I'm sorry. Mr. Parrish. 

MR. PARRIflH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. BurriSf X want to xevisit your testiaony for 

a minuta. A couple of observations that you 

made that X would like to pursue with you* You 

aade first the observation that while there were 

the consumption of drugs was one that was at 

large, there were more drugs being consumed by 

the non-African-American community than the 

African-Ame-rican community, but conversely, most 

of the African-Americans who were in prison have 

some trail of drug use. 

•It seems to me that one of the things 

that is.at the center of this is that drug use 

is looked et-as.a judicial -issue arather than 



looking at tha causa of such drug use, a* you 

polntad out latar la your tastlnony whan you 

spoka -about acoaoaic deprivation and 

hopslassnass aa part of your causa for drug ua«. 

My question than la* do wo naad a 

radaflnltioD of drug uaa as a aaatal haalth 

issua rathar than, a judicial iasua. 

MR. BURRIS: I think absolutely. T 

would say partially mantal haalth and physical 

baaSth. Addiction is physiologic. I don *t 

think wa hava to gat .into a fight oytr saying 

whatbar drug usa is an illnass, somehow condonas 

g r upp r s rug u . n 

pa cu ar evidence in th so e y ug 

u 

s just taut o a o a p c 

•mannear Wa know **w hava to hava prisons -w ara 

everybody triad to block out tha war- on drugs. 

wa can t afford to kaaping doing that. We know 

wa can t afford to kaap paopla in assanca on 

prison welfara for tha -rest of thair '••'• 

What wa naad to do Is taka paopla who ara now 

disablad for whatavar raason and raanable than, 

halp than find thair own way. 

Drug usa is an illnass, at laast givas 



us the responsibility and the opportunity for « 

cur*. It's out there. Drug treatment works. 

Studies for the last 20 fairs show that drug 

treatment works. Drug treatment can very easily 

be integrated in the criminal justice -system 

from arrest right through Incarceration. Xt's 

only a matter of will and money. And it will 

work. We can guarantee Jt will reduce the 

number of people who end up in prison* back to 

prison, and staying in prison. Tt's not a 

complete solution. Xt will go a long way. 

Seeing drug use as a health matter is the first 

step. 

MR. PARRXSH: Thank you very much. 

Moving along to the comment you made -about the 

fttt amendment and medically necessary treatment 

for residents of our correctional institutions. 

Is this en interpretation of the 8th amendment 

that we can make reference to or is this a 

personal interprstation? 

MR. BtfRRI3: Vail,- the 8th amendment 

has been interpreted by the Supreme Court as 

cruel and unusual punishment. That1* been 

interpreted in the health care area in court to 

•arious medical needs. 



How* there is two parts to that 

definition of. cat* law. On* is the sarious 

medical need. -that has baan by tha Supreme 

Court, Tt doesn't aaan just, and to lowar 

costs, It doesil't just mean life threatening 

condition or vary painful condition, it means 

actual noticeable serious medical naad. 

Rar infections, Sots of things that 

cause serious discomfort and other complications 

are sarious medical needs. That I think waa 

fairly broad- -The erea wa*re running into 

trouble now is the first part of that phrase 

indifferent part. 

Always it seems to suggest something 

more than mere negligence. Malpractice waa not 

necessarily forbidden by th<# lth amendment. It 

was^inadvertent. So you -had really t-arrible 

medical judgment being made. They would not 

ri-se -to an 4th amendment violation unless they 

happaaad in such e pattern that it can be clear 

that the prison officials were negligent to 

serious medical needs. 

In a recent case against Snyder, the 

Supreaa Court has injected further levels of 

ambiguity in here, further weakened the 



standards by saying the deliberate indifference 

is a subjective standard. In other words, we 

actually have to prove to gat a violation, that 

astablishas violation that tha prison officials 

raally knew and vara raally indifferent 

personally as it warn. Wa'ra not sure what this 

aeans yat. 

There is a fear that sands condolence 

lattars to every prisonar saying, wa raally faal 

bad about tha lousy aadical cars we're 

providing, wa wish wa could do battar, wa just 

can't. Xt night not b* Indiffarant, because 

thay ara sad. Thay ara not indifferent, thay 

wish thay couSd do battar, thay just can't. 

Wa'ra going to have to saa how -that plays out. 

I think Austin wi31 ba ona of tha aarly casas to 

tast tha meaning, naw meaning of dallberate 

indiftaranca. 

X think it*s a3waya baan tha case to 

successfully litigate poor aadical conditions 

you've got to have sons funds, you've got to 

have a pattern of bad aedical care. Ona or two 

incidents ox coaplaints just won't do it. 

Courts ara reluctant to intervene in 

prisons. They want to see a real good mason. 



So it's always prisoners are supposedly gatting 

good medical car* have to really being -suffaring 

in a big way for tha courts to intervene that 

way* 

MR. PARRISH: While you'ra bar*, with 

tha indulgance -of tha Chair, I have ona final 

question to pick your brain and ask you about 

two tarns that have baan kickad about as wa*va 

boon going throughout tha Coaaonwealth on this 

haalth eara rafora, inquiry and tha tarn nodical 

malpractica and tort rafora hava baan bandad 

about with regularity. We've askad a coupls of 

officials to define for us or givs us sons 

paramatars for tha usa of thosa tarns. 

In ay estiaatlon* I'va cone up lacking 

in taras of some spacifieity as to how tha 

conaittee ean than opsrat* whan it goas back to 

tha drawing board. Could you land us your 

talonts and your obsarvations with ragard to 

what nadieal aalpractice and tort rafora would 

aaan within tha paraaatars of developing a 

legislative foraat? 

MR. BURRTS: Wal3, tha court systaa was 

developed as a way to daal with tha assaults and 

batteries and trespasses. It's vary odd that 



««'ri still using tbs sans system in the 20th 

century to ragulete aoia of the Most complicated 

highly technological behaviors w« engage in. 

My personal view, based on s couple of 

major recent studies that have been developed, 

cone back to the system that it fails to deter 

bad medical behavior by doctors. It does not 

even identify malpractice vietias or much less 

compensate the vast majority of people that are 

injured by that bad behavior, and it drives 

doctors erasy. Xnd they have some large impact 

on the cost of aedlcal care* 

So I don't think -- When I hear tort 

refora and medical malpractice, I actually kind 

of think of -- I kind of coabine the need for 

malpractice regulation before. In ay view, we 

have to start grappling with the fact that 

everybody is right to some degree or another. 

The lawyers are right when they say a lot of 

people are being injured, and tbey need to be 

able to do something about it. The doctors are 

right when they say, to a certain degree, they 

are certainly right when they say they are very 

upset about malpractice. 

The studies don't prove that, in fact, 



aalpractice suits are*frivolous. As X say, tbs 

studies prove that probably there aren't enough 

aalpractice suits. Th« bottoa lina is «• ought 

to have a systea that does better for tha 

victims and doesn't terrorize tha medical 

profession so much. 

X don'*- think it helps you to say 

profassional safaty is to siaply cap damages or 

to prevent contingent faa -arrangement or 

soaething lika that, that sort of tort refora. 

That's just a relevant act. 

X also an not convinced that defensive 

medicine is tha causa of tha risa in our health 

ear* system. 80 X guass ultimately, 

Mr. Parrlab, x sort of think that tort rafora is 

tha wrong answer to the wrong problem. 

MX. PARRXSH: Thank you vary much, 

Mr. Burris. Thank you, Mr. Chairaan. 

MX. CHAIRMAN: Thank you vary much. We 

appraoiata your tastiaony hare today. Chair 

would 3ika to recognize the presence and absence 

of City Councilperson Kerb DeBeary, who- was 

hare, wanted to recognize hia and also his 

staff. 

Tha Chair now wil3 go back to 



Dr . Robert Ross, the commissioner-of the 

Department of Health for the City of 

Philadelphi a mad Dr. Chu Chut Sanders . 

Good norning, would you identify 

yours*If for tha rtcord, Doctor, and also those 

who are sitting with you. 

DR. ROSS: Yes. Good sorning. Thank 

you, Representative. My name is Dr. Robert K. 

Ross, Philadelphia Health Commissioner. To my 

right is Dr. Ronald Rahman, R-*a-h-»~a-n, he is 

our Philadelphia Prison Medical Director. And 

to my left. Dr. Chit Chu Sanders, who is deputy 

health commissioner in Philadelphia County. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: You nay proceed, sir. 

DR * ROSS: Thank you very much 

representative and members of the committee for 

allowing us to testify and present our thoughts 

and concerns on the issue of prison health . X 

have brought Dr . Sanders with me, deputy 

commissioner. She has oversight, just recently 

assumed oversight of our prison health care 

system. She is on loan from the Federal Center 

of Disease Control, is. a nationally recognised 

expert in injury prevention, problems 

prevention, -and-preventive medicine in Atlanta. 



filh will be with us for a one to two-year period 

in leading us on thoi« fronts. 

Dr. Ronald Rahman* who is -a -former 

colleague of nine at the school of medicine. 

Re's also well-known for his work at prison 

health, trained at the Hospital University of 

Pennsylvania in anesthesia and was the .assistant 

professor of anesthesia and critical care 

medicine at Bunkers at -Columbia University. He 

was also director of pulmonary laboratory and 

pulmonary consultant and has served prison 

facilities in both Pennsylvania and New Jersey 

for the last four years. 

Let me begin by making a general 

statement about the> health status and major 

health concerns of prison inmates in major urban 

centers, such as the City of Philadelphia, and 

that we see prison heelth as a microcosm of what 

is happening In health care in the general 

community, particularly urban setting like the 

City of Philadelphia, and that we know the 

health care is e national disaster, is a 

national crisis and everyone agrees on that from 

the President of the United States, who has 

taken-that ts a major policy issue, to the 



physician conmunitias to hospital* to haalth 

car* experts. And prison haalth because prison 

inmatas tand to eon* froi devastating innar city 

neighborhoods, quite frankly, is not that much 

diffarant from othar communities. 

T outlined essentially four major sats 

of haalth problam* that are facad by prison 

inmatas* particularly prison inmatas that coma 

from urban settings. Numbar ona is substanca 

abuse, numbar two is HIV disease, numbar thraa 

is turbarculosis, and numbar four* sarving ** 

collaction of chronic disaasas* such as 

hypartansion, diabetes, asthma* epilepsy* 

Lot ma bagin with substanca abusa. 

Substanca abusa X uaa as the major and numbar 

ona public haalth concarn of ths last four 

dacadas of this country. There is no public 

haalth problam that had mora devastating Impact 

on naighborhoods than substanca abusa. 

Substanca abusa is tha numbar ona public haalth 

problam in this country right now. 

To giva you an example .of tha impact of 

craek cocaina. Sines crack coaaina cama on tha 

Philadelphia scan* in 1995* wa'va saan about a 

€0 parcant incraasa in tubarculosis* wa'va saan 



aeasles con* back, which was previously 

Eradicated, we've seen syphilis increase by 500 

percent, we've ittn Infant mortality rata 

increase in soae neighborhoods,- and tha low 

birth waight increase in nany neighborhoods as 

w«3 1. So tha introduction of crack cocain* into 

our city and neighborhoods has caused a 

treaendous iapact on tha has1th of Americans. 

In prison health, it is also a number 

ona hsalth problam. Xn fact,-a racant survey of 

datainaas in intake scraaning for tha prasanca 

of drugs in tha urina in Philadelphia prison 

revealed that prison had tha highest, tha 

highest rata of alicit drug prasanca in urina 

than any othar aajor urban city that was tastad. 

And tha stata raprasantad two yaars ago it was 

g p c . 

a as, a pra n g 

u m a , lega rugs n a urina s roun 

percent, in femai.es around 7 percen . 

This does not aaan that percen o 

coaing to Philadelphia pr sons ave 

a hard core drug addiction problea, but i oes 

mean that at least three-quarters of our maates 

have abused an alicit drug in soaa racant ine 

http://femai.es


prior to their arriving to the prison health 

system. It'i a whit* problan as wall. 

Ha saa an optimal drug and alcohol 

program in prison health as consisting of five 

basic eomponants. If unbar one, tha importance of 

having adequate intake and screening facility 

for all physical health issues, not just drug 

and alcohol. We can' t determine a drug and 

alcohol problem until you have a good physical 

examination and evaluation by physicians . 

Number two, adequate detoxification 

facilities so that intoxification and quality of 

manner within a short period*of time of the 

inmate arriving to the facility, we know that 

about 1 percent of all prison inmates will need 

immediate detoxification from a bard core drug 

problem. 

Number three, the presence of e 

therapeutic community in a facility to provide 

34 hour a day treatment within the walls of that 

prison facility. 

Number four, the importance of 

therapeutic groups for counseling and aupport so 

that both recovering addicts and addicts who are 

in tha early -stages of .recovery and treatment 



can support on* another inside the prison 

facility. Prison facility is a coaaunity as 

trail. We need to rtcognii* that. 

Ana finally, the ability to nov« 

clients into community-basad, -neighborhood-based 

treataent programs which h*v« adequate support 

and casa aanageaent sarvieas. *<. .tecoga»iis»g ttha 

thasa inaates aay ba in detox and traataant 

facilities, thay -art not-going back to *he 

coaaunity onca thay caaa. He naad to have those 

support nechaniaas In tha community. 

Tha second major health problem, health 

concern is RXV disease or-AIDS.**- These are the 

coaponants of iaportant and affective HIV 

education counseling treataent prograas. Many 

of which are up and running in the Philadelphia 

prison system now. 

Huaber one, as on the outside, 

iaportance of education and couaaeling -to every 

single Janste and every single inaata, because 

these are persons that are coaing froa high risk 

neighborhoods and have high risk behaviors, 

whether it's drug use, intervenous drug use, or 

other high level behavioral issues, but every 

single inaate Bust ba receiving education 



counseling on the imiue of AIDS* as well .as 

voluntary screening. V* don't mandatorily 

screen everyone, but everyone gats offered 

voluntary screening. Therefore, to be vary 

effective, wi screen as many aa 3,000 innate* 

every yaar in our aystea for HIV. 

As in substance abusa and aa in TB, 

thara is an even highar rata of HIV positivity 

dua to population and tha population on tba 

outside. Tt nay ba as high as S pareant. 

That's what our data shows, as high as 5 pareant 

in soit urban prison sattings. Xn addition to 

tha opportunity for adueation and counseling for 

ovary Inaata and voluntary screening, optimally 

thara should ba prison facilities and HIV 

spacialty clinic on sit*. Tha purposa of that 

BIV or AXDS spaoialty elinie would be to 

institute protocols for treatment and management 

of tha disease, to begin the appropriate 

prophylactic treatment, for example, tha uaa of 

ADT, and also to follow these patients that have 

a variety of chronic health problems* to follow 

a patient's medical services, to make sura that 

they are receiving quality health care. 

Tha third major problem, aertainly 



potential problem in prison -settings i» 

turb»renlosls. As all of you know, tuberculosis 

has goni through soma of the rasurgenee in urban 

sotting. Haw York has Jit severe r&ght now* Tha 

City of Philadalpbia I would not qualify as an 

spideaic or even an outbreak, but it is in 

danger of becoming epidamic. 

Ha do not have at this point hard- data 

on tha rata of TB in our prisons. Wa ara 

oollaeting that data now. I can giva you son* 

information to giva -you a ballpark of whara wa 

ara. We know that in tha gaaaral population --

And again, lot ma just make aura that we're 

claar on terns. 

Whan I talk about seraaning for TB, I'm 

talking about putting a skin taat on someone's 

arms and waiting 48 hours to saa if your arm 

- swalls up tha appropriata amount, wa call that a 

positive skin tast or positive converter. That 

doesn't nacassarily mean that that parson has 

active turberculosls. Xt means that at soma 

point in thair life they wara exposed to the 

bug, that their immune systam has reacted 

against it, and furtbar evaluation from tha 

department to see if they have active TB* 



Fortunately, tite rat* of poeitiva TB 

screens ara much, much hi gher than the rati* that 

g?oes up-after 4iaeaae. ID the general 

ennmunity, the screening positiviity rete for TB 

is about 8 to 10 percent. In the innate 

population, we believe that figure is as high as 

30 percent. That figure has been corroborated 

by sons data that came from Graterford Hospital 

and the study that was done in Montgomery County 

Health Department there and prison department. 

Our prison is the sane way. Somewhere between 

10 and 20 percent of all inaates are going to 

screen positive for TB. Right now we have very 

few, leas than three active cases of TB 

identified in Philadelphia prisons, but again, 

this Ja a population that is at great risk. 

We are finalising our comprehensive TB 

plan for the city, but the major coaponents of 

prison^ of effective prison tuberculosis 

initiative include the following, number one, 

screening of all new prison detainees for TB by 

skin test or perhaps even a chest X-ray; 

secondly, to screen or review the TB status of 

all current inmates, asking certain that they've 

had certainly in the last 6 to 12 months a TB 



seraan teat; thirdly, iaaediata hospitalisation 

of any detainee or innatea suspected of having 

aotiva turbareuloaia, which we do right now; 

fourthly, there should ba an active infection 

disaasa nurn spacialist on tha ward of prison 

facility systsa to idantlfy and foliow suspactad 

caaos of TB, ma wall as tha establishaant of a 

TB specialty clinic in tba detention cantar or 

•oatvhtra in tha prison facility; finally, tha 

establishaent of claar traataant protocols for 

tha administration of anti-TB abdication with 

•aphasis on coaplianca and DOT. I can't 

underscore this final recommendation any mora 

ful3y. 

Tha problaa of tuberculosis is those 

individuals that ara at risk to gat TB cone from 

a list of parsons of HIV disaasa, homeless 

individuals, prison inmates, those that ara at 

drug and alcohol traataant facilities or 

addicted to drug and alcohol. That is a 

popu Jati on of ind iv idua l s that are noc known for 

being fully compliant. perhaps with the medical 

aystea, we tend to disfranchise poor, we tend to 

be black. Now wa ara asking theaa individuals 

to take a medication or two or three every 



single day for a period of 6 to 12 month*, 

because that's what the treatment for TB looks 

Ilka. That has posed a difficult problam for 

public health in this country. we'13 be 

wrestling with it now. We'll ba wrestling with 

its runoff. 

Cartainly in tha prison facility wa do 

have tha opportunity, to usa tha phrasa in 

daroggatory fashion, countar po-pulation. Ha 

hava than in our facility. Ther e is no excuse 

for not gatting that parson's abdication on a 

timaly basis of providing quality cara. 

Vary cJaarly those folks would scraan 

positive for TB, being treated for tuberculosis , 

you need to get their medication every single 

day, wa need to hava that documented, need to ba 

observed. That treatnant takes up to 12 months. 

Finally, tha last group of health 

problems I will term as chronic diseases. And 

those chronic diseases which affect poor people, 

African-* Americans, and tha general community, 

such as asthma, hyperextension, diabetes, 

epilepsy. Those focuses are vary high risk in 

African-American communities, minorities * Our 

education of the patient, .health promotio-n 



activities change behavior , olos* nedlcal 

follow-up, adaiaistration of medication, 

Svery onct In * while -we'll be in tont 

prison facility, <oesn't aattar if it' s 

Philadelphia or other urban centers, an innate 

will dia because thay didn't oat thalr 

hypertension aedicatlon. Share is no -excusê  for 

that. If e know that happan* . It should never 

happen. Certainly, we should be"doing -close 

follow-up of aedieal care and setting that 

aedication. 

80 In summary, ata tine whan health 

eare in this country is a national crisis, and 

health care industry, communities and 

neighborhoods is a national shaaa. -Actually, a 

prison facility, this aay be the first time that 

aany of these inaates have access to consistent 

and appropriate and quality aadical care on a 

tiaely basis and consist-ant basis. And the 

companies at our pr3son Xacility, we sea than as 

our patient and they should be getting quality 

care, just as our citizens in the communi ty 

should -be getting quality care as well. 

He think it's an opportunity for the 

first -tiae for inaates to get quality preventive 



care and managed opportunities. So at this tlma 

I'm open to any questions. Both Dr. Rahman and 

Dr. Sandara hara as resource persons in eaaa 

anybody haa any aom datallad questions. 

Reprtientitive, wa would be glad to answar any 

questions you have. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you vary auch, 

Dr. Roaa. Chair would recognize Representad ve 

Mandarino for questlona. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERTNO: Thank you, 

Mr. Chiirm«n. Dr. Roaa, if I nay, bafora Z-

atart aaking quaatlona, aak for a littla bit 

mora information from you with regard -to 

Dra. Sandara and Rahman and yourself, how 

everybody worka togathar. Xt you -ha-ard part of 

tha laat pmzuon*s testimony, I waa laft with an 

impression that hara was tha public n-eelth 

official and hara wara tha prison health 

officials and thara wasn't too much kind of 

coordination between* I guaas bafora Z atart 

asking quaatlona, how is it -working* in 

Philadelphia? 

DR. ROSS: Basically, tha prison health 

services in tha City of Philadelphia is provided 

according to contractual basis. Tha delivery of 



those health systems in Philadelphia in 

Correctional Haalth Systems. They provide 

direct haalth care delivery to the inmates and 

have done so since 1989. However, the oversight 

in management of that contract -rests with the 

responsibility of Philadelphia Department of 

Public Realth and is under ay jurisdiction and 

is ultimately ay responsibility. 

The way it works is that we hir«/> we 

have a pr3son radical director from the Health 

Depertaent that oversees the contractor-and 

makes certeln that effective communication is 

going on between the City Realth Department -and 

the contrector who provides the health services, 

p .-

p r. an ers a epu y c s , 

sp n s. . 

n u n reports to ma. 

Both Dr. Rahman, whose only- been -on 

months or so, Dr. Sanders has only 

een on board with prison health a .week, -we are 

j s pul ing this, actually significan 

rgan s« ion in tne department. Part of hat 

reorganisa ion is with the mtent to Improve the 

quality of prison health services and to improve 



the emphasis of prevention in prison health --

sarvlcvB, which we think is important. 

REPRESENTA.TIVE MANDBRINO: So that tha 

coordination that 7011 described in your 

testimony and that we're seeing right hara is a 

new kind of coordination, w« shoul-d axpact 

things from tha future, or wart thane positions 

In this typa of system in pSaca for a while? 

DR. ROSSt No. Tha positions have baan 

in plaea for a while, tha parsons ara naw. In 

addition, for example, our AIDS unit in-the 

health depertment known as the AIDS activities 

coordinating office, we provide on-site 

counseling education and screening of inmates 

for RIV disease. We also do -- - We're working 

with our naw TB control director that came on 

the Health Department recently. He will be 

working constantly with Dr. Rahman to make sura 

the tuberculosis protocols and the management of 

that program is well coordinated. 

So X think there is some legitimate-

criticism that prison officials and public 

health officials have not been working hand in 

glove. I think that's legitimete criticism, 

maybe not just in Philadelphia, major urban 



settings. He're trying to improve that with 

time. 

ItEPRESENTATIVE MANDEPXHO:- let me move 

on to a f«w specific health arsas that you 

touched on and that I «i concerned with based 

•pacifically on what I -saw and haard yestarday 

at Grater-ford. 

One of tha things yon talked about was 

the TB program for prevention and treatment and, 

in yovr comments talked about tha naed for 

taking of the TB preventative or prophylactic 

treatment of the TB through medication and 

problems with compliance by tha inmate 

population. Yesterday X heard a little bit 

different story, which was of numerous people in 

the inmate population who wanted to comply and 

didn't have the availability of the medication 

as It was necessary and would go-for days and 

even weeks knowing that they were -supposed to be« 

taking daily medication and -never having it 

available for them, even though, from their side 

of tba story, they reported every day to get it. 

X guess I want to know if, Ar- you wara aware of 

that, -and B, if there is some problem that we're 

working the glitches out of. 



DR. ROSS: I*m not fully viriwa in any 

detain on what is going on in the Graterford 

Prison. I can tall you that X would not ba 

surprlsed if thara wara occasional complaints 

from inaatas about our own prison -system, I know 

that we've had in tha past inaatas not gat thair 

aadication on a tiaaly and daily basis for a 

variety reasons. 

1*31 give you one example of a case- wa 

had, it was about a yaar ago, whara an inaata 

was on a aadication for a chronic condition. 

Ths inaata didn't lika to taka tha aadication. 

Ha was a diabetic? was gatting .insulin. And tha 

inaata would gat a pass to coma down to tha. 

madioal clinie to taka his insulin, ths ̂ .naate 

would gat tha pass, leave his call, and not show-

up at tha clinic, would probably t«ke * walk-

around tha prison facility, and than coma back. 

That inaata want several* days without gatting 

his insulin and suffered froa a complication of 

diabatic shock and subsequently diad. 

What that particular casa showed us was 

tha number of places and number of -opportunities 

for the system to break down and someone to gat 

their medication, whether they want to g-a-t it or 



whether they don't want to gat it. On* of the 

things that wa*re trying to work on in tha 

Philadelphia Prison Systan in to inatituto * 

systus that essentially fool-proof and 

human-proof, that tha system is affeotiva -enough 

and wall enough established that anyona who gats 

thair abdication gats it. 

There is a whola host of reasons why 

thay might not gat thair madioation. *• Sonatinaa 

thara is a loekdown. If thara is a loekdown, as 

I undarstand it, Or. Stahman oan talk mora about 

this, wa think thara in no excuse for a patient 

not to gat thair madieation if thara is a 

loekdown. Somatimas a loekdown, medication, tha 

mad U n e , as wa call it, is not held and prison 

inmates don' t gat thair medication. So there is 

a whola host of reasons and opportunities for 

inmates not to gat their madieation. 

X think as a physician and -aa-a- public 

health practitioner that there ia really no 

excuse for it. It really should «never happen. 

We're aware that it does happen, whether at 

Oxaterford or our own facility. We need to 

continue to improve the systan. 

RffPRESEWATIVE MANDSRINO-r I mppraaiatm 



the story that you did r«latt because it does 

show son* faults in the system. However, It 

dossil11 point to ths potential fault in ths 

systan that X was trying to get to, because that 

is an inoidsnes of non-aomplianca or 

non-willingness on ths part of ths inmate. 

My concern is wbsn an inaats is willing 

and the abdication is not available, and one of 

ths rsal concerns I have in probing this issus 

is, and we talked about contracting out and 

contracting services with medical providers and 

even in the private health care delivery 

connunity, we know that there are good managed 

care provider* and have sanaged care providers 

and availability of all the treatment that you 

need if you're with a good provider end maybe 

•onetinas the reason we define bad providers 

because you're not getting what you need. 

I'M wondering whether or not pert of 

our problem when I hear stories about nadication 

that just isn't there to be taken, if it has to 

do with how we've structured our contracting, 

how tbe contractors get paid, what kind of 

profit margins they are looking for, and if they 

really have a medication shortage that's tied to 



the way wi'va designed and contractao out our 

health ear* delivery in tha prisons. That's 

raally tba eon of whera ay eonotra is ooaing 

from. 

DR. ROSS: Wall, lat aa answer tba 

specific question first and than tba ganaral 

ona. In tha circuastances of medication not 

being available for an inaate, I would hava to 

look at that on a case by cue basis. Maybe tha 

medication was there, soaabody didn't hava tha 

key or tha kay was missing. Maybe they actually 

ran out of that aadieation, aayba tha 

pharmaceutical dispensing was not we3 3.done. 

Z'a not sura why that inaata didn't gat that 

aadieation. I'a sura there's a reason for it. 

It's probably not an acceptable reason. 

In general, in terms of the provision 

of quality aadical care in prisons, I don-.t 

know, aayba Dr. Rahman can put his coaaants in, 

but I do know enough about it to -say this, it is 

vary difficult to deliver health services in 

prison canters. It's not easy. There are a 

whole host of issues froa the population that 

you're dealing with, which can often mean 

difficult problems to the circumstances of 



providing medical n«rvic*s. 

Sometimes there are issues for the 

medical provider that -are out of their control, 

such as r«li«nc* on the guards, such »s reliance 

on the transportation of inmate from ona 

facility to another, from ona hospital facility, 

fron a medical setting* fro* outpatiant 

•pacialty provider, activity on prison facility. 

The raal bottom lina in delivering 

quality care in prison health services is total 

commitment from the top of the prison facility 

administration right on down to the prison 

guards and to the folks who mop the floors. If 

you don't have that total and complete 

commitment, the syetem will break down 

somewhere. And the medical provider may be 

trying to do the beat job thay can in providing 

quality service, but if the prison guards ere 

not being fully cooperative, they can't do their 

job. 

Z don't know if I'm answering your 

question. All I can say is it takes a total 

commitment from a good quality provider and 

health department in our case that is totally 

committed to oversighting the contract mmrvmm *m 



a provider. Dr. fcahman, do you have anything? 

REPRESENTATIVE MAXDKRXNOs As a natter 

of fact, I would lika to ask Or. Rahman a coupla 

questions following up on that. Or. Rahman, 

hava you in your oversight of tha Philadelphia 

County Prison System not!cad any systemic 

problama or glitohas that might nead to ba 

workad out with regard to, following on that 

•ame train of thought, with ragard to tha 

availability of medication that's alraady been 

prescribed and needed by inmate population, and 

if you are aware of eny problems, explain to me 

how it ocouri and what wa can do to fix it? 

DR. RAHMAN: Wa hava looked at these 

issues that you're now mentioning, in fact. The 

difference between here and what you probably 

saw on the state level was that wa in-

Philadelphia tend to have what wa call a stock 

of medication as a reserve in case there are 

problems et the pharmacy. There are times when 

the pharmacy itaalf may hava trouble receiving 

medication from its distributor, something of 

this nature. Once a prescription is written, it 

is processed in a timely fashion. Because wa do 

use this stocking procedure, we rarety hava had 



a probleSf tuch as you're describing, 

partici*larly on something as readil ly available 

as XNA. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDBRINO: Again, I nay 

ba asking beyond your knowledge, whereas we have 

this coordination between our city health 

deparmant and our county prison system, do you 

feel that, do you know whether that kind of 

coordination is lacking at tha state levelr and 

do you have any comments about whether or no-t 

that would -- what -the coordination you have 

here would facilitate maybe the eoncarn that X 

waa just expressing -when it comea to our state 

prisons? 

DR. RAHMAN: Are you asking ma for an 

opinion regarding what wa do in Philadelphia, 

would it be applicable to the state level? 

REPRESENTATIVE HANDBRIMO: Yes . I'm 

really just looking for some advice. X 

recognise -you're relatively new -there r but X 

would Jova to bear it. 

DR. XAHMAMs* X think what Philadelphia 

does is actually, X believe it is very 

beneficial of public -.health people overseeing 

th* contracts. Nhat 7 mean by that 5s, it's 



vary difficult for people who art non-aidiaal 

and who don't know the reel public health 

concerns to ov«ri«t«th» contracts. I think that 

the concerns that the public health department 

have frequently are different from-the concerns, 

for instance, the state nay have. X believe 

that the public•health department nas a better 

overview of what the reel concerns of the 

population at large are. I believe they have 

the expertise to monitor the contracts 

appropriately. 

I think that what is being done in 

Philadelphia points directly to that and the 

fact that you can bring up nany problems that 

are not clearly delineated to the health care 

provider, but they will understand it better 

- coning from another physician or for someone who 

they respect as authority and realise that the 

interest is their -interest as well as the people 

at large. 80 J do believe that this wi31 be 

very helpful to you on the state level. But 

just my opinion. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Just SO that 

my questions aren't inappropriate. X realize X 

started off with a wrong assumption in my head 



perhaps. Wo one here that's testifying to us at 

this particular tine, none of you doctors a m 

•pacifically involved in provision of health 

care at the state prisons, we're talking just 

-city and county prisons right now? 

DR. ROSS: Dr. Rahman was formerly with 

the Oraterford Prison system and has -recently 

left that systaa to join us* Basically* we 

stole him. 

REPRESENTA7XVE NANDBRINO: Dr. Bandars, 

-if I say, A person* an inmate within the prison 

population has full-blown AIDS where they are 

exhibiting outward signs of the disease or 

mayba --

Let »a ask you an avan mora basic 

question. When we say full-blown AX0S as 

compared to someone that is BIV positive, what 

health symptoms would be exhibited by an active 

full-blown AIDS case and in the case of e 

prisoner that has it, where should that person 

be, in terms of in the prison itself? 

DR. SANDBRtfl: I think Dr. Rahman would 

be better at answering that question. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDBRINO: Whoever is 

appropriate. 



DR. RAHMAH: Let's underst«ad that when 

the initial screening la dona, this la dona by 

AACO, A-A-C-0 ia tbair abbreviation, and those 

inmataa receiving a positive taat ar« than 

rafarrad to tha madical department. How, whan 

7011 say full-blown AIDS, 7 assume you'ra 

speaking of someone who praaanta with an 

opportunistic infection. 

RKPRKSHNTATIVB MANDBRINO: X ffuess what 

T'a asking you iss whan somebody says ffll-blown 

AIDS in tha madical community, what doaa that 

mean? 

DR. RAHMAN: That usually means for 11s 

that hia CDC comas balow a cartain level and 

that ha has tha potential to exhibit any of tha 

opportunistic infactions most commonly 

associatad with vary, vary low counts. How, in 

tha community, however, whan somaona says 

fu31-blown. AIDS, thay usually aaaa tha wasting 

syndroma that is saan. This is a .subjective 

typa of thing* You saa somaona who looks 

debilitative and who is not abla to really 

ambulata vary wall, ha may have non-specific 

complaints. Pretty much you can identify than 

because of the wasting mora than tha internal 



Infections. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDKRING: If I as I 

lay parson ie« somebody in m wasting condition, 

it'• vary likely that this person is in ective 

AIDS state, correct? 

DR. RAHMAN: I don't know if I would 

say that. AIDS is still a relatively rare 

disease. Tuberculosis will present like that* 

If you are untreated, you get a tremendous 

wasting* They are both defined as debilitative 

disease, even the cariconomas that are 

presenting. Anything that obstructs your 

ability to consume food or forces you to have a 

high metabolic rate would give .you this. I 

wouldn't say that. In this society right now, 

if you look like you lost a little bit of 

weight, that's what the overall thing would be* 

REPRKSENTATIVB MANDERINO: Within the 

prison community, to the best of your knowledge, 

whet is the standard operating procedure, in 

terms of where prisoners are housed when they 

have an active case of AIDS and are not just 

testing positive to those symptoms? 

DR. RAHMAN: We do not segregate 

prisoners on this basis. What we're really 



talking about is blood end body fluid 

proportions. That is to infora the innate not 

to UII somaona .else's razor, ask tham not to 

engaga in activities, such as sharing needlea, 

- at cetera, that would coaproaisa -othhrs or 

axposa othara to blood and body fluids. 

It's really a eounaaling to tha inaata 

thaasalv«sr bacausa ir• really can't control that 

lavel of individual activity. But if you can 

counsal than and lat than know tha risk involved 

to thosa in association with, usually thay will 

-cut back thair activity. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: But thara <£S 

no policy that tha parson with an activa AIDS 

casa should be in tha aedical part of tha 

facility, thay should be In tha regular general 

population sharing calls with other .people? 

DR. RAHMAN: Let ae explain. Tha 

-paople that you're describing ire usually too 

debilitating to ba out in tha general 

population, so thay would be housed in our 

detention canter, aedicaS facility. We have a 

large infiraary thara. 

Where sonaone is housed depends on 

their ability to handle the noraal circumstances 



that they irt required to do in a prison 

setting* They must be eble to go gat tbalr 

trayi, they suit ba abla in a timely fashion to 

90 to tha front of the line, to go up end down 

stairs. .Thara are certain requirementa that 

people with chronic disease, eone of whoa are 

not abla to do. Those aituationa they are 

housed in a special area. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDBRINO: Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Chair recognises 

Representative Josephs. 

REPRESENTATIVE JOSEPHS : Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. I'm very encouraged to hear of 

the way the public health folks in the city, 

-yourselves,-are oversaaing the provision of 

medical care in the prisons here. And Z think 

•to follow-up on Representative Mandarino'a part 

of the questions, it would be very helpfn? for 

ma, and I think for all of us, if we could have 

something in writing that sort of described that 

model, -a narrative or a chert, 

Because like Representative Manderino*, 

I'm not going to be sure what we're doing on the 

state level. If I bed a better idea of what is 

going on here, T could ask some .nore- intelligent 



questions of our public health officials and 

Department of Correction officials on the state 

level. If you would ba able to forward 

something lika that to the chairman of the 

committee, I would appreciate it very much. 

DS . K0SS: Sure. We would be glad to 

provide you with written copy of .my testimony, 

as well as what we think a model system should 

look like. Let ma just go on record by saying 

that we do not believe, and we, the City of 

Philadelphia, yet have a model prison health 

system. We have soma pieces of it that are very 

good and some other pieces of it that need a lot 

of work. My role here is not to say that we're 

doing better at Oraterford and come and see what 

we're doing. I think that we want to be a good 

model of excellence -on prison health service 

delivey- as a city* Obviously, we would like to 

Mee the same for our colleagues at Oraterford. 

If we could work together, that's fantastic. We 

historically had some problems with our own 

prison health system. We're trying to make some 

changes to get to -a model of excellence, and 

we're not there yet* 

DR. SANDKRS: May I say something? 



RRPRESEtfTATIVE JOSEPHS: Certainly. 

DR. SANDERS: Dr. Rahman and X are 

committed to -- X should say we're in the 

proc«ss of putting together -a standardization 

manual that w* would Ilka to put in place. We 

would ba bappy to share that with the committee 

whan that ia completed. We don' t expect it to 

ba completed until sometime during tha summor. 

Wa would ba happy to share that with you. 

REPRESENTATIVE JOSEPHS: Thank you. X 

would -ba happy to gat that and anything else you 

have bafora that. X do understand that these 

systems ara not perfect, we're getting there. X 

would like to know whet is happening in 

Philadelphia just the -sane. 

X also would like to know very much 

what -your model system would be, beceuse that 

would be the kind of thing that we could use as 

a guidepost on standards when we're asking 

questions and doing investigations and passing 

legislation, appropriating money and so on. 

I'm also very interested in whet you 

are able to do. You-touched on this just a 

little bit *£n the way of preventive, intervening 

them ia the prisons, and what you would like to 



be able to do and what that involv»>. And 

specifieally, among part of your answer, if you 

would tall ma what cooperation that you have 

with community groups that are interested in 

providing health oare or counseling or some 

steps in integrating of Pennsylvania. I guess 

anybody-on this panel or all of you who have an 

answer to that we would be happy to hear from 

anyone. 

DR. ROSS: An excellent question. Your 

question points to the mission of public health 

in general, that Is to access more prevention 

and education to prevent these diseases. The 

key to public health in this decade, or the '90s 

is going to be connecting with individuals and 

families and communities to ard (Phonetic ) 

themselves the ability to managerial health 

through behavior and public health and has not 

done a very good job of that in the past 40 

years. He * re trying to do better. 

We aee-opportunities. Although we 

don't heve such progress, we see opportunities. 

We have them in bits and pieces. We don't have 

a reel consist-ant basis. The opportunities for 

model programs that can be done within the 



prison facilities. For example, we know that « 

Sot of inmates sot oke, we know that a Jot of 

individuals who are, I've never met, I used to 

work et a drug treatment program in Brooklyn* X 

never meJfc a r e c o v e r i n g a d d i c t who d i d n ' t smoke. 

They all smoke. There may be one or two out 

there, X just haven't met them* A lot of them 

have particular personal!tie*, and they smoke 

cigarettes. 

Why couldn't, I'm not saying this isn't 

happening. Dr. Rahman is relatively new to these 

situations, why couldn't the inmates themselves 

organise or he trained to organise smoking 

cessation courses or support group within their 

prison facility? That could be run by the 

inmates where the inmates are actually educating 

and training each other. We see that for other 

health issues as well. 

Why couldn't all the diabetics in the 

prisons organise themselves as support groups or 

where everyone has HIV disease should have these-

kind of support groups on the outside for HIV 

disease get together one or two nights a week 

and support each other and educate each other? 

That can be done inside the prison facilities. 



These were the kinds of programs that 

don't take * lot of sonny, are effective, it's 

important for behavior, that improve quality of 

3ife, that could carry over to inmates onoa they 

leave tha facility. These «t see as kind of 

modal components for model program. I think 

that's soma of tha reasons why Dr. Rahman in his 

opinion, and I agree with that opinion, says 

public health should have a strong presence in 

the administration oversight of any prison 

health program because those public health 

issues need to ba emphasized. 

RXFRSSSKTATIVS JOSEPHS: Our community 

g P , 

spotty inconsistent basis. For x mple, r g 

and alcohol treatment , we do have progr ms s t 

up whereby an inpatient that h n been 

intoxicated -or baa been into tha -therapy 

community inside the prison walls, they get 

released. He try to make certain that they are 

released to a program that is based in a 

neighborhood, for example, someone who is 

Latino. Philadelphia Prison Facility has a drug 

problem, is in recovery, Progresso or soma other 



- Latino Philadelphia politically-based 

organisation stay have a support group or 

counseling prograa -for addicts who tea 

r*eoviring. Ha try to lead than to that program 

- ao onea they leave thay can immediately go to 

someone who la in tha community and can support 

thair recovery process for than. 

FEPKRSKNTATIVB JOSEPHS: T think X 

•maybe didn't make myself clear . Z was thinking 

mora of groups that coma into tha prison and 

ideally, as Mr. Burris described, ware allowed 

to perhaps help inmates to set up smoking 

cessation programs and so on . Is thsre anything 

like that, how --

I>R. ROSS: I'm not aware that we*re 

doing anything like that right now. Dr* Rahman 

or Dr. Sanders, if you're aware of any. I think 

It's an excellent recommendation. 

RRPRKSKNTATIVE JOSEPHS: My last 

question. I am always interested In women. Z 

know that the population of women inmates is 

rising without any sign that it will cease to 

acaelerate. Z know that women's health concerns 

are very much different than men's. And it was 

pointed out at another hearing that we had on 



health, people on th« outside that women, for 

initsnce, don't have one primary care physician. 

If we could afford it, we have two. We have a 

gynecologist and we have a genera? p e r s o n . 

Women come to prison, not only the substance 

abuse problems and all of these diseases, but 

they come pregnant or they come at risk of 

pregnancy. 

And I would like to know where your 

thinking is around the special needs and very 

important needs of women because it seems to me 

if we're talking about taking better health 

habits and better 'knowledge about health from 

the-prison to the community, that * prisoner 

that's going to do that is probably going to be 

the woman prisoner. 

AX . ROSS: I'll make e brief comment 

end Dr. Sander* and Dr. Rahman a comment. 

Clearly, end this data has been verified in 

urban canters as well, the likelihood of a 

female prison inmate having a drug problem or 

elcohol problem is higher than that of male 

inmate population. We also know there is some 

hard data to support this. But also, if you've 

ever had the opportunity to talk to a drug 

i 



counselor counseling fanala addict*, there is 

data that reveals that a significant proportion 

and SOB* counsalors tall ma as high as 79 or 80 

parcaat of tha woman in thoir drug program have 

baan sexually or physically abusad -at sons point 

in thsir lifetime, which means that thara is 

probably a graatsr nsad for ongoing mental 

health counseling and support services. I'm not 

familiar with --

Com* back to what we're doing in 

- Philadelphia, X can tall you that I agraa with 

yon because thara in a graat need in thosa two 

araas, both in drug and alcohol treatment -and 

counseling support, thara is a tremendous nsed 

for women in ths prison system to get -thosa 

services. 

Z will now Invite either Or. Sanders or 

Dr. Rahman to comment what they feel is going 

on, in terms of women's health services in 

Philadelphia or elsewhere. 

DR. SANDKRS: I'13 just say that X 

agree with what you said* I think one of the 

reasons that it's so is because there's not been 

enough women to advocate for women's health 

issues surrounding them. X think one of the 



positive things that has happened in 

Philadelphia is tbst Z aa now responsible for 

prison haalth. Another positive thing is that 

there will ba a standardisation Manual and that 

will ba in place. 

X»et aa just say to you that w« ara vary 

awara of that. Wa ara planning to fix that* As 

Br. Ross has said, avan though Philadelphia doas 

have soaa pluses, it doas hava soae ainusas. 

That's ona of ths araas wa'rt raally concarnad 

about fixing. 

REPRESENTATIVE JOSEPHS: Xf X could 

just with tha indulgance of tha Chair, you 

ramindad Dr. Ross X was about a yaar and a half 

ago at a syaposiua or eonfarance or somathing 

about ona of th* prisons and an expert got up 

and started to dascriba an incidence of violence 

and sexual abuse and no on. Xn the 

background > - The typical woman prisoner. And 

a woaan in tha back stood up, raised her hand 

and stood up and broks into tha presentation and 

she was a volunteer at a battered woaan 

sheltered end she said that sounds just like ay 

clients. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Chair 

racognizas Haro3d Janes. 

RBPRBSBNTATXVB JAMBS: X thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. Juat a fan questions. Let me 

thank you all for bain? hara to testify. 

Dr. Rahaan, i» that right? 

OR. RAHMAN: Dr. Rahman. 

RBPRBSBNTATXVB JAMBS: What is your 

araa of specialty? 

DR. RAHMAN: I'a an intensivest. 

RSPRRSBMTATIVB JAMBS: That unans what? 

DR. RAHMAN: Intensive car* is ay araa 

X have spacial intaraat in. X also have special 

intarast in pulmonary disease, HIV, and 

tuberculosis. Corraotlonal medicine. 

RBPR8SBNTATXV8 JAMBS: You vara at 

Gratarford, you vara working for tha stata at 

that time or wara you working for independent 

vendors? 

DR. RAHMAN: Yes, X was working for 

indapandant vendors. 

R8PRBSBNTATXVB JAMBS: Would yon say 

that aayba -- If X had tha opportunity to work 

for an indapandant vendor or a stata and 

Dr. Ross oallad ma to work for him, I would go 



with Dr. Ross. Aside from that --

DR. ROSS: That's your opinion. 

REPRESENTATIVE JAMES: Aside from that, 

would you or could you say that maybe one of the 

reasons you left Oraterford because you saw a 

frustration, in terms of improving health 

services there within an institution either by 

administration or by government? 

DR. RAHMAN: I'm not sure. 

REPRESENTATIVE JAMBS: You're not sure 

why you left? 

DR. RAHMAN: No, I'm not sure that my 

response will be helpful. 

REPRESENTATIVE JAMES: It would be 

helpful if you said that yes, that would be 

helpful. 

DR. RAHMAN: I left Oraterford because 

X was asked to do something that I thought 

required ay skills and abilities more so than 

what was currently occurring at Oraterford. I 

thought that the need was in Philadelphia city, 

there was an opportunity for Or. Ross's desire 

to actually really turn the system over and you 

see, by bringing in quite a few new people. I 

believe that his intentions will actually occur-. 



I believe that this will actually ba a modal 

system in on* yaar for the entire country. 

That*a why I eame. 

REPRESENTATIVE JAMBS: Thank you. X'n 

trying to gat an understanding of sometimes in 

bureaucracy of administrations, sometimes 

administrations don't like to admit about soma 

of the problems thsy may have. 

In discussing TB in the institutions, 

what I'm confused about is I heard yesterday 

that Graterford, that ona of the officials said 

that there were no cases of TB and yet I heard 

from inmates that said that thay ware exposed 

and that they knew of cases and that tfaey knew 

of aomaona or soma number of them,- a small 

number that may be isolated. 

So I'm just wondering, in terms of 

administrative response from Graterford, not 

from you presently, if a parson is exposed, -does 

that not count as a person that may have TB? 

You, as an official, you would say that parson 

is not. If I just came up to you and said, do 

you have any TB oases and you know of four 

people that are exposed, would you say you don't 

have any TB cases? 



DR. RAHMAN: -I would ask for • nor* 

cartful definition. If you ware to don* to me 

and ask ma that quantion, I would aak you to ba 

mora specific about your request* 

RBPRB3BMTATIVB JAM*3: My raquaat would 

ba, do you have any TB cases in Gratarford. 

DR. RAKMAH: You're not framing the 

quastlon such that It can ba answarad. 

RSPRBSKtfTATXVB JANKS: We naad to ba 

taught how to frame our question to get the 

appropriate response from officials. 

DR. ROSS: If X can interrupt for just 

a second. We're having council -haaringa in this 

vary room in about two weeks to talk about our 

TB plan. Part of it is the use of phrases and 

terms and language, and we all know people play 

games with language. 

The correct question would be, are 

there any active caaas of TB in the-prison.- <9he 

question then is, is anyone in the prison right 

now that you know of that ia sick, that actively 

has TB, is in danger of spreading Jt in a 

facility that has historically poor-ventilation 

those living conditions, that kind of thing. 

Almost by definition, I may be giving 



away « potential trick of soma trad*, but you 

naad to be abla to ask tha right questions. 

Almost by definition, no prison offioial or 

prison baajth official would ever say yas to tb* 

question, do you have any activt TB in your 

prison« baeausa if you know you hava active TB 

in your prison that guy shouldn't ba tbara. Ha 

should be aithar in isolation or in a hospital 

gatting traatad. 

Alnost by phrasing tha quastion, do you 

hava any TB in your prison or activa TB in 

prison, tha answar should always ba no. Xt's 

lika saying, did you boat your wifa this 

nnornng, bbaeasa aanona wwo hha ggt aactva TB 

shouldn't ba in tha prison.-- Thay should ba out 

of thara. So maybe tha quastion is, ar* you 

•aware of any casas of activa TB, and -than tha 

answar should ba, well, this past yaar wa 

idantifiad fIva casas of active TB, and all of 

thea perhaps ware traatad. 

So whan Dr. Rahman says, learn to 

phrase tha quastion, that's tha way tha quastion 

ought to ba phrased. X can tall you that this 

year in Philadelphia prison* over the course of 

this yaar wa identified vary, vary few activa 



cases of TB either in detainees -or prison 

innates. 7'm sura it's less than five, 

soaewhere batwaan two and five* However, wt-do 

know froa tha Oraterford data that as aany »» 

ona in five inaates seraan positive on a TB teat 

at sons point during thair Uvea. 

So X hope that clas-ifias a .little bit -

to gat sons aanaa of tha appropriate Question to 

ask and how to ask it. The-appropriate question • 

sight be, how many active eases of TB have you 

identified in your prison in the last year. 

That's a vary different kind of response than do 

you have any active cases of TB in your prison 

right now. That answer should a}ways be no. 

RBPRB.SRirTa.TtVI JXMKS: Thank you. Than • 

** p , * , y 

so there is no prison facilities that can have 

y p i , y 

on t have he facmty o house 

DR. BOSS: There are soma, and again, 

Rahman to expand on thia. wa are 

looking at for Philadelphia priaon sys ems, wa 

are looking at a device whereby a prison call 

can bacons an environmentally controlled ce31. 

There are a couple of things you can do -with 
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patients who either have »ctiv* TB, matniag -that 

they ara infectiona, they can spread TB to other 

inmates or other persons, then there is someone 

else who not on3y has active TB but is very ill, 

not only do they have active TB, hut they say 

need oxygen or may need some other kind of 

intensive therapy. Okay. 

For patients who we suspect may be 

active, have active TB,- mea-ning we suspect they 

might he able to spraed TB to another person, 

but they are not sick enough to be in a 

hospital, we would 3ike a facility or a group of 

rooms in a prison facility that we can put them 

in where the air fJow is controlled, where the 

air is exchanged six times an hour, where they 

ara not capable of spreading TB to another 

inmate. 

There are now devices on the market, 

we're looking at purchasing-some of these 

devices now, we can turn • prison facility into 

one of -those rooms without having to have to 

coBpletely overhaul and revamp the entire 

ventilation system or an entire prison system 

which can take lots and 3ot» of money. 

X suspect that Dr. Rahman can answer 



this, tha stats correctioatl institutions ars 

looking into this kind of device* as walJ. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Sxcuse •• just a m OK aat * 

I would lika to recognize tha prasanoa of City 

Councilparson Herb DaBaary,- my councilman, and 

also tha chairparson of tha public safaty 

oommittee hara, city councilr and also to 

racognisa tha prasanca of City Councilpsrson 

MMihaal NNutter sanca ve aar iintta chambers, 

maka a lot of sansa to rscognita thasa two 

gentlemen, Stb and 34th districts, and also 

Councilparson Mandarlno. Glad to see you uerea 

DR. ROSS: Dr. Rahman, do you want to 

comaant on tha issua of TB? 

DR. RAHMANi flnoa you did visit 

Gratarford, you ara awara that thsy do have 

nagativa prassura rooms .-and also at Camp 

Pendleton institutions thay do hava negative 

prassura rooms that can be usad t^>-isolit« 

rasplratory-wlsa, isolate inmates until such 

tima as a diagnosis is achieved without hurting 

tha remaining inaatas with tha possibility of 

spraading of this Infectious disaasa. 

REPRESEM7ATIVE JAMBS: So if T was an 

innate and X tested positive and than you would 



classify la as bain? exposad, would X still ba 

in population? 

DR. RAHMAN: Anyone who gats a 

positive -- What I nean by positive, positive 

can be defined in many ways. Let' s assume for 

our intense purposes thi s means that the 

individual has a significant reading and has the 

T8 germ in their body. This individual then 

receives a chest X-ray. The chest X-ray is 

pulmonary tuberculosis, active tuberculosis is 

present. It's not 100 percent, but it's at 

least 99 percent. 

At that point if the chest X-ray is 

negative, the individual is usually sent to a 

tuberculosis clinic. Re is seen in a clinic by 

a -physician that is very familiar with 

tuberculosis. At that time, the inmate, the 

entire history is obtained as to when he first 

turned positive. It could have been 20 years 

ago whan ha was first tested and he actually 

turned positive. Once you're positive, you're 

positive for life. 

REPRESENTATIVE JAMBS: Good. What 

about positive s-p-u-t-u-m-a? 

DR. RAHMAN: Sputttms? 



RBPRKSRNTATIVB JAMKS: What arc they? 

DX. RAHMAN: Let's understand we have 

to be «?•* - Again, one* we get into tha medical 

aida of it, it has to b« vary specific* Sputurns 

ara obtained in a sotting where, for instance, 

someone has a positive skin test and chest 

X-ray. Sputa* is secretions from the bronchial.* 

• We don't want spit fro* the south, we want-it to 

cose from th-e bronobial trach. This is mucous 

that comes up that, is basically by the lining 

cells of the respiratory trech. 

We obtain this and 3ook under it at a 

microscope . Tuberculosis has particular 

staining characteristics, which I won't no into. 

For all intense and purposes, what we test for, 

we obtain the sputus. Sometimes we'll do it 

randomly. For instance, if someone has a 

positive skin test and a negative chest X-ray 

but he*-a coughing, he sight 4be that 1 percent >f 

people who has a normal chest X-ray. 

We'll do a sputum and we'll smear It 

firat to see if there are organlsma present just 

by looking at it. That's -to ameer - That's what 

is done in this country. We use the smear to 

determine how active someone is. If the smear 



is n§gativ«, attning that wa don't ••• any 

individual germs on the smear, we still culture 

it. The culture takes six weeks sometimes to 

comtt back, *v«n sight w«*ks. So that this 

individual is essentially not isolatad. 

This is on« of ths hardest parts about 

treating tuberculosis. There ara many people 

who ara asymptomatic, you have no real way to 

know, other than to wait for- the-sputum culture 

to come back* But we do know that this 

individual, it is very unlikely that this 

individual will infeat anyone. You have to put 

out a certain number of germs -to actually infect 

someone. By rule, it has been shown that it 

takes months of contact within a given facility 

or in your own household to actually transmit 

g . y p g , y 

special. 

certainly good to hear, because I was concerned 

because what I was heering was thet you coul be 

on the subway and somebody saeese -or cough and 

we can be in a room and the same thing happening 

somebody could be infected. or course, in the 

prison population it would be worse. That s 



good to know. 

PR* ROSS: Lfit me interject for « 

second b«oause w* have our council hearings her * 

i n two weeks. Tt's going to bo a source of --

It's going to bo an important piece, bacause TB 

is a significant public haalth problem, in tarns 

that a laval hysteria that may -be ganaratad that 

stay be unwarranted does not occur. TB is a 

contagious disaasa. Thara ara -varying degrees 

and levels of contagion with contagions disease. 

For example, the measles is one of the 

most contagions diseases known to mankind, such 

- that if you were not vaccinated age-inst measles 

or you never had measles, you never seen the 

measles virus before, if you walk-into a room a 

half-hour after e kid with measles had been in 

that room and that kid is gone, that kid has 

been out of the room for a half.-b.our and you 

walk into the room half-hour later you could get 

measles * Measles is that contagious. TB is 

contagious in stages but not as contagious as 

measles. 

Is it possible in the reaJ m of 

possibility, is it possible to get TB at a 

subway stop or bus stop? Yes. Tt's also 
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possible you can walk outside and get struck by 

lightning. We're talking about that kind of --

tbosa kinds of odds. If you live with somaona 

whose got TB, those odds go up dramatically* If 

you live with someone that's got TB and you have 

XTDS, tbosa odds go up much mora dramatically. 

80 that thara ara levels. 

It is possibla to gat TB at a bus stop, 

it is vary unlikely that that is the way that 

you*13 gat TB. Ha have about 350 applications 

in the €ity of Philadelphia, most of them fall 

into the category of either health care workers 

who have been exposed, persons with RIV disease, 

homeless individuals, persons who have drug and 

alcohol -problem. Host-of them ara at risk and -

disenfranchised employee. If you happen to have 

a decant place to live and happen to have a 

decent level of health care, youfra probably sot 

going to get TB. That's sort of a general rule. 

REPRESICNTATIVE JAMBS: Thank you, 

Dr. Rosa. The same thing the previous doctor of 

law said, that one of the causes of TB was 

related to a lot of conditions. Of course, we 

always can count on you to kind of put the 

record straight. I really appreciated that. 



T can note, becaut« of you, the 

Philadelphia prison systunt can be ahead in tarns 

of if that happens. I would ask that the 

testimony you're going to presant to city 

council in a few weeks that if a copy of It can 

be sant to our chairman of the Health and 

Welfare and the Judiciary Committee will be -

appreciated. Thank you. 

—MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very nuch. 

Vary quickly, Mr . Parrlen has a question. It 

looks like we're going to be working through 

lunch. 

MX. PARRISH: The Chairman has put the 

onus on Be-to be brief. Or. Sanders, ay 

question priaarily was for you. I do have one 

question of Dr. Ross. Dr. Rosa, could you tell 

ma what the average cost of a resident of 

Philadelphia prison system la per year? 

DR. ROSS : The average cost par inmate 

in the -Philadelphia prison system, X can giva 

you an approximate number and eoae back to you 

with an exact nuaber of how auch. Prison's 

health cost is approximately $12 mi 11ion. We 

have approximately 5,000 innates in our system. 

So if someone is smart enough to divide 12 



Billion by 5,000, we could figure that out. 

Probably around 3-1/3 thousand dollar* a year 

par innate. koughly $3,000 par inmate par yaar, 

maybe a little bit nor*. We can nakt sura we 

• gat back to you on that, Jtepprsentative, with 

that axact Dunbar. 

MR. PARKISB: Thank you vary such. 

Vary quickly. Dr. Bandars, waJcome to the city 

of Philadelphia. I understand that you have 

con* with a graat daal of information and 

-direction whan it comas to translating the issue. 

of violence into a haalth issue. 

Could you as quickly as possible for 

the committee give us soma background as to how 

we can view violence as a health issue and -what 

are some of the parameters on structuring that 

view? 

DR. SANDBKSt Well, the mission of 

public health is to prevent unnecessary 

morbidity and mortality. We have coma to the 

recognition that violence or death due to 

violence or sickness or injury due to violence 

is a preventable process, that wa can prevent 

that through public haalth strategies and 

promising strategies that wa know of. 



The reason we got this issue was 

because of the fact that tori than 50,000 people 

lota their lives «s a result of violaat abusive 

behavior in this country aach year. The othar 

factor you have to remember is that 3 Billion 

paopla aach yaar suffar sons sort of rastrictad 

activity mm a restilt of violent bahavior. 

Because of this »nd because of tha 

epidemics* we've dacidad we're going to gat on 

this bandwagon. Ma do realize that this is a 

^complex psychosocial issue that's going to take 

complex multi-disciplinary solutions* But wa 

• Relieve that a lot of the solutions are 

promising and we can prevent a lot of this. 

That*<s why we're in this business . Does that 

answer your question? 

OR . ROSS: Let me just say. We're 

trying to put together a plan for violent 

prevention . - Or . Sanders Is chairing that. The 

problems that wa think of public health and 

public health problems doesn' t necessarily hava 

the answers . We think that pert of the answer, 

part of the plan is recreation, employment, and 

mentoring and jobs and role models. I don' t 

-think the public health has all of the answers 



within our own fields. 

What is going to be important about 

thia plan ia -making aura tba antira community ia 

committad top to bottom in avary neighborhood to 

the issue and trying to gat committee input and 

the plan, as well, don't have that many in 

short. 

OR. SANDBRS: Their community input 

doea not necessarily mean creating juat a 

portion of us, it means a33 of ua a* a 

community. Because we have researched and wa 

know geography, there is no rational ethnic 

which lives within the eonfinea of the United 

States that ia immuned to it. We ell need to 

get on board. 

MR. PARJtXSHt Just as a very quick 

follow-up. He underatand that the Secretary of 

Health has also taken thia on aa a priority 

iaaue within hia own agenda. We would ask that 

the city officiaJs of Philadelphia cooperate 

with the Health and Welfare Committee and 

hopefully Judiciary Committee ea we develop e 

mutli-dimensional or dynamic plan for the 

Commonwealth of Penney3vania. This ia aomething 

that neada to -be addreaaed. Thank you vary 



much. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Me 

-want to thank all thraa of you. Dr. Rosa, 

Dr. Rahman, and Dr. Sanguis for being bar* 

today. A nuibnr of areas of concern that we'ra 

going to tackle. I hope that *a will be able to 

gat you back again, particularly Dr.- Rahnan, we 

talked a little bit about Oraterford. I really 

need.to talk to you about the whole state prison 

systarn from your perspective, in tarns of how 

that works. We'll have some person from the 

Department of Corrections to testify right after 

you* 

But also we get a better prospective 

fron you. Dr. Sanders, with respeot to this 

overall issue of health and how it's reel3y 

going to -aeet with overall universal health oara 

plan for us and the Coaaonwealth of 

•• Pennsylvania, which is why we're doing prison 

health. Me think that's also tied into 

universal health care plan no setter what is put 

together in Washington, no natter what is put 

together by the government. He as legislature 

have a responsibility to our constituents end 

also we want to also get your best -reading of 



that. Because we believe it dovetails to our 

overall plan. 

You, Dr. Ross, were out of town, you 

wars not abla to ba hara whan *s had it at tha 

University of Pennsylvania. Z i««n at 

Children's Hospital. X wanted to pursue that 

with you. We111 hopefully get a chance to do 

that at a later time* Thank you all of you for 

being here this morning. 

DR. ROSS: Thank you. Representative,-

for hearing for prison inmates being a forgotten 

population and forgotten community. It's really 

wonderful to see someone paying attention to 

this issue. 

Second is the issue that a legislator 

may want to pursue, that is, the cost of prison 

health is going to continue to be burdensome, 

particularly we have no more prisons. The cost 

of care is going up. The cost of treating TB, 

treating AIDS is expensive. We're going to try • -

and find ways to stretch our dollars to go 

further. 

One of the things I have es a special 

concern, T understand most state prisoners do 

not qualify for medical assistance coverage. 



There may be oat atata where jriionsn nay 

qualify tor medical assistance reimbursement. 

Ve aaauma all thoaa costs, as you know. Wn as m 

City of Philadelphia and us as a Statu of 

Pennsylvania* 

X would like to know why is It that we 

eannot have prison inmates qualify, to qualify 

for aadlcal assistance on the outside, qualify 

for medical assistance reimbursement on the 

inside. X would be happy to sit down with you, 

Representative, at any time to take that 

discussion further. That is going to be a clear 

issue of burden for all those jurisdictions, 

whether state or county, in the provision of 

quality on medical services. 

KR. CHAIRMAN: We'll approach that with 

Representative Caltagirone. and Representative 

Manderino is also a member of the judicary 

Committee, she can probably go back with one of 

the discussions that needs to he had. And also, 

Rapreeentative Babette Josephs sits on the 

Health and Welfare Committee and Appropriations 

Committees. 

Kith ell that in mind, we'll heve as 

opportunity to ait down hopefully for the end of 



the fiscal year to approach that. We appreciate 

it vary much. Thank you. «« will take a short 

rvein. 

{ Recess ) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The tine of the recess 

having expired on our short break, we would like 

to oall the hearing back to order. At this time 

we wou3d like to recognise the presence of 

Ms. Diane Marks, director of Health Care 

Services for the Department of Corrections* And 

if she's going to have someone sit with her, 

ohoose to sit with her, would you identify 

yourself, Ms. Marks, and identify counsel for 

the department? 

MS. MARKS: Yes. Good" morning. Thank 

you. My name is Diana Marks, as Mr. Chairman 

said. I am the director of the new bureau for 

Health Care Services, Department of Corrections. 

Joining me at the table is Ms. Shari Young, 

chief counsel for the^Department of Corrections. 

They are located at Central Office in Camp Hil3, 

Pennsylvania. I have a prepared statement to 

read you today, which T understand has been 

distributed to -you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are in order. You 



may proceed. 

MS. MARKS: This norninc I want to 

provide m brief overview of some of the changes 

the Department of Corrections is making with 

regard to prison health ears. Unfortunately, 

given the Austin c3a«a action lawsuit and the 

ongoing litigation with the former provider of 

health care services at the State Correctional 

Institution at Camp Rill, whiah -involves the 

death of an Annate, based upon the advice of 

legal counsel* the scope of my participation at 

this hearing must be limited. X am restricted 

•in what I am able -to both offer and respond to 

Nonetheless, the department intends to cooperate 

• with your inquiry concerning health care within 

the state prison system. Because this public 

hearing is informational in nature* my remarks 

will focus on what the Department of Corrections 

is doing today to -improve its health care 

delivery system. 

The Department of Corrections has 

recently established a new inmate health care 

bureau with direct line euthority to-the health 

care administrators in the institutions. The 

bureau position complement is provided in the 



attached table of organisation. The buramu is 

directly accountable to the Commissioner of 

Corractions. 

The department's health cara delivery 

system haa baan divided into thraa ragions wit-h 

alght stata facilities par ragion. Tro 

institutions in aaoh ragion will ba dosignatad 

as the primary and secondary health care 

facilities. Three assistant directors have been 

hired to supervise operations in each region. 

Medical services and operational 

procedures will be standardised in each facility 

statewide. Dialysis service and a Hospice 

program will be centralised for the entire 

system. 

A statewide quality assurance plan, 

developed cooperatively by the bureau quality 

assurance chief and National ̂ Capital Systems, 

Inc., and an infection control plan developed by 

the bureau infection control coordinator will be 

implemented. 

A centralized quality assurance 

committee will be established to review 

monitoring results* formulate corrective action 

plana, and provide physician peer review of 



clinical practice*- The bur«au is also 

developing procedures for the Monitoring of 

vendor contract compliance in accordance with 

the National Commission on Correctional Health 

Care Standards. 

The changes in our system will provide 

us with an -enhanced capacity to manage the 

functions store efflcc3n-t-y yhile eontinuinn tt 

eneure that quality care is provided -to those 

incarcerated. 

And again, I regret not being able to 

respond to specific questions today, hut Z do 

want to assure you thst the department will work 

closely with this committee in-ifes review of our --

prison health care delivery system. Thank you. 

MX.. CBAIRMANt What do you mean that 

you're not able to respond to specific 

questions? 

US. HARKS: As X had indicated in the 

statement,, beeauee of -our ongoing litigation and 

based upon the advice of 3egal) counsel, I am not 

able to respond to questions here today. 

However, any specific questions can be forwarded 

to the department through Scott Lawrence's 

office for review end response. 



MR. CHAIRMAN : L«t »• just say this. 

Rvidently -- Bow many icnths have yon been with 

the department? 

MS. MARKS: I've been with the 

department for two yeare end specifically in 

this position three months. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Three months. You were 

advised by counsel that you do not answer any 

questions relevant to what? 

MS. MARKS: Relevant to the status of 

our litigation -In the two -cases that I 

mentioned* 

MR. CHAIRMAN: So other questions that 

this committee has relevant -not to ooncerns of 

the litigation are certainly subject to mutual 

respect? 

MS. YO0NG: if 7 may. The scope of the 

Austin litigation, as we have discussed 

previously, is very broad. To the extent thet 

it involves the provision of medical services to 

inmates, it covers the entire delivery system in 

every aspect. That is the case that the 

gentleman testified about earlier where we are 

still in discovery in that particular 

litigation. That discovery process will close 



In aid May. 

The other aspect to that concern is 

that the federal -court -upon the -filing of this 

lawsuit by ACLU imposed a protective order by 

order of Judge DuBoia,*who ia sitting on this 

ease, neither of the parties can disclose 

information absent Court approval. --That is the 

nature of that Court Order. 

To the extent that the departnant has 

invited the committee to submit any questions or 

concerns in writing, that is so that we may 

review those inquiries, determine whether or not 

they are covered by the scope of the protective 

order, determine whether or not they are issues 

that actually are in litigation and to the 

extent that we can respond provide those 

responses. 

Rut because of the fact that in this 

particular lawsuit -we have been da discovery 

since 1991, it would be very difficult, I 

believe, for any one of my clients to 

extemporaneously say that particular question is 

or is not covered by the scope of that 

litdgati on. 

We are also in active litigation with a 



health care provider, m former health cere 

provider in Camp Bill* That is pending before 

the state court*. There is no protective order 

in that particular case. But again, when 

setters in litigation, I'm sure the Chairman -an-d • 

the other committee members appreciate, it is 

not unusual to limit responses that are made 

publicly, and that is the nature of the 

department's concern. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Well, I'm glad that you 

have taken a position. What I will say to you 

is that then we will put forth any question we 

want on the record today and will indicate that 

you are sitting here and that you choose not to 

answer. The scope of my question was going to 

be relevant to the new proposal in 

organisational charts to go this way by regions 

and the regional health care. Xs that a 

question in litigation you can't answer? 

MS. YOUNG: Can we take it on* question 

at a time? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That's what we're 

saying. We are a Health and Welfare and 

Judiciary Committee, we are the House of 

Representatives. X don't know who has advised 



who, whether it's the Attorney Gansral'i Offie* 

that nai impending us yesterday or the Department 

-of Corr«etions thmt d*«l with a major health 

care proM»n we have i n the Connonw««3 tb of 

Pennsylvania end for the department to talc e 

position that pieces under litigation, which we 

have not raised subject before they were raised, 

to say that you can't answer any questions. T 

Just find that to be awful stringent. 

Not only do we submit persons at a 

subsequent later tine, but there ere other Major 

issues that we encountered yesterday, aside from 

the litigation, are subject to sons response by 

the department with respect to what we observed, 

what we saw, and what we are dealing with as 

legislators. And to say that- they cannot answer 

then till we put then in writing, I think it 

ludicrous. 

I went to Superintendent Vaughn 

yesterday, and there was a gentlemen who had 

symptoms of a hernia and he should be seen right 

away. If that is something that you can't 

discuss in terms of health care overall for 

inmates in general and the way we should frame 

our direction futurlstically, X don't understand 



why there would b* a rtluetino* on eitn«r on* of 

yon to d*al with something that yon have b*«n in 

for three month* so that w* can't even have * 

f**3ing for your direction for th* hee3th care 

systaa for the Coanon«««Uh of Pennsylvania for-

its prison system. 

MS. YOUJIO: Xf I stay, Chairmen 

Richardson, X*m not in a position to speak for 

th* Attorney General*s Office, a* X am not an 

employee of th* Attorney General*a Office. 

Kowever, X can say to you that th* department in. 

y, s ape, orm, or fas on as ay n en 

p mmit •* s ac i . Bu as 

, so e o 

r eral court judge. e canno o 

a that X have given ay 

c ent, that is tot advice that th* Attorney 

eneral s Office has given my client. 

And absent the time it take* to analyse 

the wealth of information end wealth of issues 

that are on the table in active litigation, so 

that w* don't jeopardise our position in those 

ongoing lawsuitsP which, in fact, if we lose, 

you will be appropriating a greet dee 3 of money 

for. 



MR* CHAIRMAN: Unfortunately, because 

we shouldn't beva to go that way in the first 

way. 

MS. YOUNG: Ve did not initiate the 

lawsuits. 

MX. CHAIRMAN: T know that. It's 

-unfortunate that the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania citizenry always has to file suits 

agaiast the .Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in 

order to get action taken. Therefore, if it had 

bean preaeted as opposed to being reacted, you 

would not be .in this position at ell. Thet is 

the case, I'm not going to go through that. 

Chair recognises Judiciary Committee in 

the presence of Representative Manderino at this 

point. 

RBPRKSSMTATIVB MANDERINO: Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. First, let me say that I'm 

disappointed in the least by the position taken 

by the department. And to the extent that that 

was advised by the Attorney General's Office, 

I*m doubly disappointed* 

My experience with litigation is that 

while individual case matter and individual 

cases of individuals that might be subject to a 



lawsuit night understandably be off limits with 

regard to questioning, particularly i» light of 

a court order, X see no reason that that should 

maintain with rogarrd to both general practices 

and procedures of our Departaent of Corractions 

at tha currant time, as we!3 as practical and 

procaduras with ragard to futura plana. 

With tbosa ranarks being mada, I would 

like to ask at laast a faw questions that I 

have, and if counsel so seas to it to advise 

Ms. Marks not to answer, than oertainly that 

will be part of the record. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You're In order. You 

say proceed. 

REPRESENTATIVE KANDERTNO: Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. Based on what I heard and learned 

yesterday at Graterford about the proposal by 

tha Departaent of Corrections to regionalize, to 

divide the Commonwealth within regions for tha 

purposes of providing health care, T think we 

raised soae concerns yesterday about whether or 

not regional RFPs that eervm six to eight 

institutions each would improve the delivery of 

health care systeas. And ay concerns are even 

greater today than they were at the beginning of 



- yesterday. 

And X gunii ny f J rst question iis whet 

is it about the rationalisation of haaith cara 

that tha Department of Corractions believes will 

result in tha improved delivery of haaith cars 

to tha prison population? 

MS. YOUNG: If I »ay, Representative, 

that is ona of tha araas that is currently in 

litigation. -As I suspect, this is not a 

surprise to youf as we talked about this at 

length yesterday* 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDBRINO: You're 

instructing Ms. Marks not to answer the 

question? 

MS. YOUNG: Yes . 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDBRINO: Thank you. 

My second question is, with regard to the 

raglonalization of contracts, can you explain to 

•me how, whoever-is the successful contractor, 

how they are proposed to be paid for tha 

services rendered .to tha prison inmates? 

MS. YOUNG: Your question is how wi!3 

the vendors be paid? 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDEIINO: Yes. For 

example, will they be paid a particular lump sua 



for the institution based on the number of 

inmates in the institution* will they be paid 

for each baalth oars need met? And if that's 

the ease, bow will that be doouaanted. will 

they be paid in addition for the provision of 

aedicines or will the cost of aedicines be 

included in an -overall package, those kinds of 

issues? 

MS.- MARKS: Z can answer that question. 

They will bill monthly, first of all, the 

departaent monthly. It will be based on 

physician hours. There are certain salaries 

that are set for physician services per hour and 

the amount of hours that is put in based on 

need. So that, in fact, if we inform a 

particular vendor that -- In this particular 

region, as T said in ay stateaent, we will have 

dialysis. for that particular vendor, they know 

up front that that is a service that we pjan to 

centralise and that is in their particular 

region. 80 unlike the other two vendors, for 

example, they-would have to supply us with 

proposed costs to deliver the dialysis services. 

Given that then, in addition to 

regular, say, general practitioners, their 



itlaries p«r hour, we know that in that 

particular region that our costs viry because in 

that region w« have dialysis. Whan wa tall tha 

vandori or those interested vnndors in thia 

region we're going to have centralised whatever 

service, they must provide that, that that is 

how wa want it aat up. So they will hi14 -

monthly baaed on phyaicien tine and hours put on 

in* However, those hours put in are baaed on 

the needa that we have determined. 

RBPRKSWNT&TXVK MANDRRINO: Let's use 

your dialysis example for further exploration. 

If in the eastern region you determine that 

dialysis service is part of the package on which 

they are bidding, did you in your RVPs give them 

a particular number of estimated patients on 

which for them to base that cost, and if that's 

what you did, how did you come up with the 

number of -people in-need, and what flexibility, 

if any, is built into the contract if the need 

is determined to be greater or lesser than that 

outlined proposal? 

MS. MARKS: Yes, we provide statistics 

to the -- Well, we did to the region. Using 

dialysis in the east, we most certainly would 



provide then with that data. We dd kknw hhw 

stay peopl* are on dialysis, w* know how many 

inmates can* into -the system on dialysis, thosa 

that want on dialysis whila incarcerated, and 

. thosa with chronic ranal diaaasa that thara is 

an anticipation witbout improvement that thay 

will also go on dialysis. That provides ua with 

soma projection to give us thosa costs. 

fEPRESBNTATIVE MAWDBRT.lfO: My second 

part of tha question had to do with onca tha 

contract is lat, if tha damand ia idantifiad by 

tha haalth cara contractor to ha graatar or 

lassar than what it is, how could tha paymsnt 

than happan? 

MS- MARKSs It is established and sat 

•up -in -sucb a fashion that with tha undaratanding 

that, obvious?y, our naad will change, so that 

-what -you- see now -- And than tha vendor --

That's how thay nagotiata with any potantial 

coapany that's going to provide a dialysis 

service. Thay know that our naad will cbanga 

•and will vary* And than again, baaed on tha 

numbers that wa gave to than with tha ones with 

long-term ranal disease, they know that based on 

that number that at soma point in time those 



gentlemen or »on*n are going to need that 

service. 

RIPRESBHTATIVE MANDRRINO: The way it's 

proposed for the future to contract out such 

specialty Items like you just said with regard 

to dialysis, is that a continuation of the way 

it works in the current system or is that a 

change* and if so, if there is a change, can you 

explain how it changed? 

-MS. MARKSz That is a change. 

Presently, each institution who may have an 

innate -in -need of dialysis, the individual 

vendors in those institutions are responsible to 

find ^dialysis units, freestanding community 

units to provide that service. So that 

presently through our system we have inmates 

among our institutions receiving that service in 

various centers. 

The reason for centralizing that 

particular service, number one, coincides with 

our plan for the standardization approach. 

Mumber two, we do believe that, and from some 

preJiainary discussions, that it will be more 

cost efficient to use one center who will on a 

regular basis have available beds for us, 



because when it's determined that soiaon* needs 

to go on dialysis, they need to go on quickly. 

Ue will have that murinct that we oan provide 

that f«rvic« quickly -and that it will ba an 

ongoing sarviea available. And of course, as I 

had indicated, that it has preliminary 

discussions shown to be mora cost efficient. 

REPRESENTATIVE KANDEltINO: So under the 

current system where each individual contractor 

vendor within an institution would recognise a 

need and send the person out somewhere else for 

the treatment, who pays for that, does thet come 

out of that contracting vendor's contract with 

the state or is that something additional over 

and above what they now get paid that the 

Department of Corrections picks up the cost of 

•sending them out? 

MS. MASKS: The situation has been up 

until this point that -- Well, It's two-fold. 

Mumber one, the vendor is responsible for any 

service that an inmate needs. And the reason I 

say up until this point, in that up until about 

six months ago, perhaps, X believe, maybe a 

littSe longer, the Department of Health had been 

paying for a portion of those costs through -the 



rehab division, long-tars renal program of the 

state. However, there has b««n changes made in 

<~fch.at -- The Department of Haalth has made some 

changes in that and that they are no longer 

going to be paying for that component. That 

does not change the fact that the vendor still 

is responsible. Previously a portion was made 

by the Department of Bea3th program and the 

vendor paid the balance. But the vendor would 

still be responsible totally. 

RffrRSSSWTATXVS MANDXRXMO: So if I'M 

interpreting whet you're saying right, right now 

in -the Commonwealth -of Pennsylvania we have 

structured our system suoh that there is an 

economic disincentive to our vendors to provide -

necessary care --» Let me strike that question. 

- Let me just make it a statement. I don't really 

want you to answer it and then get into trouble 

-with .your counsel. And X could see I was 

leading that way. 

Por the record, my concern is that 

whenever you're in any type of vendor situation, 

and I say this in full recognition that across 

the Commonwealth, whether we're in our 

correctional institutes or otherwise, -we are all 



grappling with controlling health cart costs and 

that's a part of reality of o«r budget. But ay 

concern is that whan we contract out vendor 

services we loss additional control with ragard 

to tha provision of naeassary services. 

And what ay concern is that if we're 

saying to vendors, this is tha fixed price of 

your contract to provide, using tha example you 

ware using earlier, dialysis services and we've 

pushed tha whole responsibility onto you on this 

fixed cost, that what wa in aasanca have just 

dona is created a system whereby X*» going to 

identify lass of .a need that there is or T'a 

going to ignore health care problems that night 

exist because ay contract, there is a 

disincentive in ay contract to identify those 

needs and pay for then, because than X won't 

have any money left from which to have aade a 

profit. 

tfo to the extent that that is something 

that has happened in our past contracting 

practices within the Commonwealth, X hope that 

-it's something that you're aware of in trying to 

change when we're letting new SFPs and changing 

tha way we have health care delivery being done -



within our correctional institutes* 

T guess ay aacond question along that 

lina with regard to *our current practicaa and 

our future practices deals with the dispensing 

of medicine* As it is right now, the cost of 

medicines within our correctional institutes, is 

that a -cost that's bora by the vendor within 

each institution based on a lump sum or is that 

something that the Commonwealth picks up the tab 

seperate from the cost to the vendor? Is my 

question clear? 

MS. MARKS: I think so. I think it is. 

The vendor will be paying that cost. Up until 

this point, the state was paying that cost. 

REPRESSMTATIVE MANDEKXNO: So up until 

this point, if Z am working on an assumption or 

at least if I'm working on an assumption that 

there have been instances or a pattern, 

whatever, if I'm working on an assumption that 

there have been cases where prescribed medicine 

was not available, am I correct in assuming that 

the problem lie not with the -• and if I assumed 

that the medicine vain't available because no 

one had the money to pay for it or for some cost 

reason as compared to some ordering problem, 



that that cost responsibility fall on tha 

CommonimaHb, onr Department of Corrections and 

not on tha vendor? 

MS. MARKS: Payment to a medication baa 

baan tha dapartment*a responsibility. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: How about 

ordering tha medicine? 

MS* MARKS: Ordering tha medicine, 

obvioualy, a physician must write the order. 

However, nursing ataff processes that order to 

-tha company. 

REPRKSBWTATTVB MANDERINO: And that*a 

Commonwealth people, not vendor? 

MS. MARKS: Thet's Commonwealth nursing 

ataff with tha exception of two institutions, -as 

I mentioned yesterday. 

REPRESENTATIVE MAHDERINO: I guess with 

tha indulgence of tha Chair, one final atatament 

for -the record. In your opening remarks, 

Ma. Marks, and X recognise that you are new, but 

t think it's important to point out that wa 

talked about ehanges in tha delivery ayatem, not 

only to deal with management efficiencies and 

oversight*, but also to assure tha continued 

quaSity of health care delivered to the 



prisoners**- That' s my paraphrase of your opening 

remarks. 

I gutsi ay concsrn is that I have rea] 

qutitiona about tha quality of health care we've 

beast delivering »nd 10 X hop* that any chance in 

-tha system will sot further compromise that but 

will truly enhance that delivery. Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. 

MS. CHAXRMAM: Chair recognizes 

Mr. David Krants. 

MR. KRANTZ: Ms. Marks, my question l s 

since- we're going to a health care -provider, and 

X was under the Impression that prior to that wo 

.had individual physicians, why don't we go back 

to individual physicians where the state can -» 

they might be able to, the cost might be a lot 

less than going to a provider that has to deal 

•in .the proper. 

MS. MARKS: X would like to offer 

clarity before X respond. In that, presently, 

we have contracts, when T use the word 

individual , X mean ---

MR. Kit ANTZ: Institutions? 

MS . MARKS : Yeah, institutions. Kach 

institution has e contract with a company. 



MR. KRAHTZ: I mean, prior to that. In 

other word*, at one time I'm BUT* tne systaaatic 

individual physicians war* on the state payroll, 

no? 

MS. YOUNG: On occasion, but vary 

iut. KRAHTZ: X thougn it 

lot aaaiar to amploy individual physician*, 

state physicians, Z guess you wou3d can nan. 

MS. YOUNG: in lay axparianea with tha 

departi«nt, I va had mora than Ma. Marks, so X 

explain that history to you to tha axtant 

that I can. Thara hava alwaya baan tha contract 

arrangements to provide cart to inmates, simply 

because of tha numbers of physicians that you 

need, tha types of services that you need 

provided, and whether or not the agency can 

provide those services inside. 80 contractual 

arrangements are nothing new. 

MR. KRAMT2: Do you know if other 

states in the country, are they all contracted, 

do any of then have individuals? 

MS. YOUNG: I couldn't respond to that. 

MR. KRAHT7.: Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Parrlsh. 



MR. PARRISH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Two vary quick questions. Ms. Marks, in the 

past 4Erom -all of the material that I have baan 

abla to perme, staff turnover has baan a major 

- .problem within tha Dapartmant of Corraationss 

In your estimation, with this naw p3an thatlll 

yo 

MS. MARKS: I'v* baan advised by my 

counsel not to answar tha question. I'm sorry. 

MR. P&RRXSK: One of tha issues that 

tha Chairman raised yesterday* mn6 7 don't know 

that anyone took tha time to read his ooening 

statement that was just entered into the record, 

if my recollection serves ma correctly, was the 

issue of fragmentation. 

The LPNs -as it was described to us 

yesterday are employees of the Commonwealth. 

Thoae people that keep records for the 

Department of Corrections with regard to medical 

services are staffed to the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania. The doctors are, for the most 

part, X guess , employees of the vendors who have 

contracts with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

That to me is a highlight of fragmentation in 



our system. 

Bow does — - bet ae try to get around 

Ms. Young's advice here. How doss ons proposs 

to undo ths fragmentation that the Chairman 

highlighted in bis statetsnt yaatarday? 

MS. MARKS: T'vi been advised by ay 

counsel not to answer. 

MX. PARRXSHs Thank you vary such. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 

Mr. O'Connell. 

MR. O'CONNKXiitt Mo questions at this 

time. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: X want to put on the 

record that after yesterday's masting with the 

department there were a number of concerns that 

war* raised by individuals of whoa testified 

before these respective coaaittees that you're 

before today. And X want the record to reflect 

that X'a now directing that you take back to 

Coaaiasioner Lehman that there was soae major 

concerns that should not have been answered and 

questions that we believe that were relevant to 

our scope of work to deal with health care for 

inmates in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 



And since you're not permitted to 

answer these questions, yon can take back this 

information to the comnissioner, and I expect an -

answer for Representative Caltagirone, 

chairperson of the Judiciary Committee, and to 

the Health and Welfare Committee, myself, and we 

will disseminate it to the members of Health and 

Welfare Coma:) ttee. 

There were a number of complaints that 

were raised, in terms of medical conditions of 

the following persons. I want to first list the 

names of the individuals and their numbering. 

And X want to indicate that for the record upon 

meeting with the Judiciary Committee and Health 

and Welfare Committee members that were present 

that no punitive action be taken against these 

individuals because they cared about their 

health and had -the fortitude and the stamina to 

come before our committee and at 3east share 

these concerns with us, which should be a 

concern of yours if you want to be the Bureau of 

• Director for Health Services for this 

Commonwealth. 

T do not take lightly the health 

conditions and concerns of those individuals, 



whether they are staff or inmates, and that our 

committee is vary coaaitted to doing whatever it 

is naeassary to assure the safety and the health 

of those individuals inside of the institution. 

One la Mr. Lonnie Roberts, BK5804; 

Mr. Jerry Rice, &81796 . 

X want to point out for the record X 

specifically spoke to Superintendent Vaughn 

about this gentleman who had a hernia diagnosed 

over three years ago, no corrective surgery 

despite constant pain and the fact that he had 

nuaerous tines been called down to sick hall and 

he gets different diagnosis frequently. That is 

a concern that T ask to have taken care of 

immedtately. X do not even want to sea anybody 

play with soaaona who has either syaptoas of or 

complaining of what they believe nay be a harnia 

and was diagnosed by a doctor that be did have a 

hernia but then waa counteracted by another 

doctor saying ha didn' t have one. That' s just 

playing games with people's health. 

Mr. Eugene Watson, AM7601; Mr* Donald 

Reel, R-a-e-1, AP7267; Mr. William Warren, 

AM5892; Mr. Laurence Quinn, AS2761; Mr. Geary 

Turner, that's <J-e-a-r-y, Turner, BS27ft;. 



Mr. Allan Young, AYS037; Mr. Theodore Scboll, 

S-c-h-e-1-1, AF7923; Mr. tfayne Thomas, AP9327; 

Mr. William Saab, S-a-a-b, AF1902; and 

Mr. Grover Sa»g«rf S-a-n-g-e-r, AH8015. 

Z want an immadiata response to thosa 

inaate's haaltb conditions. W* will subait for 

tha raeord and to tha Coaaissioner othar namei• 

These wara tha worst casa scenarios. Ma pulled 

out a liat of many haalth oonctrna at tha 

institution. Mbather or not they ar« reel or 

unraal i* sort of lika in tha eyas of tha 

baholdar and soae of thosa individuals that 

tastifiad bafora our coaaittee yesterday, thara 

is son* truth to soae of tha concerns that wara 

raised, and that's why wa'ra raising thaw, with 

you so that corrective action can ba tale an. 

Relevant to tha RFPs, rafora proposale 

for tha Commonwaalth of Pennsylvania, 

ragionaliiation concapt by tha dapartment, X 

would reiterate tha discussion that I had 

yastarday. which was an inforaal discussion and 

not on the raeord, that ay ovarall eoncarn is 

tha fact that in aany of thasa institutions 

•cross tha Commonwaalth of Pennsylvania, as the 

population of African-Americans, Bispanics, and 



other ainorities that r*pr*i*nt « 

disproportionate nuaber of individuals that make 

up tha antira Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 

particularly by the location of toe inatitution 

•and thair locala of what* they nay be presently 

in tba Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

With that in mind, it would seem to ma 

that on* of tha ovarall eoncarns of any request 

for proposals -would ba tha fact that thosa kinds 

of quality assurance piaca Is indicated. For 

axaApia, whera applicable and where pushed, we 

should ba seeing that African-Aaerioan doctors, 

physicians, dentists, and other technicals, 

psychologist and other services that can be 

rendered should be at leaat sought.- Where there 

are feaale prisons, there should ba feaale 

doctora sought to take care of those inaatas in 

thosa institutions where wa have woaen 

incarcerated. 

That overall contracts, in terms of 

what is meant, whether it is done by joint-

venture or subcontracting out, consideration 

should ba given to African-Americans and 

ainorities for opportunities to receive those 

contracts. What wa have found ia that aany of 



these contract! continue to follow tha old boy* 

network, take earn of my boy, you tak* car* of 

your boy, and 1*11 tak* care of than in the 

•ait, you tak* car* of than in tha wast. They 

ara all tha sama people. Jtoat of tha tima what 

happans is that tha paopla who naads to ba 

rendering tha service ar* not ̂ concerned about 

tha aarvice but ara concerned mora about -tha 

dollar profita and profit motives-. 

Our concern, Kepresantat3v* Mandarino 

waa trying to raiaa with you waa tha fact -if 

we're going to overhaul tha system and wa'r* 

going to change it, than tha compaaaion at tha 

top haa got to ba in auch a way that it doesn' t 

seem to alwaya ba a punitive type of action that 

has to be taken because aoaabody says I'm sJck. 

It's alaoet lik-e because you locked up, boy, you 

atay locked up* Juat because you say you're 

sick, I ain't got time to sea you -today. X 

think that* a a nasty attitude. If that is one 

that permeates throughout the system, then it 

neada to stop and needs to be changed. 

I think that Commissioner Zte-baan needs 

to heer that from those individuals who ar* 

raising, because if you can cover up or- simply 



feel that you're coowring up or hiding or 

shielding or protecting those individuals who 

art not given the kind of treatment that they 

•re supposedly seiling, then we're doing 

something wrong. 

X would hope that since you have been 

silenced here today that perhaps maybe when 

you're unsilenced that we could really get into 

the depths of the health care delivery system 

for inmates in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

that will have a tremendous impact on our 

direction as legislative body and as state 

employees who work for the constituency here in 

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, which im the 

people of the Commonwealth. 

And finally, I would indicate that the 

questions that will be submitted, will be 

jointly submitted by Representative Caltagirone 

and myself to the department daalt-with by staff 

and other concerns that may be raised and would 

hope thet there would be placed a time limit 

with respect to when the questions are s-ubmitted 

in a timely fashion to have those questions 

responded back to me within a two-week period* 

It seems to me that that should be ample time to 



respond to th« questions that will eost^ut {rot 

our respective coaaitt««s . 

X em upset. X hopa that the message 

will be takan back to Commissioner Lehman that 

tha committees both ara upsat that thia was the 

course of action that legal counsel edvised tha 

Department of Correoti-one to respond to and that 

wa want to gat on with tha business of tha 

Haalth and Welfare Committaa to try to place 

what wa thought was a vicious and aagar way to 

try to see how wa could -shape haalth cara for 

all of tha citizens, whether they wara indigent, 

whathar thay wara incarcerated, whether they 

ware long-term cara residents, AJDS victim, 

whatever thay ware, to put together cur own 

universal haalth cara plan, and wa run into a 

snag with our own Departaant of Corrections to 

try to gat that vital and necessary information 

. to shape that for tha Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania. 

I'm just mainly concerned that that is 

tha position and hopa that after these hearings 

that people who will reed this testimony will 

have tha availability of tha-department to share 

on tha record tha concern that wa raised today 



•bout humanity, compassion, and understanding. 

Those individuals who normally don't havs anyons 

to dafand themselves or fend for them because of 

the way they are. If we've gotten so big and so 

uppity and some capricious in our thinking that 

we don't have any human compassion in our. heart 

anymore, aside from what legal says to us, but 

our own ability to be ab3e to respond and see 

how we want to deal with our own population of 

those who are incarcerated, T believe that we 

are in a sad state of affair if we cannot get to 

that human side of element. 80 this would not 

have been necessary. We just had a few open 

dialogue because many of our members, just like 

anybody else, they know that there is a problem. 

All we want to do is correct the problem with 

that. 

Recognising that we appreciate your 

presence of you all coming down here today, but 

the commissioner should have just said, T ain't 

testifying, and X would have understood that-

much better than wasting your time having you 

come back to answer these questions and not 

having answered the questions. With-that in 

mind, you're excused. We hope that you take the 



information back. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Cane Boyle, I hop* 

that you will ba eble to talk to us. You're t<he 

lest parson to tastify and then we're going to 

taka a quick braak out for lunch, than we*ra 

going to coma back. Just quickly. That's all. 

For both of you gentlemen, eince I know 

you bast, San McClay, why don't you identify 

yoursalf for the record and -then-ask 4!r. Boyle 

to identify himself and then both of you will ba 

in order to proceed. 

MR. McCli&Y: Sam McClay, policy 

coordinator for the Secretary of Health, 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

MR. BOTMi My name is Gena Boyle, I'm 

with the Office of Drug and Alcohol programs, 

Pennsylvania Department of Health. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You're in order. You 

may proceed. 

MR. BOYLB: Good afternoon, 

Representative Richardson. As I said, my name 

is Gene Boyle, I'm the director of the bureau of 

program services, and I'm here this- afternoon 

representing the Pennsylvania Department of 

Bealtb Office--of Drug and Aloohol Program. 



Representative Richardson, Deputy Secretary 

Peterson asked ae to give har regards. 8h« 

would have basn hara thla afternoon, however, 

dua to a c o n f l i c t aba could not . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you-for that. 

MR. BOYLK: I an pJeesed to b« with you 

and have tha opportunity to provide comments to 

tha coaaittaa. As wa continue, and we're all 

a«ar* that to coabat tha substanca abusa problaa 

wa hava to realise that it w« nr* going to ba 

successful wa all aust work together, all 

agencies of government, agencies of government 

with local communities* and certainly bringing 

it on down tha grass roots organisations. 

Serious drug use -continues and 

certainly heals other criminal behaviors. Drug 

addicts, for exampler are -involved in 

approximately three to five times the number of 

crime events as Arrestees who do not use drugs. 

And they have a significantly greater number of 

arrests than non-drug involved arrestees. 

Following conviction* the overwhelming 

majority of substance abusing offenders are put 

on probation in their community under 

supervision. Those recognised to be more 



aarious offenders arc inearetratad. t«t la alaar 

that for IOB« offenders incarceration la 

nacaaiary, for othera regular aup«rvi*ion>-aay ba 

a vary appropriate sanction. For »any nor* 

lubttanct abusing offaadara, however# the choice 

between Incarceration or probation is not -

sufficient. A range of progrtaatic ̂ optlona suet 

ba offered. 

Pennsylvania Department of Health, 

Office of Drug and Alcohol Programs has and will 

continue to impact upon this problem. Today 

over 750 prevention, intervention,- and treatment 

facilities provide services statewide* X wiJl 

«attempt this afternoon to focus--on some major 

issues of mutual interest. 

Our enabling legislation in 

Pennsylvania Drug and dlcooho Abuas eontroo lAc 

€3 of 1972 as amended essentially requires the -

department to have coordinating responsibilities 

for all drug and alcohol prevention,-

intervention, and treatment services. Our 

charge is universal for -Pennsylvania citizens. 

It includes responsibility to insure that 

services are provided to parsons who are under 

the primary jurisdiction of other state 



agendes. To zormalxae this process, to provide 

for this process as well, that coordinated 

responsibility «• have put into what we call 

memorandums of agreements, which recognise that 

the primary responsibility for identifying and 

providing needed services belongs with that 

state agency. The principal responsibilities of 

the Office of Drug and Alcohol Is to offer 

technical assistance in determining service 

needs, recommending service models, end in the 

instance of treataent , visiting those programs 

annually as a part of licensure review to ensure 

conformity with our licensing standards . 

The Department of Health, office of 

Drug and Alcohol is a single state agency 

designated by the Governor to receive and 

disburse, not only the state funds,- but the 

federal funds in addition. Generally, the 

department's philosophy is that the servioe 

needs and funding priorities should be 

determined at a local level. And *we have 

accordingly developed decentraS ise-d system which 

we call single county authorities. 

It Is important, also, to note that our 

funding is based on annual appropriations and is 



not entitlement funding. It is also important, 

7 think/ to state that a third primary funding 

source in addition to the state *nd the federal 

government's funding stream is Medicaid dollera, 

which are administered through tb-e department of 

Public Welfare for hospita3-based, residential, 

and outpatient care. 

Recent passage of Act 152 has allowed 

us to expand Medicaid coverage services to 

include today beyond hospital-based residential 

care settings in certain counties in the 

Commonwealtb. 

For the adult offender population, the 

areas, first dealing with the state correctional 

Institution. Beginning in 1973, the department 

a epe y p g 

es gne o .provi e e g 

or acknowle ge rug a en s 

and in that case in SCI, Camp Bill. 

ver the past f*ve years, A as 

provided he Department of Correc ons w 

$ .5 million to expend these services t roug ou 

other state correctional institutions. 

Therapeutic communities now exist at o r a t e r r o r d , 



Crescent, Huntington, and Muncy. 

We also proved* funds to the Department 

of Corrections in tba last two fiscal years to 

hire 45 drug and alcohol trained staff personnel 

to provide drug and alcohol treatmant services 

throughout the SCI system. Over 535 innate 

clients received services in therapeutic 

communities last year. This number does not 

include the nuiber of instates who received drug 

and alcohol education* intervention, and/or 

treatment provided by the above-mentioned 

treatment specialists is those 45 physicians. 

We know that the number of inmates that 

can benefit from drug end alcohol education and 

counseling services is quite large. Our mu-tual 

resources may not be sufficient to meet the 

^demand. However, much of the prograaaing *hat 

we have been involved with is still new and we 

must together do more evaluation to determine 

its effectiveness end to determine what more 

needs to be done. 

Presently our major concentration in 

working with the Department of Corrections is in 

the licensing of the five therapeuti c 

communities and working also with the department 



to establish appropriate treatment relative to 

thair boot canp initiative. Our respective 

staffs have been working together for more than 

a year in the Department of Corrections 

Licensing Policy Manual. And our site visits 

are expected to begJn sometime in June of this 

year. 

The department also hopes to 

collaborate with the department to respond to 

some federal funding initiatives provided 

-through the center for substance abuse treatment 

In Washington to provide additional dollars for 

initiatives for the incarcerated population. 

A relatively new development is the 

creation of community correctional facilities, 

mostl y operated by the private sector, mostly 

through contracts with the Department of 

Corrections. The facilities have significant 

cost savings potential for the correctional 

system* end we are trying again to work 

cooperatively with the department to ensure that 

proper treatment services ere met based on 

licensing standards. 

In addition to working with -the 

Department of Corrections, we have been involved 



with the sureau dotrd of Probation and Parole 

through a joJnt funding initiative, which 

-provides over $600,000 to our single county 

authorityas bare in Philada1phi a and in 

Pittsburgh. Tha initiative is to provide for 

inpatient and outpatient funding for treataent 

•ervicea. 

The project also allows in particular 

from the Board of Probation and Parole an 

intensive prograa of supervision to parolees who 

have had a history of drug dependency and who 

are considered to be of high risk through the 

use of the board's client assessment process . 

Last fiscal year over 3,172 clients in 

Philadelphia and an additional- 461 clients in 

Pittsburgh received such services. 

Treataent alternatives to street crime 

is the third area that X wish to discuss with 

you this afternoon. Taskr *• it is commonly 

referred to, is a project designed to be a 

oatalyat between state and county criminal 

justice agencies and drug and alcohol treataent 

services. Xt is to reduce substance abuse 

related crime and criminal recidivism aaong the 

drug and alcohol abusing offender by providing a 



mechanism for aiicsantnt referral and 

monitoring. 

Currently, there «r« 12- Task progrtm 

in 13 countiaa throughout Pennsylvania. In 

1991-'92, 4,943 evaluations ware coupletad for 

individuals to aster Task and over 2,000 

individuals received treatment as a result of 

those coordinated efforts at the local level. 

00AC ji currently working with the Pennsylvania 

Commission on Crime Delinquency to expand the 

number of counties presently providing Task. 

The Pennsylvania Commission on Crime 

and Delinquency also provides from their block 

grant funds in conjunction with us what is 

called the drug control aystems improvement 

initiative, whereby ODAC and PC-CD -jointly fund 

programs at the local level. grants that go to 

develop comprehensive prison overcrowded 

reduction programs and hava hopefully an impact 

on individuals, both not only -at the tail end of 

incarceration, but also at the front end. These 

dollars have allowed 730 individuals to receive 

again either inpatient or outpatient treatment 

services last year. 

In closing, I would like to thank the 



commission for allowing ma the opportunity to bo 

hero today and for your continued efforts in 

loadership in addressing the ohaXlenges that we 

face in dealing with the criminal justice 

population. Thank you. 

MX. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. We 

appreciate your testimony. Chair recognises 

Representative Manderino. 

ItEPStESENTATIVE MANDKRTNO: Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. X just have a few questions. As 

a baseline, maybe it would be helpful to me to 

know what responsibilities does the Department 

of Health have with regard to hospitals and 

clinics and other health care providers outside 

of the prison system, in terms of licensing or 

looking et the care that's being given there* 

MR. McCLAY: Mr. Boyle can comment on 

the responsibilities with drug and alcohol. But 

they are very similar to our other 

responsibilities in general. There are some 

exceptions. But in-general, the department has 

been given the statutory responsibility to 

license certain health care providers, 

hospitals, nursing homes, drug and alcohol 

treatment providers, and so forth. It is a 



licensing, in soma case* a certifiad 

responsibiS ity. 

RKPRHSBNTA-TIVB MANDERINO: Whan you're 

licensing or certifying those .kinds of 

institutions, what are you measuring, what ara 

you looking for? 

MR. BOYLE: In the institutions, we 

just began to develop those prooassaa. It was 

up until right now it was never -- Lat ae step 

back. Ve started about two years ago to work 

with the Department of Corrections to begin 

licensing. Tt was always a question whether or 

not we had the right to license another state 

aotion. Typically, wa were 'licensing providers, 

drug and alcohol community providers. 

It was agreed by both the Health 

Department and Corrections that we would begin 

licensing about a year ago. Part of -that 

licensing process at this -point where it was at 

was they needed to develop a manual for us to 

begin to review based on the types of services 

that -they were offering. We are at that state 

right now. We ere also going to move forward to 

developing, I think, your question specific 

standards for correctional institutions which do 



not exist now. 

REPRESENTATIVE HANDERINO: You're 

talking about with regard to provision* of 

services for drug and alcohol treatment? 

MR. BOYLKt Tas. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: Heretofore 

there * a bean no oversight, can X take it from 

your comments, or responsibility by the 

Department of Health with regard to atandards of 

provision of health oara within the correctional 

institutes in general, general health care? 

Mit. McCLAY: General medical care, wa 

do not license the state or the county priaon 

facilities. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERTNO: Do yott 

license as an entity their contracting service 

for vendors of providers? 

MR. McCLAY: The individual physicians 

licensing is done by the Department of State as 

with nurses and mid-levels. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDERINO: That* a ay 

license to practice medicine. 

MR. McCLAY: If they are contracting 

with a Health Maintenance Organization , that 

Health Maintenance Organization must be licensed 



and is licensed by the Department of Health. If 

they ere contracting with an individual doctor 

for a service that ie not licensed, there is not <• 

a specific license for that, the Department of 

Health is involved. 

REPRESENTATIVE MANDEKINO: Yon were 

with us yesterday, sir.. Do you see any value in 

the future to us as a Commonwealth looking at. 

whether or not the Department of Health should 

have a more active role in licensing the general 

provision of health care services within our 

corrections? institutes? 

MR. MeCLAY: I would say several 

things. One* that the relationship between 

state health departments and state departments 

of corrections vary from state to state. There 

are generally two broad models, one is where 

they are separate and where the prison system is 

responsible for those services and the health 

department is in an advisory capacity without 

any official jurisdiction. 

The other is where the Department of 

Corrections in certain states ere not 

responsible for the management in the 

development of health oare services. So there 



is a rung* throughout this country bttwten those 

different relationships. x would say that in 

Pennsylvania, the Department of Corrections has 

been in contact with tb>e Department of Health 

over « variety of health care issues, 

Tuberculosis, AIDS, and so forth. X would say 

that over the past several years, since at least 

Secretary Noonan has been with the Department of 

Health, there's been a very active dialogue back 

and forth between the two departments. 

It affected itself in two ways. One, 

tbey are asking us for our medical expertise, 

and two, they are using the information when we 

give it to them. Unfortunately, I cen't say 

that's always been the case that X've had 

reported to me that's not always been the case. 

This has been a very instructed improvement. I 

do not mean to say by that that they are 

mandated to have to accept our price. That they 

are not. 

RRPItBSRtfTATIVK MANDRRXNOs Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Cha3r recognizes 

Mr* David Krants. 

Ms. KRANTZ: I don't have any other 



questions . 

MR. O'CONNBL I*: Ho questions. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I just want to approach 

with you this discussion around rsgionaJisa for 

a ainute. What is your fa*ling about tha 

Separtaaat of Corrections going to a nor* 

regional syataa on tha delivery of- haalth cara 

services for inaates in tha Coaaonwealth of 

Pennsylvania? 

MR. MeCLAY: Tha mechanism which you 

contract out for services, via haalth cara 

services or other, should ba weighed against 

what la tha actual provisions of services, 

specifics of the contract. First, the request 

for proposal that's toeing administered and is 

being led out for review and then bidding, and 

then second, the actual provisions of tha 

contract. 

I think you all have just naturally 

because of tha way tha daaographioa of 

Pennsylvania exist, you will have in soae areaa 

where you will have an easier ability to find 

providers than in others. You wiJ 1 have areas 

where costs will vary from one point to another. 

With both of those differences, you c»n »ttl3 



accomodate contracting, as wall as individual 

contracting. 

Tha guts of what the tests that you 

value yourself is what will th«-aervlo* b« to 

tha consumer. It's going to be the end consumer 

of that service, what is going to be expected of 

that provider, whether it is the state agency 

that contacts directly with Dr. X or whether it 

is the state agency contracting with a 

management organisation. The trend around-this 

country, as I'm aware of, is to have a more 

managed approach. That's why you do have some 

of these national organizations, and the one the 

Department of Corrections uses at this moment is 

nationally based out of St. Louis. They are a 

national buyer for health care services. 

There's been e growing trend to that. I think 

in part the difficulty ia in finding a provider. 

They can subcontract out physlcjana and health 

care providers usually in that local community 

it they can find them. 

There are also varying -degrees ar-ound 

the country as to what level are those 

employees, are they employees of the system or 

are they private individuals who they then 



contract in? Again, whether they arc atat* 

employees or th* department of corrections or 

whathar thay ara private individuals who 

contract with th* departnant and, as you haard 

yesterday, thara is a mixturn, and th* state is 

moving to make more of them, stat* employees at 

th* nursing level, not at th* physician level. 

MR, CHAIRMAN: You believe that the 

correctional institutions in th* Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania with raspact to th* nuabsri that we 

have inside thasa institutions will ever raally 

gat to qualitative assurance in h*a3th care for 

inmates in Pennsylvania? 

MR. McCLAY: T think that's probably a 

reSative question, in that will it be quality 

compared to what? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Compared to nothing. 

MR. McCLAY: Compared to whar-e thay 

are? 

MR* CHAIRMAN: Compared to whara thay 

ara. I don't want to say nothing. Strike that. 

Compared to where they ara now and where thay 

should be. 

MR. McCLAY: Again, X think that 

ultimata test of that, the ultimata answer to 



that is what is it you'rt requiring them* What 

are they requiring in this ease they are 

contracting out to their provider, and two, do 

they have tha resources, literally the 

individuals to do the watchdog to make sura the 

providers provide that service. 

I thought it was very encouraging what 

X heard the last couple of days to bear that the 

department is starting to create positions -to do 

watchdogging. 7 think the whole idea of Bureau 

of Health Services has never existed in the 

Department of Corrections before and to have At 

at that level and then have staff meetings at 

regional levels. They don' t provide any 

service. - All they do is watchdog to make sure 

that those services are there. It at least has 

the potential, greater potential than I've been 

aware of in the past. But , of course, 

ultimately the legislature has the ultimate 

oversight. 

M*. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Krant* has a 

question. 

MX. KRANTZ: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Can you tell ma, the Department of Corrections 

mentioned that inmate health services cannot be 



paid for by federal funding. 

MR. McCLAY: Federal assistance. 

MR. KRAUT7.: Xa that a decision by your 

department or by the United States or what? 

MR. McCLAY: The restrictions for that 

is both a state la* and in federal law. Federal 

law would supersede. The state couldn't 

override it. But the Commonwealth adopted also 

the restrictions that exist, not just in 

Pennsylvania, but around the United States. 

There is a case pending relating to 

Texas that * s been pending for a couple years 

regarding this natter, but that is correct, it 

is federal. 

MR* XRAHT2: Across the whole country* 

the public assistance cannot be used to pay for 

health cere services for any inmates? 

MR. McCIiAY: Mot public assistance in 

the meaning of taxes, but medical assistance for 

medical health care in an institutional 

residential setting* That's right, be in a 

prison or be in our state mental hospitals, 

although there is some suits filed regarding 

mental hospitals. 

MR. KRANT2: Yet the federal government 



will pay for an individual off the strt*t? 

MR . McCX*AY: That' * correct. They aake 

a clear distinction. 

MR. KRANTZ: Would you find it 

advisable for the states to put together a class 

action suit against the federal governsent to 

provide those services? 

MR. McCliAY: The Coanonwealth has 

filed, I believe, X haven * t been involved, I 

believe that they had filed an aa£cus brief, as 

well as other states, on the Texas case. They 

have joined in In support of the State of Texas 

in that suit. 

MR. KRANTZ: Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you send the -

comaittae that brief * if you can? 

MR. McCLAY: 1*11 see -•» The 

Department of Health did not file that that I'm 

aware of. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Just te31 us where we 

can get it. Me need it.-

MR. McCLAY: I'11 try to assist you in 

entertaining that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much-

Appreciate your testimony here today. Send our 



regard back to Secretary Hoonan, Andtrion, and 

Deputy Secretary Reese. We will now break for a 

half-hour for lunch, give our stenographer -a 

break, and we'll have a quick lunch and be back 

with Dr. Lewie Polk. 

( Recess ) 

MR. CHA7RMAN: The time of recess 

having expired the Health and We3fere and 

Judiciary Committees will come to order. 

For the record, Mr. Bill Faust, 

.F-a-u-s-t, Alliance for the Mentally 111, could 

not stay. Therefore, he has submitted 

testimony. The following document was to be 

issued into the record and that we indicate 

title concerning violence and relationship to 

mental illness by Hadeleine Goodrich, forensic 

- executive committee, and has a start and end to 

it. That' s the only thing I wotild like to have 

submitted for the record. 

( Submitted testimony of Mr. Bil1 

Faust, Alliance for the Mentally 111 ) 

Dr. lie wis Folk , director of the Oordian 

Bhrlacher, public health administrator, Bucks 

County Health Department. 

Would you gentlemen identify yourself 



for the record? 

MR. POLK: Yes- I am Or. Lewis Polk, 

the director of the Bucks County Health 

D«p8rtaent. With me is Mr. Gordian V. 

-•hrlaeher, I-h-r-l-a-c-h-e-r, the public health 

administrator in Bucks County Health Department. 

X have an opening statement, if Z nay* sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: ?3ease proceed . 

MR. POLKi In ay opening statenent, Z 

will focus on why we believe that the health , 

services that we provide to the inmates of the 

Bucks County Prison ere of good quality. 

Mr. Rhrlaeher in his opening statement will 

focus on why we operate our prison health 

services ourselves and have chosen not to 

privatise it. He will also discuss a number of 

measures that we have taken to control the costs 

of the program. 

In the fall of 1987, just about one 

year after I arrived to lead the Bucks County 

Health Department, we had a site visit from 

representatives of the National Commission on 

Correctional Health Care. At the end of a 

multi-day inspection, the visitors from this 

national accrediting organisation gave us a 



verbal rtport of their finding*. The tarns they 

used included, quota, tha Bucks County Prison 

Health Program is tha state of the art, closed 

quota. And it Is at tha, quota, cutting edge of 

excellence, closed quote. Whan the official 

written report arrived, it did not include those 

exact words. However, to describe our present 

health program, it did use the words, quota, 

fine, closed quote, and, quote, outstanding, 

closed quota . 

I said that we were inspected soon 

after X started working in Bueks County, because 

I wanted you to understand that X was not 

attempting to take the credit for the excellent 

evaluation since the Bucks County Prison Health 

Services was already in place before X got 

there. However, Mr. Ehrlacher had already been 

working with the Bucks County Health Department 

for about a decade and a half by then and be 

does deserve credit for helping to make it a 

program of superior quality. 

The Bucks County Prison Health Program 

had been inspected and accredited a number of 

times prior to 1987 and has been inspected -and 

accredited a number of times since. To date, we 



have been accredited for a total of 14 ytart. 

I bsv* chosen not to stress the opinion 

of those of us who work for the Ducks County 

g e v g p g . 

Instead, X emphasized a formal evaluation by an 

outside agency and national accrediting body for 

correctional health care that the Bucks County 

Prison Health Program is a quality operation* 

How Mr. Shrlacher will give you his 

opening statement. 

MR. BHRI.ACHER: Thank you. Very 

simply, my statement will focus on two things. 

We had the opportunity to privatise several 

years backs and opt not to do so, end also J 

will share with you some of the things thet we 

have attempted to do to reduce costs in the 

prison health system, which is a major concern, 

but also to maintain a level of care that we 

have consistently provided since we've been in 

the health care business in the prison. 

The Ducks County Prison is e 

two-segment vehicle. It has approximately 550 

inmates in the prison structure itself but also 

has a rehabilitation center thet houses 250 plus 

inmates. We are responsible for the health eare 



for that total population. 

Novtnber of 198 9 we had brought In a 

private contractor who specialises in prison • 

haalth services. Ve aaked than to do assessment 

of our program and to provida ua with coat 

astlmata of what it would cost to privatize tha 

program. Ha came back to ua and ha gave us an 

estimate of our program that would run about 

$1.6 Billion a yaar. Wa wara currently spending 

a little over $1.6 million at that tine 

ourselves. His proposal, however, would reduce 

the number of ataff that waa going to be used in 

the health care ayetem and would alao reduce 

somewhat the type of services that we would and 

could provide, such aa methadone clinic and 

things of that nature. Subsequently, we opt not 

to privatise it. And the reaaon being that all 

the other arguments for privatising did not fair 

with our «ystarn, because the county had seen the 

wisdom of turning the health care services on 

the prison over to the health department . 

Subsequently, our philosophy of care, 

our tradition of dealing with low income 

-minorities and population baaed that helped, we 

were probably a better system of looking at 



these people and providing them with the health 

oar* they needed and did not gat involved in who 

ia in here for what and all the other things, 

the arguments wa talked about. 

At that point in time wa aade the 

decision we would not privatise and then we 

began looking at our own system, and we have 

what we feel is a quality system. We're still 

able to do a quality system but we're still 

cognisant of rising costs* 

Soma of the things that wa have done,-

we've established a prison health advisory 

committee, which is made up of administrators 

from the correction system* from the health 

department, and moat of all employees either 

under the contract or of our agency who provide 

the hands-on care to the inmates. We meet 

quarterly. We discuss policies, procedures, 

and, of -course, wa also look at tha costs of the 

operation. 

In doing this, we're able to 

communicate between the correction system and 

the health system, minimize all tha problems 

that come up when you have different people 

working within an organization. And we mede 



recommendations to the commissioners as to where 

we should be going tind how wo shoi*3 d deal with 

the situation. 

Ont of this comn!ttee has com* a nuibtr 

of things, wa heve a vary astuta quality 

assuranea program. Our aadieal doctors and our 

nursing staff review all the medical records or 

aost of the medical records which are randomly 

sampled of the inmates. Thar aake sure that the 

inaate is getting the typa of care he or she 

needs with the medical problem that' s addressed, 

they make sure that the pharaaceuti cal regime is 

appropriate, they make sure that the parson has 

been seen by appropriate specialist. And it's 

also another -factor, wo want to make sura we're 

not doing overki11 either. It's worked quite 

successfully. The number of errors you coae up 

with has been very minimal, mostly in the 

recordkeeping. 

The other factor that we have been able 

to do as a result of that coamittae is that we 

Initiate a pharmaceutical formula, which means 

that the doctors can only-prescribe medications 

at the lowest cost unless they justify doing 

otherwise. The reason for this is the cost of 



pharmaceuticals are vary txp«n»ivt, and thera 

ar« a number of drugs on the market that ara 

just as suitabla for the inmate. However, no 

instate is denied tha drug that nad£ca3 protocol 

requires just to save nonty. Xn othar words, r-f 

the doctor can substantiate that this 4s tha 

drug that is going to give this parson tha 

relief to correct tha situation and give him tha 

comfort that he or she needs, that will be the 

drug they will get. In implementing that, we 

were able to substantially save t would say in 

the area of 80 to $90,000 a year in drugs alone. 

Ve also brought in mobile X-ray units, 

which cut in half our X-ray services by costs of 

the X-ray itself and the reading* -Xn addition 

to that, we've eliminated tha need for two 

prison guards to transport an inmate to a local 

hospital and bring than back and that cost 

factor. 

And last, but not least, I*va already 

mentioned the quality assurance program, but the 

quality assurance program is not a cost program, 

it is a medical health care program. We are 

very cognisant of treating tha inmates the same 

^manner that t-hey would be treated and maybe even 



a little bit batter , depending wbire they cone 

fron« as it they were outside the prison walls. 

We are in .the business of health care, we -are 

not is the business of correctional care. Thank 

you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you gentleaten very 

much. I appreciate your testimony. In the 

550-person innate population that, you have in 

your system, how many are women? 

MR. KERLACHBR: X think right now we 

are close to 40. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: Can you give us a racial 

breakdown of African-Americans, Hispanice, and 

other minorities in the institutions in Bucks 

County? 

MR. BHRLACHBR: I cannot give you an 

accurate breakdown at this time. I could get 

that information for yott. I could give you an 

estimate. I would say approximately the Afro 

and Latino would be about 33 percent of our 

population. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Are these inmates that 

are in Rucks County because of the nature of 

physically the locale of Bucks County, persons 

who are incarcerated who live in Bucks County? 



MR. POLK: No. That really explain* 

tha difference in tha racial and ethnic maka-up 

that Ifr. Khrlacher aaid. These ara paopla that 

hava baan aitbar arrastad and cannot pay bail or 

have baan convicted of erinei that took plaea in 

Bucks County and that thay do not necessarily 

live in Bucks County. Bucks County's own 

resident population 5s somewhat different racial 

and ethnic make-up. 

We also hav* soma paopla in our county 

prison who really have been convicted of state 

criaas that either through plea bargaining or 

other arrangement hava baan sat up to sarve 

their state service here in turn in the county 

jail. We «ven have at tines sons federal 

prisoners that and up spending sona or al3 of 

their sentance at that tine. 

As you know, typically, tha paopla in 

tha county jail would ba usually short-tern, 

short santancas. People usually stay over 

two-yaar sentences usually and up in the state-

institution for tha reasons given before. Sana 

of than who really should ba in tha state 

institution and up in ours and even sone in tha 

federal. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: Can you give us a 

breakdown delineating separate fron the federal 

and state, what is your average net for -the stay 

of inaatws in Bucks County? 

Mit . POLK: It's probably lass than six 

months. That's sort of not precis*, but it's 

•less than six months . 80 we're dealing with 

people with basically short sentences. Thia, of 

coursey>*sakes the problem of giving health 

services to people who are in for a relatively 

short time even more complex than it would be in 

a stete correctional facility where you know the 

person is going to be there a longer time and 

even to follow up with certain tests and follow 

up with certain things from -a standpoint of 

making sure the person is still there when you 

have to do the next step in the process is « 

little bit easier in that sense in the stete 

institution than it is in ours, particularly 

since some of ours, as T mentioned, are there 

because they can't make bail. If they later 

make bail, they can be out quickly. The tests 

you do on them today, you want to sea them in 

two days, they aren't there sometimes in two 

days, they are out on bail by then or whatever. 



MR. CHAIRMA.H: You raised this point. 

With respect to the number of inmates, how many 

doctors then ere servicing the 550 innate*? 

MS. POLK: Again, we have e total of --

Pirst, I should say all of thee ere part tine, 

we do not have any ful] *-tima prison physicians. 

They don't spend 40 hours a week in that role. 

We have in essence four physicians who focus 

primarily on the main jail and the other -

physicien spends his time currently primarily in 

what we call the work rel-ease or rehabilitat-ion, 

where the person goes out to work at a job in 

the community and comes home -- comes hack to 

the correctional facility at night to stay. We 

are talking about four part-time physicians 

focusing on the main prison where people don * t 

leave, and then the fifth physician is .focausing 

on the rehabilitation slash work release. 

Some of the people in their work 

release progrem ere able with permission to even 

go to their usual physician out in the 

community, some of them heve that ability 

financially and other ways, and with permission 

are able to get their medical needs taken care 

of that way . Those who either have no such 



source of cara or choose not to us* it are 

getting their nedicaS cara in the work release 

faaility through our fifth physician. 

MS . CHAIRMAN: The abaanca of full-tin* 

physicians, you have full-time nurses? 

MR . POLK: Yes . If a actually cover, we 

have seven day a weak, three shifts a day of 

nurses , and we have primarily full-tine nurses. 

If a have son* nurses just for scheduling 

standpoint who are less than full tine. They 

nay work two or thro* or four tines a week. Our 

typical nurse will work a fu3 3 five-day week. 

Because of seven-day coverage, that five days 

nay not necessarily be for a given nurse Monday 

through Friday. We schedule it, as X said, to 

have full-tine coverage around the clock . And 

during the daytine hours, we have nore than on* 

nurse on duty. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Final question. Row 

does the normal routine of the day -- Let ne do 

it this way first. Make it two parts. What 

does your system do when an innate first cones 

in the institution? 

MR. POLK: All the innate* cone in and 

•they get a screening by the nurse, they get a 



battery of tuti, which includes « tuberculin 

test and other tests. If indicated/ they will 

be signed up to be eeen by a physician to 

follow-up whet the n lira e be e seen. They have 

the sick call, so that an innate can request to 

be seen after they are in the correctional 

facility and the nurae will see then and can 

either handle the problem following standing 

orders and written in advance protocols or they 

can be seen by the physician. 

MR. CHA.IRMA.Ki Now, you used the word 

screening . You're a doctor. You used the word 

screening as opposed to examination. Is that 

the sane thing? 

MR. POLK: again, you're quite right. 

These ere technical terns. The nurses sonetimes 

use the term assessment. A nurse, unless she's 

a nurse practitioner or unless we would have and 

we don't have physician assistants, don' t do a 

complete physical es e physician would do. But 

they do check and they are qualified to do so, 

things like heart and lungs and bit ood pressure 

and on and on. Obviously, there is a difference 

between the physicians and the nurses. And 

again, since we do not employ nurse practitioner 
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or physician assistants, all of our nurses ara 

RHs, registered nurses. We do sat us« in that 

setting licensed practical nuraaa or nuraas 

aides. These ara all licensed registered 

nuraaa, and they ara qualified and legally able 

to do what a licansed ragiatarad nuraa can do, 

which, aa you correctly pointed out, ia somewhat 

different than what a physician is licensed and 

legally able to do. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Bow many do you have? 

MR. POLK: Hay I ask — Wa have ten 

full-tine XKs and four part tine. Again, that 

ia we're able with that combination to schedule 
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coverage. And on the daytime shifts wa have 

n n se pres nr. 

R. C H A I K H A H l Row m a n y 

African-American or Hispanic nurses end 

. POLK: None at thia time. The 

staff more ecouretely reflects the population of 

the county. The county at this point in the 

1990 census was 95 percent white. Tt had been 

between 1 and 2 percent Hispanic, between 2 and 

3 percent African-American, and the rest would 

be made up of Asian and Pacific Islanders.So 



people who work there or those who live 

somewhere in the general area are mora likely to 

be taken froi the pool of people that live in 

the county while the inaates are those who would 

be those who committed crimes or are accused of 

having coaaitted criaas in the county . And 

therefore, there is somewhat different ethnic 

Bake-up. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: With 3 2 percent, if T 

heard you correctly, African-Americans and 

Latino and Bispanic individuals in the 

institution, in your overall care of delivery, 

particularly for psychiatrists or sociologists 

or some other that aay have a particular 

understanding of one's particular ethnic 

background versus another background, 

particularly since they are in a different 

environaent, since you've already indicated 

there, Bucks County, they are not too far from, 

have any thoughts or consideration by you or 

Mr. Kbrlacher, have either thought or viewed the 

opinion of whether or not it would be a 

necessary or consideration for the institution? 

MR . POLK: We certainly have thought 

about it. Again, I don't have the advantage of 



having heard the taitinony which I understand 

was parliar today, as wall as yesterday, but 

whit* wa ara abla to staff our facilities with 

paopla wa hire as opposed to privatizing the 

cooperation, recruitment, and it varies at 

different tines, nurses and physicians and other 

health professionals to work in a prison setting 

is not easy. 

We certainly will give additional 

oonsidaration. We do attempt in our work with 

the paopla who staff tha operation, atteapt to 

do what wa can to increase their sensitivity to 

paopla of different backgrounds than tbeasejves. 

But there is a vary real recruitnant problem of 

getting paopla wbo night be fron a racial or 

ethnic aake-np closer to tha nix of the inmates. 

It would possibly mean people having to cone 

froa other geographical araas and tha increase 

tiaa and so forth. 

Particularly, for tha physicians, who I 

aantionad ara not full tiaa, it's difficult to 

ask somebody to drive an hour or aora for a job 

which on that day may only be a two or thr-ea 

hour assignment. But that's certainly something 

which wa have considarad. At tha moment *• are 
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doing our beat to try to inereait people's 

sensitivity, even though they themselves nay not 

be of the ethnic or racial group that a very 

significant proportion of the innate* are. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : This i« ay final 

question. Have you been accredited by any 

national or statewide commissions that give 

accreditation to standards and where you stand, 

in terns of other county facilities throughout 

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or throughout 

the country? 

MR . POLK: Yes. Actually, Z believe I 

mentioned in my opening statement that the 

Rational Commission on Correctional Health Care, 

which is a national accrediting body, which has 

many sponsoring organizations, both in the 

medical and the correctional and the criminal 

justice side has been repeatedly checking us not 

only on a paper evaluation but an on-site, more 

than one day visit maybe, with a very thorough 

check and they have been accrediting us 

approximately every two years for the past 3 4 

years. We have been continuously accredited by 

this national accrediting body for prison health 

services and we are currently accredited and 



have been continuously sinot 1979. 

MR. CHAIKHAN: Are you given points? -

MR. POLK: Points. X don' t believe it 

is don* so much with a point sstup. They break 

their standards into essential and important --

And yon h a w to have, I believe you hav* to 

biva -- you hava to ba in compliance with all 

th« essential criteria or standards , and you 

hava to hava, X baliava, 8 5 pareant of tha 

important standards. And we hava mat thosa 

percentages and thosa criteria, and thus, we 

hava baan accredited and still are. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much 

gentlemen. Mr. Krantz? 

MR. KRANTTt: No questions, 

Mr. Chairman. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: Mr. O Connell. 

MR . O'CONNKLL: No Questions. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: Mr. Boyd . 

MR . BOYD : «Tust one quick question, 

Mr. Chairman. This is in rafaranca to you used 

a couple of technical terms, assessment or 

examination of inmates. After tha Initial entry 

examination, how often ^o you examine the 

inmates thereafter? 



MR. POLK: May I just have a fast 

consultation. Mr. Khrlacher has reminded m« 

that tvan though wo art primarily a short-stay 

institution, as we discussed before, sines we 

may hava soma county psopls who will ba there a 

period of time or, as I mentioned, the federal 

or state people, we do have a pattern, as Z was 

just reminded, that someone who is there a 

longer time will be rechecked, to get away from 

the other technical terms, on an annuel basis. 

Again, the overwhelming majority of our folks 

are not going to be there that long to need or 

to get an annual recheck. 

MR. BOYD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Chair recognizes 

Mr. Farrish. 

MR. PARRI8H: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Gentlemen, could you tell me how much it costs 

per resident for health cere? 

MR. POLKi Again, I will pass this on 

to our money man, Mr. Khrlacher. 

MR . BHRLACHBR : I didn' t understand., 

Our per cost per resident, my 3 est figures were 

$3.40 a day. 

MR. PARRTSH: $5.40 a day. 



MR. POLK: That's just for ths health, 

not ths total correctional. 

MR. PARRXSK: With regard to your 

part-tin* physicians, how many of then are 

primary care physicians and how nany specialties 

do you have withi n your universe of physicians? 

MR. FOIJK: The basic answer there is 

the physicians w* have are the ones that cone 

that are on-site and handle the physicians sick 

ca!3. They ere all prinary physicians in the 

sense of either general physicians or internal 

aedicine physicians . We do, however, have a 

network of specialists available either through 

a nearby hospital or through contractual 

relationships with specialists in various foras. 

So if someone needs a cardiologist, 

someone breaks a leg or sprains an ankle badly, 

you can see an orthopedic specialist and on and 

on. Someone that is very seriously injured can * 

be hospita3 *zed or transferred to a medical 

school teaching hospital, if indicated. But the 

physicians on-site ere primary care physicians, 

but they do refer. That's, obviously, one of 

the things that make our costs where they are , 

-because things that require further specialty 



ear* will, in fact, be raierred to the 

specia3isti, 

MR . PARRISH: My 3ast question has to 

do with quality •saurtnet. Could you t*ll us 

what model you followed In developing your 

quality assurance program? 

MR* POLK: The modsl w« use is one of 

the standards. I mentioned the National 

Commission on Accreditation Health Care as one 

of its standards relates to quality assurance, 

and spells out the criteria that a system of 

quality assurance should be. We certainly set 

up a model that we, in feet, have been approved 

by the accrediting body as meeting their 

standards• 

Basically, it is a pattern, if T would 

like to go into it a little bit, where we every 

month pick a sample of the patient's charts. We 

do it in two ways or three. One, we pick a 

certain fraction, like every tenth chart; two, 

we pick every patient that is referred outside 

either admitted to e hospital or to see a 

specialist; three, we have a disease or 

condition of the month. One month we might tske 

everybody with a diagnosis of hypertension or 



high blood prifiuri, anotbor month no may take 

loatoaa who ha* diagnosis of diabetes, another 

month everybody who has a diagnosis of epilepsy. 

If e have thosa charts reviewed first by 

our haad nursa to go over to make sura that the 

various things ara there, that all tha blanks in 

tha forms ara fillad out. that tha chart is 

legible, that if soaabody ordarad a blood tast 

that it was dons and tha rasults got back. Than 

wa hava aach chart that was to ba reviewed 

reviewed by a reviewing physician. Physicians 

rotata in rotation pattern, and aach madlcal 

chart is raviawad to make sura that the overall 

history and physical findings ara in line with 

what tha diagnosis was fait to be, what the 

foillow-up in tha way of tests or further 

treatment«• rather tha thing made sense. We do 

that for all tha charts that ara selected out by 

the various methods that we choose. 

Then we hava the results of these 

monthly quality assurance reviews tabulated and 

computed, and they ere than reviewed at the 

quarterly correctional health care meeting, 

multi-disciplinary meeting that Mr . Ihrlacher 

spoke about previously . And we in a formal 



sans* go over those *T«ry quarter end sake sure 

tb«t a group as e wbole egress with the findings 

and see if there is any systematic or 

Insti tutiona3 problea for any ongoing type of 

concern which needs special follow-up. 

MR . PARRXSH: Lest question as an 

addendun. you mentioned that you decided not to 

privatize. Was that an individual county 

decision or did you have discussion with other 

counties and decide that you would use your 

right of first refusal to not privatise? 

MR* POLK: WelJ, w* did send our head 

nurse for the whole department and supervising 

prison health nurse to several nearby counties 

which did privatize. And we got, again, in vary -

indepth discussion with them and on-site visit 

to these other places. 

We then, as Mr. Shrlacher said, 

requested a proposal from a national firm which 

provides this service. Then we analyzed this, 

and again, was totally up to Bucks County 

government. As Mr. Bhrlacher mentioned 

previously, both on the fact that the economics 

wou3 d not lead us to wish to privatization and 

that the quality of care in the sense of the 



level and auibtr of staffing we thought that we 

war* doing was superior to what th* propoaal 

fro* tha fir* vai offering. 80 wa would not 

save any money. In our judgment, wa would gat a 

lasaar level of staffing and a leaser volume of 

staffing than wa had. 80 wa fait there was no 

advantage to us to privatise, and therefore, .wa 

choc* not to. 

MR. PARKISH: Thank you vary much. 

Thank you* Mr. Chairman. 

MX. CHAIRMAN: Thank you gentlemen vary 

much. We appreciate you being here and your 
ww * w m 

-person o testi y y 

. y y , 

DR. CARBONI: Dr . Gary Michael Carbona. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You re in o der. ou 

may proceed, sir. 

DR. CARBONK: Go0a afternoon. T was 

askec, by your administrative assistant to appear 

today. I don t have anything prepared, sir. I 

was asked by your administrative assistant to 

appear today perhaps to be of some assistance to 

tha investigation. 

T was employed at Graterford Prison for 

I 



approximately four or five months two years ago. 

Besed on none of th« eonversations that I had 

with your administrative asa1stant, at that time 

he thought J may b« of aoma halp to you, and I' m 

at your aercy. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: At sy i«rcy. Okay. Lot 

ae ask this question, sir. In your employment 

with the Graterford Prison, how did you find the 

health ears to bet 

DR. CARBONE: Poor. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: As a result of your 

activities, ware you abla to document this poor 

health service, delivery service? 

DR . CARBONS: Document in the sense, 

where X had written down on paper, yes, at one 

time. However, it's bean two years sinee I've 

been employed at Oraterford and had no reason to 

keep any further documentation, although T do 

have specifics that I will never forget up 

inside my cranial vau3t. I'11 be more than 

happy to pass that along to you.< 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let ma do it this way, 

so we don't have to be real lengthy about it. 

Why don't you give an exaapia of what you 

encountered and what you saw as being part of 



poor health care. 

DR. CASBONK: 1 think, first of al3, 

•too* I've been here , I've haard a few tarma 

that T thought wara tha problem, that la 

privatisation brought up by tha distinguished 

gentlemen that just left this tabla. I think 

overall that night be tha root of all of this. 

I think onc a 7011 privatize health care, it 

becomes a natter of economics for the people 

whose company it is that. Ja supplying health 

care to any institution, not just in medicine, 

but as a general principal. J think that health 

care is something that is best left to the 

pbysi clans. 

The privatization of the organization 

that they had at Graterford was a private 

organization that was headed by two non-primary 

care or haadad by one non-primary care physician 

who hired a non-primary care physicians as part 

of their administrative team. Both of those 

individuals were psychiatrists, who hired an 

anesthesiologist, Dr. Rahman, took him in as 

administrator. 

Although our 3 leansas as physicians in 

the State of Pennsylvania -states that we are 



eligible to practice medicine and surgery, which 

it says directly under physician' s license to 

practice medicine, I fael that in a case whatt 

on* of your family members had a sora throat, 

would you sand them to a psychiatrist ; or ona of 

your family members bad a heart attack, would 

you send then to an anesthesiologist. X was one 

of the few primary care physic:* ans that they had 

there, although Z know there had been other 

people there who were priaary care physicians. 

But the administration of this system 

they had there, private system were non-primary 

care physicians. These are the people that were 

dictating the policy of health care in 

institutions. How, on tha other hand, I just 

heard testimony from this gentleman here who 

gave testimony on the institution that comprised 

5 or 600 individuals, 5 or 600 inmates . 

Oraterford Prison is the seventh largest prison 

in the world, on any given day can have anywhere 

from 5 to 7,000 prisoners . It's ten times the 

size of this previous man we just heard. 

I do not have a lot of nice things to 

say about the system in general, the medical 

system, as far as the medical care in general.. 



MR. CHAIRMKM: Bow would you describe 

the attitude of the private vnndor who bad th« 

health cara aervices at Graterford over all? 

DR. CARBONS: To nake money at tha 

expense of oonnon haalth practices, X was hirad 

to admlnistar haalth oar* for a larga population 

of tha prison* I ran tha aide hall system, as 

well aa the various subspecialty clinics which 

ware in ay specialty, soae of which ware not in 

ay specialty. T worked fu31 tiaa. I think I 

was only one of two or three full-tiae 

physicians that were working there at the tine, 

But I think to answer your question, to . 

characterize it, X think to aake aoney it costs 

to aake aoney. 

X think -- X aay have this wrong. I'm 

not a businesaaan. But X think if the budget is 

$8 million per year and you spend $3 aiJlion on 

health care, then your net proCit is going to be 

$6 iJ11ion, and that's what T think is the 

bottoa line in health cara. 

Let ae just aake ay point a little bit 

aore clear for you. X was dictated policy by 

two non-prinary care physicians who were 

paychiatriats. X waa hirad by than. As a 



physician running a tuberculosis clinic, every 

innate that was processed through the Graterford 

systaa coning in had a tuberculosis test. To 

me, in ay medical training, if soneone had been 

considered a recent converter , which means if 

they had a tuberculosis test at another 

institution six months to a year prior and had a 

negative result, came to Graterford, and it was 

interpreted as a positive result, those patients 

were to be X-rayed and then treated with 

prophylactic, anti-tuberculosis medications. 

Recent converter status requires treatment of at 

least one medication. 

Just before X came down here, J made a 

stop at the chairman of the -Department of 

Infectious Disease at the aedicaJ center to 

review this* This may be something that T bring 

up. Please let me. As of 1993, what is the 

current treatment modalities for patients who is 

recent converters of tuberculosis testing. tt's 

exactly that. In 1993 what I just described. 

They are recent converters, those patients 

require et least one medication. 

Now, at that time in a forthright 

manner, I was referring -these patie-nts for 



X-rays with the idea th«y Bay indeed have 

tuberculosis. As far as the non-primary car © 

physicians dictating policy to ne, I was then 

instructed by then not to write that on the 

charts anymore or there would be investigation 

as to why we have so nuch tuberculosis in 

Graterford Prison* • -I don't know if I can* 

substantiat e that. But froa the bottoa of ay 

heart, X*a telling you the truth not to -document 

that infornation any further. 

There have been cases there that were 

out of ay control. T ran the sick hall at 

various clinics, .and I was basically under 

another physician, Dr. Rabaan, who was, I 

believe, the person who ran the infirmary. And 

on various occasions when X would have very, 

very sick people asking to go to sick hall, X 

did indeed adait thea there only to find out the 

very next day that Or.' itahaan had sent thea back 

to the ward, to their respected prison cells. 

Xt was unfortunate that my hours were 

from 8 o'clock In the morning till 5 o'clock in 

the afternoon, *nd Dr. Rahman's hours were 

whatever time he got there in the morning, he 

would leave about 1 or 2 o'clock in the 



afternoon. So I was there at least three or 

four hours after Dr. Rahman had left and seen 

very few sick people in ay sick ball that I had 

been admitted to the infirmary that J found out 

Dr. Rahman cane in the next day and discharged 

then back to the general population regardless 

of whether they had a very acute onset. 

I'TB had many discussions with the 

director on this subject who thought perhaps if 

the communication was a little hit better 

between Dr. Carbon* and Dr. Rahman. And on 

those occasions then after that I had to admit 

those patients back there» I would speak with 

Dr. Rahman on the phone and everything would be 

all right. The next day X would coae back and 

find out those patients were discharged back to 

the general population. Whatever specific 

i33nesses they have, severe enough I thought 

they needed hospitalisatio,^- it just didn' t 

occur. 

MR. CHAXRHAH: Why do you think he did 

that? 

DR. CARBONS: X think Dr. Rahman is a 

company man. X think Dr. Rahman at the time was 

making a statement that he will run the 



infirmary the way he sees -fit. Mow, Or. Rahman 

is an anesthesiologist by training. Ha might 

- h»v« had ons yaar of -internal madicina training, 

if I'm not mistaken* It's aasy to fin<3 out. By 

trada, ha ia an -anesthesiologist, which is not a 

primary care apacialty in medicine. 

As far as I'm concernad, ha has no 

business taking care of people who are genuinely 

sick with diseases unrelated to what his 

specialty might be. He's not a general 

practitioner, he's not a general internist, he's 

an aneathesiologist . 

I ran the hypertension clinic. 

Everybody knows that if you have high -blood 

pressure you show3d ba on a salt-free diet. I 

wrote salt-free diets for a lot of patients who 

ware not controlled vary well on medicines. 

Dr. Rahman came by and discontinued all of thosa 

because it cost too much, that the prison system 

is on low salt diet for everybody in the prison 

system. He ate the same food as employees as 

the prisonera did, believe me , it's not a 

salt-free diet. Some of the things I had 

happen. 

There have bean cases where people have 



actually died as a result of gross negligenct on 

the pert of some of these physicians thet were 

working there. At the risk of slandering some 

of them, J will give yon the specifics if you 

want the physician's names. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We wouldn't want you to 

slander physicians. What we would like to do is 

have you at soaa point share some of those with 

us so that when we do begin to look at this more 

p g a a s y 

p p y , 

p p ay e some a ose o er po n s ne o 

g out, oo. 

DR. CARBOKB: Z would be more than glad 

to. 

MR. CHATRMAN: Chair recognises 

Mr. Parrish. 

MR. PARRISH: Dr. Carbons, are you 

familiar with a Robert Washington? 

PR. CARBONS: Yes, sir, I am. 

MR. PARRXSH: • I have a chart here that 

indicates some of the reasons for some of these 

inmates no longer being with us. X notice on 

this chart that Mr. Washington is listed under 



the death category as unknown. Could you shed 

any light for us on this particular end what 

night the causes of death be? 

DR. CARBONB: I know what his cause of 

death iii sir. This is probably the most 

despicable example that I can bring up. I was 

going to wait .on the invitation of Honorable 

Mr. Richardson to- explain. 

Robert Washington was a patient of nine 

who I seen in the clinic on various occasions 

for his complaints of asthma. Mr. Washington 

also had hypertension end HIV infection wit-h 

clinicel AIDS. Ke was an older man, probably in 

his late 40s, seemed to me, anyway, although I 

can't remember specifically. But we indeed had 

a relationship where X was caring for him with 

his asthma, as wall -as his other medical 

complaints. 

At one time he had an acute 

exacerbation of his asthma, and I sent him to 

the infirmary, which had a email emergency room 

from my sick hall room for specific bronchial 

dilator therepy. It seemed to me that despite a 

3ot of these standard modalities that we use to 

break bronchial spastic disease, he was 



refractory and required stronger and stronger 

medications, which X couldn't get to him on a 

timely basis . 

As en example, when he came to me with 

a sore throat on Friday and I prescribed for him 

penicillin, he wouldn't get the penicillin until 

Monday night because of the system of having to 

write down the prescription, submit it to the 

pharmacy nurse at the institution, pharmacy 

nurse would then take it to the pharmacy, the 

pharmacy was closed until Monday . That * s on a 

weekend. 

On a regular weekday, if T was to give 

you the same prescription for penicillin, you 

still won't get that medicetion until -- If you 

came to me today or early this morning, I would 

fill the prescription, you wouldn't get that 

medicine until tomorrow night . So it' s a 

horrible system. To get someone medicine 

urgently was difficult. Medications that were 

required in many cases weren't available, 

although they had emergency medicines in the 

emergency room. 

It was my judgment that it was in this 

patient's best interest to be hospitalized in 



the infirmary. I did that. The next day he vti 

discharged back to the general population. I 

saw him again -in ai«k hall, he was worsa. 

Again, X admitted hit a to the infirmary with 

specific orders-of intravenous medication, IV, 

oxygen, supported measures, and he started to 

improve. X got paid tilj 5 o'clock. X stayed 

with that patient one day until 7 o'clock, 7:30 

until he improved, knowing X wasn't getting paid 

for it, and walked out knowing I did something 

for this guy. Next day X come back, he *s 

discharged back -to the-general population. 

Finally, X think he became so sick that 

it was obvious to any of the primary care 

doctors that he indeed required hospitalisation 

but he wasn't getting the medicines that X had 

him on, he wasn't getting intravenous steroids, 

he was only getting oxygen. Robert Washington 

then realized what be was doing. X don't know 

if you've ever had any experiences to see 

somebody with bronchial spastic disease or 

asthma, but they truly suffer, if you're not 

giving them any medicine. 

As a result of that, Robert Washington 

bad an attempted suicide in the infirmary. He 



tried hanging himself and then he got loose and 

triad to sat fire to the oxygen hose that ha was 

connected to. On the basis of those acta, they 

thought he was psychotic, admitted him 

downstairs where they kept criminally insane and 

psychotic people in a rooa where there was no 

hope and that man died a miserable, miserable 

death . 

And i1 * s listed hare that, ha want to 

Suburban General Hospital where he died, I know 

he died 5n that unit. He aey have bean taken to 

Suburban General Hospital that night to be 

pronounced dead. I think that form is 

misleading saying he died in the hospital . He 

died by himself. 

That is one example, sir, of what X can 

tell you about the system of privatization in 

health care. I will never forget that as long 

as I live. 

MR. PARRX8H: Whet were the general 

conditions under-which you practiced medicine 

while you ware in the employ of the institution 

at Graterford? 

DR. CARBONS: Many cases that we had 

seen come through my sick hall room ware nothing 



nor* than sore throats, bumps and bruises, and 

tha like. There is a huge population of 

potantial patiants thare who potentially can 

wa3 k in with anything* J had saan quite a lot. 

I had saan paopla with an aar infection that T 

had treated with antibiotics. X had cuJtured 

sons of these, some of the material that was 

coming froo tha infect3on in tha aar and found 

that it was a Pseudomonas organise, which is 

resistant to many antibiotics except for one. 

I'a talking oral antibiotics, antibiotics you 

can take by mouth. Tha sens:) tivities for this 

organism, various intravenous antibiotics is 

quite good. However, this was a newer 

- antibiotic and probably cost about $8 par pill. 

It at tha time had been tha only oral antibiotic 

that was of any use for patiants with bronchitis 

from tha Fseudomonas organism. To gat that 

medication for this person almost took an act of 

God. 

These gentlemen who preceded ma were 

saying that if indeed a physician deemed a more 

expansive medicine necessary or another 

evaluation by a subspecialist it was dona. It 

had to be documented. Documentation did not 



suffice with this organization, and these 

patients, obviously, did not get the antibiotics 

thet I, as a physician* prescribed, knowing in 

ay heart of heart if I could have used another 

antibiotic I most certainly would have. and I 

wasn't there to beeone aore difficult, I wanted 

a specific antibiotic, and it was very difficult 

to obtain. 

Subspecialty care was close to 

iapossible to attain. Patients with hernias, 

these patients, no elected procedures were done 

in ay stay there. If an elected prooedure was 

scheduled, these petients were put on a list. 

They had no general surgery there. 

They had a person who was their general 

surgeon who had one year or two years in general 

surgery residency training and then obtained e 

license to practice medicine. The State of 

Pennsylvania requires that you have two yeers 

postgraduate medical training and approved 

residency training prograa and then you*re 

eligible to be a licensure. You need to have 

completed five years of residency training in 

the subspecialty of surgery. This person did 

not. That was the general surgeon that we dealt 



with. 

When I had sent patients to this person 

for simple -procedures, like removal of a sole or 

evacuation of hematoma, bruise, it was done by 

her. The idea then that later on someone told 

ae that we were not to send these general 

surgery cases to her, she wasn' t a general 

surgeon. Xt goes on and on. 

MR. PARRXSH: Thank you, Doctor. Thank 

you, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very auch, 

Dr. Carbone. Xt seems to ae you definitely 

could go on and on. Perhaps aaybe we need to 

have staff get with you to gather aore 

information to deal with these other issues that 

certainly are unanswered. 

DR«- CARBONS: At your convenience , sir. 

MR. CHAIRMANt Thank you very much. 

Next -person to testify is Minister Rodney 

Muhammad, Nation of Xslam. 

Mould you please state your name for 

the record and your tJt3e, and then you may 

proceed with your testimony * 

MXNXSTIR MUHAMMAD: Thank you, first, 

let ae say in the name of Islam. X am Minister 



Rodney Muhammad, T'n here representing tb« 

Honorable Lewis Fercott from hare in tne City of 

Philadelphia and Delaware Valley. I'm Minister 

of Number 22 ber* in Philadelphia and I'm also 

the president and director and chief executive 

officer for Respectful Life Institute for Human 

Development. I currently beve a ministry, 

p y g 

r y p g 

p , 

d i n i , as J. paraphras , s 

p p p g 

also to purify mem. The question ld b y 

would they be in need of purification. It. in 

because of the -state and the condition that 

mandates a messenger being raised. Any time one 

wants to know or one determines, let ae say, 

what type of society one wants, that will be the 

determining factor for the educational system 

that is built. Because the end product of 

educational system, of course, is to produce the 

type of person that you want to buJld the kind 

of society thmt you want to have. 



Of count, th« univtrst« which is the 

overall society of God hiaself, is a universe 

that saana to achieve a par fact atata of health* 

Everything that gota incorrect in this universe, 

if It Is sat back right, it will corract itself. 

wa should know that no doctor has tha power to 

heel or to curs. But what a doctor does have is 

tha skill to know how to arrest an acuta 

situation to allow tha healing and to cura tha 

process to take placa. 

In a society whara every 60 saconds 

y p , 

, as - y , 

y ffering from son w * g g 

n prison situation. Bu of , 

** sOB situation to s s as s m ha.ng 

is -totally outside of the so iety xcaelf. 

is a face>t of society en at seeks to orr cx. 

those who -we say have gone against or Bade noma 

infraction towards the laws that govern our 

- aociety, but society has said to be trying to 

achieve a perfect state of health. And what we 

need as members of society is what picture it is 

that we are seeking, what it is that wa so 

desire that we are trying to achieve. 

http://ha.ng


If we look at the Plinstones and tha 

Jetsons, w« could sea that one could look at how 

it was in tha beginning ona would like it to be 

that way in tha and. Because in a society 

that's called the Belting pot where you nave 

virtually almost every ethnic group known to man 

on this planet, tha Flinstones does not reflect 

thia. If you look at a society that's known as 

tha melting pot with every ethnic group known to 

man, the Jatsons does not reflect this. So you 

look in the beginning, you look in the end, and 

you see what comes from tha mind of someone, how 

they will generally like the society to look. 

So now we have a disproportionate 

-number-of black males in particular that our 

housed now in prison institutions throughout 

America* This issue of health, I had wondered 

today if X should really be hare, because as a 

-minister, I am seeking for health, but t am 

seeking for a perfect state of health through 

apiritual development. Right now prison life is 

a life that has bean proving itself to be a 

deplorable life. It costs an estimated 

somewhere in 35 to 050,000 per year to house an 

inmate end $8,000 or lass par year to house a 



young black male in a collage institution in 

this land. 

Anyone that is seeking cost efficiency, 

it would say that it's sore productive for us 

and more cost efficient for us to house a young 

black male in college then it does to house him 

in a prison Institution. However, we are going 

against the grain of any desire to be cost • 

efficient when we look at the numbers and the 

epidemic proportions that our own black males 

are going into the prison institutions. 

The word institutionalize comes from 

Latin, which means to establish or ordain. This 

suggest* that when someone goes into a prison 

institution, when they go through the process, 

and they do the time that they are set up to do, 

they ere supposed to be a totally repaired human 

being that comes back out into the general 

society, able now to get back into the 

mainstream of society and live a productive 

life * 

However, institutional* ace does not mean 

to repair an individual so that an individual 

moves outside of the institution where they have 

been housed for a protracted period of time- but 



institutionalise neans that on* now ltav«i the 

institution but the institution does not 3aave 

them. This n u m that the individual cones back 

into tha genera3 society with the expectations 

of everyone but themselves that they are going 

to stake it in tha general society when no means 

have bean given to them to do this. 

If there was ever any credence given to 

that saying that the criminal always returns to 

the scene of crime, then we can understand why 

many who -leave jail and up right back in jail* -

Because the very place that ii supposed to help 

in the repairing and the reforming of the 

individual can actually be seen now in many, 

many oases at the scene of the real crime. An 

individual now is almost doomed to repeatedly 

oome-back again and again and again to an 

institution* 

The word rehabilitat* comes from the 

Latin word habilitate. It means to supply with 

tha means . Of course, when you say you're going 

to rehabilitate someone, re comes from the Latin 

word again. 80 you're going to rehabilitate, 

you're going to once again habilitate this 

person. That means once again you're going to 



supply this parson with the itana. The means to 

do what? Tho means to live « productive life, 

the means to live with m state of dignity. Hut 

that is to suggest that they already had the 

means before whatever took place that landed 

then in the prison institution, that this person 

was already in possession of this. 

80 again, as X* HI talking, I hope that 

you A m follow me, because I'm speaking mora in 

concept now. Xn short, many tines when w« cite 

certain things as a problem, we look at 

someone's records, we look at someone's 

background, we look at someone's life that they 

have led up to the point, and these things are 

cited as the problem rather than the result of 

the problem. 

I have in my briefcase an article from 

the Wall -Street Journal that talks -about the 

current commission report that America is moving 

toward two societies, one black, one white. 

This is the current commission' s report after an 

exhaustive study of what caused the cities to 

erupt .bark in the '60*. How, this, of course, 

suggests that there may be two standards set up 

in America. Xf there are two standards set up 



in Xntrica, then you would find « standard that 

suggests now that if tha color of someone's akin 

ia white, that tha conditions nay be mora 

favorable coupled with someone's skin othar than 

white, tha conditions nay ba leas than 

favorabla. 

I'm only springboarding from tha 

current commission's raport now. Tha report 

suggesting that America as a result of this 

could ba moving toward two societies and 

s coun ry w a g p 

h p br ge m s g p. , 

an we canno say an s ou no n a 

pr son insti u ion wouio e exemp o any 

that are in tha curren so y tha e 

live. There are economic bias in the general 

society we live and there will be economic 

biases within the prison institution. If there 

are political biases, if there are cultural 

biases within the general society, we can expect 

these biases to exist within the prison system. 

I am suggesting that in general we 

apand too much time trying to clear up cobwebs 

when the real pain should be not to clear up 



cobwebs but to kill the spider . Sons years 

back, if we just look beck historically at the 

birth of this nation, this nation was born by 

Adrian going iato the prison system, opening tip 

the jails and allowing the people to cone out. 

Please do not think that I an suggesting that we 

do this. 

But Bagland did this and sailed the 

people from one side of the Atlantic, where they 

could have been dangerous criminals, to the 

other side of the Atlantic, where they took on 

new status and sons of liberty and states and 

they built one of the most powerful nations on 

earth and one of the most respected nations on 

earth. 

If this 1s to give us any Indication of 

what people incarcerated can do, then we need to 

be taking a more serious 3ook at the prison 

program that we currently have. I will say this 

before closing now, of course, that the 

Honorable Elijah Muhammad, who is a nan that 

begen the work of Islam in North America in the 

1930s, was incarcerated in 1942 because they did 

not want Elijah Muhammad teaching young black 

man that they had no part in If orld War II after 



the bonbiag of Pearl Harbor. The Honorable 

Elijah Muhammad want into jail. They, of 

, p g 

prison syste . A t , 

n a fac or n p 

and it wi31 always b o 

r that is not going away. 

aa suggest^ng that we nena to 

c der s na things, particularly in ha 

institutions that house aany of our young blacit 

neighbors, that the Honorable Lewis ffarco has 

a great iapact on the prison community 

nationwide. It makes no difference whether they 

are Catholic, Protectant, Moslea, whether they 

consider themselves atheist, Pan-&fricanistr 

Socialist, indifferent or whatever, the 

Honorable Lewis Parcott has a great iapact on-

nationwide . 

We have a study course celled 

salf-improvaent, the basis for development. Out 

of this course, -we have had a follow-up pr.ogram 

that has proven effective that when a young 

black aan who has invested hiaself in this 

program coaes out of the prison institution 

doing time either on parole for good behavior or 



either serving out the rant of the tia« that has 

been given him through th* course of law that 

these young nan have shown up in the service to 

help the Honorable Lewis Farcott in helping him 

proving to do nore to help thamsalva* than they 

ever have in their life. These men move on to 

do productive things into society. We are 

watching other programs to 3ook at the success 

ratio of what they are able to produce, in terms 

of the real rehabilitation of the human being. 

As I said before, I have gone into 

Graterford Prison the latter part of 3 991 and 

have been working there going itxisuB of one 

tine a week* and we have built a considerable 

community there at Oraterford. There have been 

several young black men that have coi* out of 

Oraterford doing tine that have shown up under 

ny leadership here in the city of Philadelphia 

are now living productive lives. 

What we are seying is that so such 

money is thrown to agencies and departments and 

centers and things that many times through the 

bureaucratic quagmires, things may get past us. 

This is our focus. Our focus is our people. 

Our focus is bringing people beck to a state of 



health, knowing we did not have this power but 

if we can just set the individual right, that's 

what the doctor doas. It ha sats tha individual 

right with tha right sat of circumstances, and 

thay ara truly suppliad with the means, which 

tha word habilitate anana, to supply one with 

the means. You can' t say a young black man is 

supplied with tha Deads when he suffers from 

substandard education, you can' t say he's 

supplied with tha means when he only has out 

before him role models that are already crime 

figures themselves, you can't say that he' s 

being suppliad with tha means whan ha comes from 

a poor family and than ends up in prison for 5 

to 10 to IS years or more and he's virtually at 

the mercy of the state. 

A state that, as X just heard some 

speaking before us, they have a facility that 

may have 33 percent minority or combination of 

both Hispanic and black, but Bucks County does 

not have that kind of composition. Because 

Bucks County does not have this kind of racial 

component, then the medical staff that treats 

this 33 percent black and I>atino people do not 

reflect this black and Latino people. So you 



may be representing Buck* County, but you're 

certainly not representing the prison that' s in 

Bucks County. But the people ere being brought 

from other erees woul d suggest to me this J s 

91 ore big business then anything. 

So long as thi s kind of attitude is 

prevailing, at least X don't see that anything 

meaningful is going to be done, end whet we're 

doing is people are going into deplorable 

conditions because you need health to be 

liberted. If a person is going to be liberted 

froa a life of criaa, if a person is going to be 

liberted froa a life of breaking lews* they oust 

begin to achieve e state of health. If the 

United Nations just caae out of the conclusive 

statement that the stress is the diversion, that 

means that none of us are exempt and without our 

health we really don't have anything. 

So I' m saying that just as the little 

girl was away froa hoae, which is just 3 ike 

anyone being taken from home being; put in prison 

ao oo tbaa getore tfey can go eone agtii, prison 

toroohy endee up in a lann oo hi. aua n,ere wae 

no way Dorothy cound gea done un.i3 ata gor a 

nrawn, Doere was no way Doroehy coula gag tome 



until aha got a real heart, and thara waa no way 

Dorothy could gat home until she had enough 

courage to live her own life that was free of 

Influences. The Wizard couldn't take her hone. 

All she had to do was come to herself and she 

was at home again. 

I'm saying that if a young nan or a 

young woman, anyone that goes into a prison 

institution cannot experience that which is 

helping then to get back to a perfect state of 

health, X mean in the wholistic sense of the 

word, then you cannot expert that individual to 

have really cone home, but what you really have 

i* a body that has come home but mind is still 

in that institution. It's only a matter of time 

before they do something to lend back In that 

institution again. Thank -you very much. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much for 

your testimony. Chair recognises Mr. Boyd. 

MR. BOYD; Islam. Thank you for your 

testimony. Minister Muhammad, could you talk 

about, just give us some specifics, in terms of 

how you support the inmates at Graterford and 

talk about some of its successes? As the state 

is gearing up to look at, to organize its 



establishment as a more regional -focus, couLd 

you talk about bow there nay be a need for your 

operation to do the same, if it fits a certain 

successful train? 

MINISTER MUHAMMAD: I l l understanding 

you to say if the state sets up a --* 

M*. BOYD: The state cor-rectional 

institutions are starting to look at 

establishing its health care delivery system in 

a more regional focus, meaning not only looking 

at Oraterford as a delivery system but the whole 

eastern region, which makes up about seven 

additional insjltutions. Your primary focus is 

Oraterford? 

MINISTER MUHAMMAD: That's correct. 

MR. BOYD: Could you talk about some of 

those programs and its successes and just 

expound on that? 

MXHTST2R MUHAMMAD: Yes, sir. Thank 

you vary much. Number one, going into 

Graterford, there were a number of problems that 

X had to deal with with the inmates. We had to 

get what little community was there when X moved 

here organized. As we worked toward that, and 

that took a lot of spiritual counseling* X was 



going up, and I go up every Friday generally, 

and I spend maybe anywhere from one to two and a 

half hours up thin with the inmattf. Usually 

the tine that I go up is tine spent in the 

chapel. 

What we have done, I didn't want to 

stert anything without first helping us to 

secure a good spiritual underpinning. This is 

the wisdom that we have learned from the 

Honorable Lewis Farcott that we should never 

start off on economic thrust until we first make 

people honest. Because if we start out In 

economics with dishonesty still in our heart and 

not rooted, then we*31 just have a dishonest 

economic system pretty much like a lot of what 

we see today. 

So, we spent a number of months just 

working with spiritual development. X can*t say 

a lot about that other than we did counseling, 

we did speaking to the larger communities that 

we had set up. Then we began to devise 

programs• The programs that are devised that we 

heve in operation right now, many products now 

that are wholesome products are moved throughout 

the prison facility by the Brothers that belong 



to our particular community. 

So we have newspapers, wa hav* books. 

Because it has always bttn ay feeling that 

paopla who read mora and learn more ara liabla 

to do a whole lot lass destructively as we're 

constructing them better through reading* It 

makes a person to feel more powerful sad more 

confident, hopefully even more responsible. So 

books are being moved, tapes, videos. And- there 

have been several programs that the Brothers 

have put on. 

they have engaged in is a little black girl that • 

i y , a g g 

y p , a , 

transplant and the Brothers have ra sed n any 

vi, v0 rignc there in Graterford Prison t ward 

s effort, and we ve he pe p 

n o her tan shows and n spaper, p 

service announcements to help promote what r.ne 

Brothers are doing . 

X was very careful on the out.side not 

to try to steal their thunder but to always 

direct all the news media to them and what they 

are doing, not so much what us, what wa were 



doing. We ware just communicating to the 

outsio> community what they are doing right 

there in Graterford. So they wanted to target a 

case of someone that they coultd help. 

This black woman was a hard working 

woman. She had to leave her job because the 

child required so much care* Even as much as a 

scratch on the chi3d could be devastating for 

her. So the mother literally was not able to 

work now. So she can only live on the 3ove and 

support on anyone that donates now. So they are 

trying to raise up the monies for the operation 

that is needed. There are other projects that 

are coming. 

One of the things the Brothers do is 

they built good economics, they are building a 

good economic base for themselves right now at 

Graterford* We hope to in the future secure 

some contracts of good wholesome food that they 

can eat. I am not aware of the total dietary 

program that is there right now, but I know that 

-in time you're dealing with rising costs on 

health care. It's either one of two things, 

somebody is just rising the costs and doesn' t 

need to rise, or we're becoming unnecessarily 



unhealthy. And if the latter is the cssa, then 

some dietary considerations could help to reduce 

costs in health care. 

Now, with respect to the second concern 

that you raised about moving regionally. X 

don' t know. I haven't studied the health care 

system, in terms of its costs, which is more 

cost efficient. But T would think this, whether 

they use the current system or whether they have 

a portable system, T think the real key thing is 

who is in control of the system now. Do the 

people who are in the institutions have enough 

voice, even-if it's not a voice where they 

speak, I just don't think you should have an 

institution that should has 33 percent black and 

Hispanic and then have a totally Caucasian staff 

of seeing after them and their needs. I-think 

that there are economic biases and political 

biases and -cultural biases in the larger 

society, you're going to witness the same thing 

right there in the prison institution. 

7 remind us that w« may think of it in 

light, in terms of cultural biases, but there 

was a black man that was diagnosed as mentally 

retarded who discarded this diagnosis and went 



on to tarn * Ph.D. in social psychology and ha 

produced an exam. They went into WATTS, whore 

most of the children have failed th« 

standardized Anarican test. Ha gave than tha 

same standardised American teat, but ha reworded 

tha questions to reflect tha culture expression 

of those children right there in the community 

at WATTS. When the test was reworded to express 

the cultural expression of those children within 

their own areas where they live, they understood 

the questions more. And when the questions were 

understood more, 98 percent of those children 

passed those standardised teats. 

So this issue of cultural hias and the 

cultural misunderstandings that can exist and 

prevail, they have a great impact on the quality 

of service that someone can receive, because it 

has a Jot to do with the patient's level and all 

of that. So if the thing is mobile, I don't 

know enough about it to know if it would be more 

coat efficient. But you don't want to, whan it 

comes to health, you don't want to look to cut 

costs if it's going to cut tha chances of people 

being more helpful and then you run a greater 

risk of people being less healthy. 



Mow, if the state is in control of this 

or federal government is in control of that, I 

don't know which one can nake it worse, but I 

would think that if it's mobile and it's over on 

this part of the state today, and this is the 

on3y unit you have to deal with, somebody gats 

sick over here at the same time, I don't know 

that you have somebody that is, what we would 

call an adequate staff to deal with that 

si tuition. 

So 7 would think that before they 

implement something like that there should be a 

- lot of considerations that are teking place. 

But, of course, if it's going to do something 

that's going to end up either spending more 

g g 

y t g g 

p ople whom the douars we firs 

Pp prlst* f r , t h e n I c y 

We need to scrap it and IOok it o er and see 

*z some other approach. 

y , . 

l question, what has, , , 

what has been the relationship between your 

organization and the Graterford administration, 



in term of recaptivenesa and assisting you in 

establishing this kind of network? 

MINISTER MUHAMMAO: Glad you ttked that 

questdl on . Tn none respec!ts tbe relations , I 

won't say they've been good * hut they haven' t 

been bad. I haven't had as much contact with 

the administration, other than by letter , to 

make a formal request of our desire to set up 

ministry there at Graterford. We did not 

request this when we first went in, we first 

went in to begin to work the community. 

However, we did contact Graterford 

administration*•and we were told to contact 

Harrisburg I think Chaplain Mayo was the one I 

was told to contact, who would authorise this 

and get me set up with the State of 

Harrisburg -- through the City of Harrisburg for 

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania , to work not 

only Graterford, but many other institutions 

throughout the Commonwealth, because I'm getting 

letters from everyone that wants me to come in 

and set up these programs. 

The thing that, I think at least one of 

the things that X was led to believe was 

preparing our efforts to get this done was -that 



tb*y thought the Islamic community already had a 

chaplaincy set up. W« reminded than that *e had 

mora than one faction thara at this Une and 

that we felt it should be recognised. He did 

not request this before coming in. We raguested 

this long after we came in to give than evidence 

of the other community and to give them evidence 

of our intentions. I don* t think that they can 

say that ire're serving ill motives when we have 

law abiding members in our community. They 

can't say that the membera who represent the 

Honorable Lewi s Farcott there at Oraterford, 

they can' t say that these people are giving then 

problems now. They bring the papers in, they 

bring the tapes in, the books in, and they are 

trying to be upright. That's what we teach, 

that's what we subscribe to. 

So it's kind of been back and forth 

betw-een Rarrisburg and Graterford. When X 

contacted Rarrisburg, Rarrisburg wrote me back 

saying that the chaplain at Oraterford saying 

they are already set up, but they are not set up 

to service our connunity, they are not set up 

for counseling, they ere not sat up for helping 

ue to build a stronger community, but they force 



us to work out through the office of our 

financial transactions and things li lee that. Ox 

course, this doesn' t give our coanunity a sansa 

of dignity and independence to ba abl e to work. 

We don't mind working in conjunction with 

anothar coaiunjty, but this is not working in 

conjunction, this is just working in suggestion 

to, j& ray judgment. 

Xf wa can recognise under the Christian 

boundary, it you will, that there is a Catholic 

priest there, there is a Protestant chaplain 

there, there are aeabers of the cloth of other 

religious denominations * I think that we can ell 

go back to the creation of nan* He did not see 

all these religions. All there was -was aan and 

God and aan was noainatad and now aan 

danoainated hinsslf. He is expressing hiaself 

through a lot of religious denoalnations. 

So if this is going to be the case, 

then we fee} that our coaaunity is legitimate 

and that it should be recognized and that we 

should be able to set up in Oraterford, as well 

as -the other institutions throughout the 

Coaaonwealth of Pennsylvania that are 

communicating with ae right now even as I speak. 



MR . BOYD: Thank you. No further 

questions, Mr. Chairman. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Mr. Parrish. 

MR. PARRISH: Mo questions. Just glad 

to see you, my Brother. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Brother, Minister, we 

thank you very such for coming here today . 

Thanks for your testimony. 

Mr. Michael Ruggieri. 

( Recess ) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The time of recess 

having expired, committee meeting w!3l come back 

to order. The next person to testify will be 

Mr. Mike Ruggieri. 

MR . RUGGTBRI: Good afternoon. My name 

is Michael Ruggieri. 

-MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you spell your 

name just to make sure we have it correct on the 

record? 

MR. RUGGIERI: R-u-g-g-JI-e-*r-i. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. 

MR. RtJGGIBRT: We the People Living 

with AIDS, I'm on the board of directors, also 

write « monthsy column for We the People Living 

with Aids. I'm on the board of directors of 

http://wi.il


Aids Coalition Prisons and Jails in 

Pennsylvania. T work as a teacher for the 

faculty in aducational training canter in 

Hahnemann University, Pennsylvania State 

Education, representative treatment action-work 

project of San Francisco. I'm contributing 

owner to Path. I'm real involved in AIDS 

advocacy, also great, great, great, great 

grandson of Zachary Taylor, I3th president of 

the United States and James Madison. My family 

has been involved in the politics for quite a 

while. 

My reason for being here today, 

Mr. -.oyd had called me to your aid and asked me 

to come speak today on testimony on health care 

in the prison situation. I was diagnosed with 

AIDS in 3 986, which X probably bad for at least 

two years before that. X had it for about nine 

years. X was diagnosed in prison. X was put in 

the hole, kept in isolation. T was in Chaster 

County Prison, X was in Dauphin County Prison. 

X had state sentence, spent most of my state 

sentence in the county prisons. My laundry was 

burned, X was discriminated against, 

confidentiality was breached, suffered cruel and 



unusual punishment, X filed a lawsuit. 

I sufferad whi 3e X wan in prison. Z 

had dietary problem*, I bad holes in my 

esophagus where I couldn't eat solid food. More 

or less, the attitude in prison was that it was 

ay own stupid fault for getting AIDS, I should 

have thought more about it before I got it. I 

* y P 

p y p . 

p ni ha , 

h b ing denied health , p y 

i"* X was diagnosed. X was scaraa, X didn t 

know a whole lot about ATDS. Pretty stuch in 

shock at being put in the hole. Started reading 

the bib3a a lot. They told me X< had six months 

to -two years to live* They would do what they 

could to get ae out of prison. Nobody did 

anything for ae. X put in nuaerous sick ctall 

requests, I wouldn t be put in. Things were 

really bad. 

There was a lot of inmates that were 



not real literate. I waa mora articulate, so I 

atartad writing lattars to elected officials, 

churches, and outaida tgtncita, as far as to try 

and gat aonA halp. newspaper pickad the story 

up/ cans into tha prison. I startad to gat some 

publicity, things got a tiny bit better. 

Tha health care at that time, Prison 

Haaltb Services was ont of Wilmington, Delaware. 

was tha health oara provider at tha prison. 

They had a budget that consit sted of $5.86 per 

innate per year with a sealing for insurance 

between 15 and $2b,000 a year for catastrophic 

illness, accidents, and single injury or AIDS. 

Most of the doctors that worked there 

were retired and their medical training .was 

probably 40, 50 years ago, and they weren't 

really aware of what was going on with AIDS. 

They weren't infectious disease specialists. 

We had a four-*bad infirmary. Tou were 

shackled on your stomach on all fours, no TV, no 

smoking, no bathroom door. There was a shower, 

nobody got to use that. This was for men and 

woman. Four-bed infirmary. Their diagnostic 

equipment consisted of paper thermometers, blood 

- pressure testers, stethoscope, and tongue 



depressors. That was about it. The curs for 

everything was generic Tylenol* that crumbled 

after half the tine. It was really poor. 

T had severe? problems, especially with 

my dietary. My south was ulcerated real bad. 

Other times they would say we don't have the 

medication, we don' t know what to do. * They have 

to write to the mai n company and get permission 

to do tests that I needed. See, I couldn't 

swallow. X couldn't swallow. 

Pretty much in the county prison 

situation, they figured you*re either going to 

stay or get out to keep costs down unless you 

get so sick, they are afraid you are going to die 

in prison. Then they would start to speed up 

your releese or parole or whatever . A lot of 

people saw, especially when dealing with AIDS, 

don't want to speak up because of the 

discrimination and fear of harassment and 

whatever remains. So X, more or less, did a lot 

by like breaching my confidentiality that we're 

talking about. 

X did start getting medication after a 

while. One prison I was in, X had to wear a red 

arm band to disclose to anybody. Everybody knew 



that people that had AIDS vai more or less lat 

it ba known . Thara was a lot of probleem. 

I was from Prison Outraach. I gat 

lattars from inmat«i from prisons all over the 

Stata of Pennsylvania and othar states. And I 

contact a lot diract treataants and soaetiaes X 

have soaa success in helping gat inmates 

treatments, sometimes I didn't. Sometiaas I 

like to bring the attention the Policy 5*03 or 

Policy OH, PA pursuant to Section 6ft1. These 

are policies dealing with terminal illnesses in 

prison like AIDS. 

While Infirmary and prison can't really 

take care of the medical needs of the inmates, 

they can petition the judge for reconsideration 

sentence and the judge can write a court order* 

move an inmate to another facility subject to 

the court for treatment. There is a 3ot of 

problems in this because after a judge sentences 

an inmate t after 30 days he loses his 

jurisdiction. The state parol e board assumes 

your jurisdiction. They aren't very cooperative 

in dealing with an inmate until be comes up with 

minimum sentence for parole. Than they do 

paperwork and all that. 



In the iftintine inmates are suffering. 

They aren't getting the right attention. The 

overall coat reduction i« they don't take 

inmates and put him in the real hospital, and 

people in the medical department don't really no 

how to deal with the major terminal illnessas. 

There is not much sympathy for people with AIDS, 

homosexuals* drug addicts, prostitutes, and 

whatever. There is a lot of moral judgments. 

But the thing is a lot of opportunistic 

infections associated with AIDS are contagious, 

such as tuberculosis, which im airborne. A lot 

of people come down with tuberculosis now. It-

isn't just a problem with people in prisons that 

you can get rid of the lower eschelon criminals. 

These people ere having visitors, guards working 

there, administrators, faculties, they are 

giving it to their children who bring it to 

- school through the adult community and giving it 

to other people. Problem is going to escalate 

like the national deficit. It's got to be dealt 

with. 

A lot of these private health care 

companies, -their goal is cost reduction. They, 

more or less, train people to work for them, not 



writ* anything in the records that they can ba 

held criminally liable for unlosi they take it 

to court. U.S. Supreme court in tha recent, 

thay are taking for 1983 Civil Sights patition 

filed against whara thay subpoeaned tha madical 

racords. So thay writ* things that ara vary big 

in medical racords ao that thay can't be held 

y y 

are doing, being negligent with people lives, 
" " " • w w 

y g p g 

County prisons might have a smaller 
* w m 

g s m in h s x. p . y 

h u n mon y rit 

y ha e bean on a contr c for $ .1 m lli , 

thay have a year to work in that budget. If 

they have a couple of people with AIDS, they ara 

costing a couple hundred thousand dollars for 

health care, they wipe out the budget. 

•everything is all involved in that budget. 

People ara getting minima} health care. 

-They have a list of approved medications, 

chronic medications for serio11s illnesses. They 

have a list of timely lengthy processes where 

they have to write to a big company owner of 

health care to get permission to use treatments, 



medications, or take them out. In the meantime, 

people and their conditions are getting worse 

and worst. A lot of times people don't get the 

abdication before they die. Just seeing people 

that are in prison don't have family support, 

church support* something, they aren't reel 

articulate, they are norm. Somebody that has 

got a lawyer, family that they need health care, 

those people might get a little better 

treatment. 

It's a lot of disadvantaged people they 

~are-homeless or whatever, sick. There is 

something stupid. You have a lot of people in 

there from shoplifting because they are hungry 

r, I m no sayi g g 

a se ious threat to society and they are b ing 

jail. Then you hav more and m , 

B us B3.ll 74-S , R o U S e Bill 9311, HoU il • # 

, where they want to make mandatory testing, 

mandatory sentences of BIV and a whole lot of 

other tests. I guess at one time they wanted to 

make summer camps for people with AIDS. I don t 

want to see something like that happen. 

I don t think it s an enormous problem 

that s going to go away. It s 311st getting 

http://B3.ll


worse. The nunber of HIV positive inmates as 

shown, statistics show, not tbe numbers, and 

these are likely underestimation of the tree. 

As of February 11th, 1992, there were reportedly 

278 HIV positive inmates in Pennsylvania 

institutions, 3 8 with full-blown suaptoms, 14 

out of 8 8 were to the AIDS. These numbers are 

high. Realities ere a problem with far more 

injectable positive than being reported. No 

records are kept of tbe number of HIV positive 

inmates in the county prisons. 

Estimating that the serum positivity 

rates in Pennsylvania prisons and jails range 

from 3 percent to 12 percent. Actual number of 

HIV infected peopl e in Pennsylvania State 

Correctional Institutions is probably between 

630,520 people, and this would mean between 

1,17-0, 4,680 HIV infected inmates in the state 

and no end in sight. As of April this year, 

7,826 people in Pennsylvania with AIDS. That' s 

probably much higher than that, because that's 

just reported cases. This problem isn't going 

to go away. It' s unfortunate. It's going to 

-cost a lot of money to deal with. It's got to 

be dealt with or tbe prob3em is going to get 



worse . 

This is mors or less why I' m hers, to 

let people know this is s problem* t have six 

recommendations made op by prison society and 

coalition for prison and jails. First one being 

Secretary of Health and Commissioner of 

Corrections should convene and personally 

participate in deliberations that enter the part 

on HIV planning counsel, including 

representatives from the community to develop 

- - effective public health systsm into state 

prisons and jails. 

Sumber two, Pennsylvania Secretary of 

Health should order this department to regulate 

and issue detailed up-to-date standards of care 

for HIV disease and ensure that they are 

disseminated to all prisons and jail health care 

providers. Extra emphasis should be placed on 

the frequency unrecognized patients of RIV 

disease. Minimum standards developed by the 

National Center of HIV Disease and publish in 

its March 1991 report on HIV disease in 

correctional facilities or a model. 

Number three . Secretary of Health and 

C o r r e c t i o n s i n the Governor's o f f i c e of 



administration should cooperate to expand 

currant HIV training for programs for statu 

baaltb cart worker* to reach health care workers 

providing care to people with HJV and county 

prisons and jails. 

Four, Parkinson Health and Correctional 

should provide more funding, logistical support 

to our county health departments and local AJDS 

service organisation, and to state and county 

prisons to supply specialized counseling, 

education, and other care. 

Five , correctional administrators must 

understand and enforce the limitations of 

confidentiality of HIV-relatad information act. 

Under state law, HIV testing cannot be 

compelled, must be confidential by appropriate 

counts. Moreover, results of HIV tests and 

other HIV-relatad information cannot be 

distributed to non-medical personnel without 

subject written permission. 

Number six, quality of health should 

assure that Its public Information materials 

explain how confidentiality is involved and all 

of its implications for prisons and should put 

its legal staff at the disposal of local gag 



law. 

I*m contacted by a 3 ot of prison*, 

0r*terford, director of traatnant. I've had 

conversations with the superintendents of 

Rockvi**, Smithvlew, Camp Hill, and others. 

Soma of then are looking for people to come in 

and provide support, educational seminars. It 

seems to be a problem wit th Department of 

Corrections, Diane Marks, X don' t really know 

who the problem Is, there is so much paperwork, 

things have to go through this person and that 

person and you get bounced around. 

X work closely with a lot of health 

departments, Montgomery County Health 

Department, t've been trying to get into 

Graterford. They have a contract for bid 

proposal or something to get in there. 

Everything is just tied up in Harrisburg or 

wherever. 

All I can do Jit ask you to use your 

influence to chart the problems, I've talked to 

people. I'm not saying cut paop3 e 3oose from 

jail or anything like. Provide a little better 

health care, centralize health care so there is 

one company providing health care whether it's 



by stat« or private. It should be a little more 

controlled, more updated, people should have 

up-to-date training. Tt really needs to be 

looked at how it is to be addressed. If you 

have any questions, I would be glad to answer 

then . 

. - MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. 

Mr. O'Connell. 

MS. O'CONNELL: No questions. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: Mr. Parrish. 

MR. PARRISH: Ho questions. Thank you 

for your testimony. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I just have one 

question. In cel l blocks across the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do you believe as 

an individual person who has worked with those 

who have HIV and those who have full-blown AIDS 

that there should be a separate wing for 

communicable diseases in the institution? 

MR. RUGGIERJ: The only way that I can 

-see isolating people would be to the fact where 

the immune system Js weakened to the point where 

breath of germs or poor hygiene of other inmates 

would be a threat to them. As Jong as they are 

still healthy and not real sick, I think they 



should be allowed to participate in everything 

everybody else is participating in, jobs, 

recreation, and everything else . 

I've had AIDS for nine years, X ride a 

motorcycle, I play sports. In jail, I didn' t 

have a lot of problems. I*a not gay, s o I 

didn't have a lot of that kind of harrasanant. 

A Jot of people with HIV tbat are gay suffer 

discrimination and violent behavior. I was 

never a weak one or coward. PeopJ e a3 ways had 

to think about what they said to ne. I found a 

Jot of different responses. X had people tal k 

to ne that wanted to prove they were still 

friends, shake hands, help ae , whatever. People 

that didn't know what to say or say something 

that would offend ae were real careful about the 

words. I had a lot of people Just act natural 

around ae. And after people got over the 

initial shock, they caae back to Just acting 

noraal. 

X do everything a noraal person does. 

X have to be careful if t have sex with a woman, 

T use condoos and all that. But with people 

saying you can't date and all that when you're 

HXV, I've had a couple girlfriends since X was 



BIV. I haven't given it to them. I try not to 

spread it. You don't have that with every 

person out there. There is some cases that they 

want to spread it. 

The big danger is the people who don't 

know they are HIV and they have HIV and spread 

it. There is a lot of people you know shooting 

and people smoking crack and shooting heroin, 

prostitutes out on the streets, spreading it 

like crazy. People living in abandoned houses, 

people at fire hydrants, go into restaurants and * 

use the bathrooms. Tt's terrible. 

All the companies are left, all these 

disadvantaged people, there is help for them. 

Help runs for everybody, no matter what color 

they are. I'm friends with every colored 

person. -Our board of directors is gay, 

straight, black, white, Hispanic. We heve 

everything down there. We have street people, 

homeless, bankers, nurses. We can't solve every 

person's problem. We sure' try. We give them a 

lot of support trying. I just would like to see 

governments get a little more interested in 

helping people. 

We get a little bitter sometimes- when 



we see aonir going to all these other countries 

and this peoples hate 11 s, but we're right over 

there dropping all kinds of medicine, lending 

then money , building buildings. We had people 

that are sleeping on statu beds, they won' t keep 

then. Ve have people with AIDS that are 

boneless, they are dying because they are in the 

co3d . We have a 3ot of problems. 

Correctional facilities, they don't 

really partake people. The gay education, 

profession, something they do when they came 

out, wben maybe they wouldn't be going back to 

jail all the time . They come in with court 

costs, fines, supervision fee for probation and 

parole, they can't afford a car. If they can 

get one, they can' t afford the insurance. They 

can't afford rent, bus fare, clothes for the 

job. Think about what these people are up 

against. 

It's bad enough just being out on the 

street. Coming out of a j a n where you had 

and trying to make it, plus having o 

reports and therapy. It s impossiDie for the 

large people to ever get back into the street, 

get back into the community. They need more 



help before they get out the door. We need more 

places like group hones, halfway houses where 

they phase back into the community, help them 

get in a job. Not all these people have 

families, friends, wives or anything to come out 

to. They are better off in jail, some of them. 

They know when they come out, they are 

never going to be able to comply with the law of 

probation, they just come out and go on a spree, 

drinking, drugging, whatever it Is they were in 

there, go back in jail, that's where all their 

friends are. They don't have anyone outside. & 

lot of that has got to be changed. It's never 

going to change. We're just going to have to 

build more and more prisons, more and more 

g d p p g y 

Big problem is now with overpopulation. 

p li ng and n i g o g , 

reatment, more mac a. cations . These problems are 

never going to end. We re going to have to 

start doing like Australia, economize instead of 

otnar continents, economize other plants. 

guess that s why we re working on the space 

program. There isn t any answer in sight - We 



all know that. 

MS . CHAIRMAN; Any other questions? We 

thank you vary much for your testimony. And we 

appreciate the input. Z don't think economising 

plants, X don't think we're going to economize 

plants . 1 appreciate the rest of the testimony 

related to the health care and your -sincerity 

and concern. Thank you very much. 

Mrs. Frances Zemel here? 

{ Ho audible response 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. Walter Tsou. 

DR. TSOU: The 3 est speaker. 

MR. CHAIRMANt Good afternoon. o you 

have a prepared. testimony? 

TSOU: I do. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: State your name for ne 

re oraf and you are in order. You may pro eed. 

DR. TSOU: Represents ive Richar son, 

>members of the Health and Welfare Committee, 

hes end gentlemen. 

am Dr. H lter , 

<*ir ctor an ep y 

r nal He th Servi e g y 

ounty Health Department 7 i h p y 

appr iation to you and th m 



committee for the opportunity to speak about 

prison health services. ID the limited time 

that I have available, I would like to 

concentrate on the issue of turbercuJosis in the 

prisons. I understand you'•»« heard extensive 

testimony on this topic, also. So T apo3 09ize 

if some of this is redundant. 

MS . CHAIRMAN: That' s all 1 right. 

DA. TSOtf: I choose TB because it is a 

serious disease and its management is 

illustrative of the problems -within prisons. My 

familiarity with this subject stems froa our 

health department's work in the state 

correctional institution at aratarford, which is 

in Montgomery County. As you know, Oraterford 

is the largest correctional facility in 

Pennsylvania and has an inmate population of 

over 4,000. 

Me first learned about a tuberculosis 

problem in Oraterford in July of 1991 when 

approximately nine active cases of turberculosi s 

were reported to the Pennsylvania Health 

Department. Investigation by the Pennsylvania 

Health Department at that time concluded that 

Gratarford was ill prepared for handling 



tuberculosis casus. When -our health d«p«rtn«nt 

began operations in October of 1993, we began to 

work with officials at Graterford in an effort 

to improve their TB progran. While there has 

been a substantial improvement in the awareness 

and efforts by Graterford on the management of 

tuberculosis, there are still areas that require 

improvement. While many of these problems are 

related to staffing shortages, several problems 

can be resolved with stronger administrative 

oversight. X enumerate some of the problems 

below. 

One, transfer of medical information 

from hospitals and other correctional facilities 

to end from Graterford is inadequate. 

Procedures and methods for procuring previous 

medical records and the transfer of these 

records to other correctional facilities is 

necessary for the proper continuity of medical 

care for inmates. It is costly for Pennsylvania 

to repeet medical work-ups on individuals who 

have been previously evaluated. -The delay in 

information, especially in patients with active 

tuberculosis, could seriously jeopardize the 

health of other inmates and staff. 



Two, b«cauie the voluit and tracking of 

nodical information is so extensive at a large 

institution, such aa Graterford, a uniform TB 

registry used by all state correction*] 

facilities and/or computerisation of this 

information da necessary. 

Three, internal mechanisms for 

gathering medical lab and X-ray results and 

placing these results on the chart or brought to 

the physician's attention needs to be 

standardized and expedited. As a health 

department, we have occasionally learned about 

lab results on inmates even before the medical 

staff at Graterford. This JI not acceptable. 

Respiratory isolation rooms must be 

made available for all inmates suspected of 

having tuberculosis. Currently Oraterford only 

has three such rooms and our own county prison 

has none. These rooms should reverse flow 

vent3 lated to prevent the spread of tuberculosis 

throughout the infirmary. 

Five, information on the arrivals, 

discharges, or transfers must be shared with the 

medical staff by the administration responsible 

for security. Occasionally r the medical staff 



was left unaware that the inimt* had already 

left Graterford. In at least two naves, inmates 

with active tuberculosis were released and -lost 

to f ol low-up in the communi ty, 

Six, standard follow-up must be 

developed to assure that all inmates with 

suspected tuberculosis take and finish-their 

medications. A review mechanism must be 

developed to review the medication 

administration records daily. Non-compliant 

inmates need to be identified and reviewed with 

g p y 

Seven, a person dedicated by each 

p o p p y p 

i as s to h 

department. This is necessary to assure that 

appropriate treatment and follow-up has been 

provided. Furthermore, our department has 

assisted Oraterford in some of their TB 

screenings but reporting is less than ideal. 

Right, finally, privatization of prison 

health services has resulted in duplicative 

administrative structures and led to 

miscommuni cations and/or delays. The medical 

record department at Graterford is administered 



separately from the Medical ear* providers, 

which simply makes no sense. 

The bottom line is that while much 

progress has been made, we still need to improve 

the management of tuberculosis within our 

corrections? facilities in Pennsylvania. 

Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis, a disease 

which currently its extremely deadly and has 

become a very real problem in several states. 

Prisons in Mew York City have been radically 

changed because of the threat of drug resistant 

tuberculosis* Our prisons in Pennsylvania have 

been described as overcrowded^ with high risk 

inmates, with HIV disease, drug use, and poor 

mp . l 

as a perfect milieu for developing dr g 

resistant TB. 

In the 1920s, tuberc losis was m g 

the five leading causes of death in Amen a * 

Most of the American public would like prisoners 

to be looked up and forgotten. But unless we 

provifle the necessary resources and exercise 

appropriate public health principals now in our 

correctional facilities, we wai3 regret our 

current pecuniary indecisiveness and 



bureaucratic complacency. Like a ticking time 

bomb, «• can no longer afford to wait. It's 

tima to act, and the tine is now. Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you vary much. 

Doctor, you've testified before this committee 

before. It's good to see you again. You had 

enumerated a number of soIQ of the problems. I 

would like to know whether or not you've had any 

opportunity at all to ever meet -with the 

Department of Corrections. 

DR . TSOU: If e have not had an 

opportunity to meet with Commissioner Lehman. 

We've had had phone conversations with his 

medical director, Dr. Juli e Anderson, and we 

have been working on a regular basis with deputy 

superintendent of treatment at Gratarford, 

Mr. Thomas Stachlek, s-t-a-c-h-l-e-k. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He's the deputy 

commissioner of health. Have you met >thia Diana 

Marks, director of health services for 

Pennsylvania Department of Corrections? 

DR. TSOtJ: I have not. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: She's supposed to be the 

director. She was here, but they couldn't talk. 

They were gagged by the Attorney General's 



Office. And the Department of Corrections told 

then that they couldn't answer any questions. 7 

just wanted to know if you had a chance to talk 

to then, maybe she'll talk to you and maybe you 

can find out what is going on. 

DR. TSOU: X can tell you that the 

Department of Corrections has released a 

document describing their policies and 

procedures concerning tuberculosis. 

MR. CHAIKMAN: Does i t work? See, 

people can always release documents. Those 

documents look so good on paper. But what does 

it mean to the inmates who are walking around 

feeling like they are amongst people who have 

tuberculosis when it's like a closed mouth 

thing. 

One of the things T can say today was 

that I was appreciative of someone who told us, 

it was Dr. Ross, who said it's the way you frame 

your question that gets us sometimes the 

answers. We were at Graterford yesterday and T 

asked whether or not there were any cases of 

AIDS up there, they told me no. They said it 

was the way X asked the question is why I got 

that answer, in terms of the tuberculosis 



problem. Maybe you can help shed some light* 

DR. TSOU: Did they say that there ere 

no oases of AIDS? 

MX. CHAIRMAN: No AIDS. 

OR. TSOU: Tuberculosis. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Tuberculoses. They said 

they tested everybody in the institution, and 

that a33 those persons that were tested, if they 

nneded, ii tthy nneded mmedicine tthy wwre ggven 

corrected medicine. 

DR. TSOU: They've made the same 

statements to us. There are situations where 

people are considered TB suspects where the 

actual diagnosis, culture diagnosis has not 

returned yet. And they do have patients in 

there who are TB suspects, who are pending a 

diagnosis, formal diagnosis. It takes usually 

nix weeks for these culture results to come 

back. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Isn't that a cute way of 

subterfuge? 

DR. TSOU: Yes. 7 think that's 

probably not giving you the full answer. -

MR. CHAIRMAN: In other words, it's not 

borderline lying, but it's close to it? 



DJt. TSOO: z don't want to indict than* 

MS . CHAIRMAN: I don't want you to 

indict anybody. It's like stretching th« truth? 

DR. TSOU: The truth, yes. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Or tha lack thereof. In -

othar words, thay don't give all tha 

information, so thay can' t aceusa you of doing 

anything that looks malicious. But at tha same 

time, you have all thasa innate* that ara baing 

subjected to this health cara. 

What do you balieva is tba thrust or 

tha movement behind this rag*onalisati on concept 

that they've cona up with -now that thay want to 

put seven or eight institutions under three 

different regions dividing up the health cara 

for the Commonwea3th of Pennsylvania eastern, 

central, and western part -of tha Connonwealth, 

so that a health care provider in each one of 

these areas would than become the primary care 

vendor for those seven or eight institutions by 

region? 

DR. TSOU: I have, I guess, more 

questions than answers to that. In tha large 

part it's related to the quality of who the 

vendor might be that would serve those eight 



institutions in -a given range. A highly 

competent and qualified vendor with individuals 

working at a variety of regional correctional 

facilities with common administrative roles and 

methods for providing medical care could be 

actually advantageous to the Commonwealth. But 

again, the caveat has to'be what qualifications, 

what qualifies such a vendor. Does that make 

sense? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes, that makes sense. 

Because as they are moving, they have already 

lifted RFPs. My concern is whether or not the 

bureaucracy that presently exists now by 

institution by institution to farm this out now 

regionally, I just want to know whether or not 

not onl y the quality of insurance but the 

assurance that there is going to be some medical 

delivery service to these inmates who in some 

cases are indicating, particularly the severe 

cases of medical illness and other psychological 

illnesses in the institution, which is mental 

illness, I'm just wondering how they are going 

to get a fix on it . 

They say it's going to be more cost 

containment, but I'm not sure. We're'just 



trying to get for the record so our committee 

can vote end it«y we nupport. this or don't 

support conceptually how that is going to work. 

I agree with you 4t*s going to depend on who is 

the person who gives the care. 

Contract, I don't want to get the 

contracts. It's going to be built in prior to 
W W T 
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where certain things are not taken into 
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n and discharges him. I d n un n . 

Isn t there something about code of 

ethics amongst doctors -tnat if you diagnose this 

individual patient as having the sickness, the 

next day the very, without consulting the 

doctor, the very next day you discharge him? 

DR. TSOU: I mentioned to you, there is 

lack of communication internally, at .least in 

our experience with Graterford. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Is it done on purpose? 



DR. TSOU: I think it's not good 

aediceJ care that you're describing* I have 

•previously testified in front of this committee 

that the delivery o* health care and financing 

of health oare should be considered separately. 

One of the complaints that you've raised here 5s 

illustrative of that point, because we may 

develop a wonderful cost containment program for 

prison health services. But if a delivery is 

fear of quality care, then we have sot done 

ourselves a service to either inmates or the 

Commonwealth. 

So T think that to help us perhaps 
r w r 

g q y 

mnis so n h e p i s o s , 

y p 

orrections to describe minimum q lity 

standards for proviamg health car in cne 

or ectiona xeci iti s. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you. cnair 

recognizes Mr. Ferrinh. 

MR. PARRISB: Ho questions , 

Mr. Chaiman. Thank you again. Doctor, for your 

testimony. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Chair recognizes 



Mr. O'Connnel. 

MR . O'CONNELL : No quasti o n s . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We thank you vary such. 

We appr*cjate 7our eoanonts. Look forward to 

working with you. 

but me for the record thank again 

Mr. David Yurky, Y-u-r-k-y# who is a volunteer 

and worker of ay office, and has been tha 

coordinator of thasa past two days of tour at 

Gratarford and hearing and baaring hare today at 

City Council and to also tha r*it of the staff - -

that offica also hslpad. David has bean working 

on this for quite sons time. We want to thank 

yon for helping with tha natters of some of 

those persona that did testify here today. 

Tha Chair would also like to recognize 

the presence of Mrs. Lois Williamson, who is 

bare, who is a prison advocate who is nationally 

and locally and carries a lot of respect with 

the kind of work that she does in and out of 

prison throughout the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania. 

It is of particular interest that while 

wa will adjourn these hearings today, it is the 

intention of this Chair, along with 



collaboration with the Bouse Judiciary 

Coaaittee, that we may need another two days of 

hearings on this prison -health care issue, 

because we certainly did not get auch 

information fron the Department of Corrections 

on this whole health care delivery systea. And 

we aust get that on the record. 

The other thing is that there wi3 3 be 

subsequent meetings that the staff will 

encounter with the Department of corrections 

while this lawsuit is pending. X would like to 

ask that to aake sure that we get a copy of the 

lawsuit froa the ACLJ so that that can be 

affixed to the notes of testimony of these two 

days of hearing, because there was one 

iapediaent froa hearing froa the Department of 

Corrections. So-we need those to be directly 

tied to this testiaony. So that when people 

read this testiaony, they'll understand why we 

cannot get certain answers. 

The other thing is that I just believe 

that there is auch to be desired in correctional 

institutions when it coaes to health. He only 

went to 6rat«rford, and that probably houses 

aore A£riean-Aaericen* and L a t i n o and Hispanic 



persons than any other prison throughout the 

Commonwealthf particujarly geographically 

located near the City of Philadelphia. And the 

western part of the state, we have Western Penn 

out in Pittsburgh. I still don* t believe that 

the population is as great as it is with respect 

to Philadelphia and Oraterford. The rest of the 

institutions are spresd out all over the 

Commonwealth -and very difficult to get to in 

traveling. A lot of us have problems getting to 

see those other ones inside the institution. 

As relates to the health care, my 

concern that if, in fact, we're going to move 

reasonably, that's got to be taken into 

consideration of who is administering the health 

care to these individuals, particularly without 

compassion or concern of the individual's 

health. It may be a preconceived notion, sort 

of like Jow expectancy of individuals that live 

or reside in institutions, such as in prison 

systems in Pennsylvania. And therefore, if the 

clinical persons have a low esteem and -* low 

expectation of the people that they are supposed 

to be helping, then they probably are not going 

to be getting health care that they need. That 



needs to be factored into any &PPs that are 

going to be presented to the Commonwealth before 

these vendors are allowed to get the contracts. 

That's got to be a prerequisite for getting it 

and also should be tied to insurance of quality 

of care for those individual inmates. 

So on that note , we're going to adjourn 

this hearing with the proviso that the 

chairperson/ both Health and Welfare Committee 

and the Judiciary Committee wil3 be cabling for 

additional hearings on this subject matter of 

prison health care for the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania. This-meeting is adjourned at 4:30 

p.m. 

( Bearing concluded at 4:50 P.M. ) 



I, Tanmy J. RJnehart, Reporter, Notary 

Public, duly commissioned and qualified in and 

for the County of York, Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, certify that the foregoing is a 

true and accurate transcript of my stanotypa 

notes taken by me and subsequently reduced to 

computer printout under my supervision, and that 

this copy is a correct record of the same. 

This certificate does not apply to any 

reproduction of the same by any means unless 

under my direct control and/or supervision. 

Dated this 3tst day of May, 1993. 

Tammy Ĵ •^(i'nehart, Reporter 
Hot«y Public 




